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Abstract 

Mammalian metabolism is known to be influenced by a number of physiological and environmental 

factors and the metabolic phenotype of an individual includes contributions from diet and the 

intestinal microbiota. Intestinal wellbeing is paramount for mammalian health and it is increasingly 

evident that intestinal bacteria have the ability to influence the development of an array of diseases. 

The horse is a hindgut fermenter- a sophisticated fermentation vat, housing a plethora of gut microbes 

that liberate energy from high cellulose diets. Investigating the horse will further enhance our 

knowledge of the symbiotic relationship between the mammalian host and its consortium of gut 

microbes.  

Plasma, urine and faecal biological matrices were explored using nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy to identify the dominant metabolites present in a healthy racehorse population. 

Multivariate statistics allowed differences in metabolic profiles to be analysed between horses and 

within individual horses.  106 metabolites were catalogued, providing a reference tool for ‘normal’ 

horse NMR data. Urine samples provided the highest percentage of gut microbial derived metabolites.   

32 racehorses were subsequently longitudinally sampled to investigate sources of metabolic variation 

such as yard origin, exercise intensity and behavioural phenotype. Gut microbial co-metabolites; such 

as hippurate, quinate and p-cresol glucuronide were found to be significantly associated with a 

number of sources of variation.  

Equine oral stereotypical behaviour (EOS), abrupt dietary change and high-starch diets are risk factors 

for colic. Gut microbes can indirectly influence behaviour and it has been postulated that stereotypical 

abnormalities, such as autism and EOS could be related to changes in gut microbial composition and 

metabolism. Urinary quinate- a dietary and gut microbial co-metabolite was found to be significantly 

increased in horses that displayed crib-biting behaviour compared to matched controls. 

Metabolic profiles from biofluids of horses on a diet trial exploring 3 diets;  a traditional high-starch 

racing diet; a high-fat alternative and a grass only diet highlighted significant differences in gut 

microbial metabolism. A grass only diet had the highest level of gut microbial co-metabolites such as 

hippurate in comparison to the other diets and the high-fat alternative was most similar to this 

‘natural’ grass metabolome. Conversely, a high-starch diet was associated with higher faecal lactic 

acid levels, suggesting a shift in pH and therefore microbial environment.   
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 The horse as a valuable economic and scientific commodity 

The horse is of great global economic importance. The equine industry generates jobs and 

income in the developed world primarily through activities based on the use and possession 

of horses, particularly in the racing industry, as well as horse-related goods and services.  The 

horseracing industry alone in the United Kingdom (UK) is estimated to have a gross annual 

output of £3.4 billion (www.betfred.org).  In much of the developing world, equids are still 

the main form of transport and provide agricultural power as well as being beasts of burden. 

There are over 100 million working donkeys, horses and mules worldwide and an estimated 

50% of the world’s population depends on animals as its main source of power (Wilson, 

2003).  Just one working animal can be responsible for providing the main income for an 

extended family of up to 30 people (Sprayson, 2006). It is therefore vital that equine health is 

optimised for animal welfare, money-making industries such as horseracing and for families 

relying on working animals as a sole form of income. 

1.2 The Equine Gastrointestinal tract and associated diseases 

1.2.1 Horses and their hindgut 

Equines are monogastric (non-ruminant) hindgut fermenting herbivores rather than 

ruminants. However, both ruminants (fore-gut fermenters) and hindgut fermenters rely 

heavily on an array of gut microbes to help maintain intestinal health and to enable nutrients 

to be obtained from a cellulose rich diet (Cummings and Macfarlane, 1997b). The digestive 

strategies of each herbivorous mammal are worthy of discussion and comparison. Ruminants, 

such as bovine (cow), ovines (sheep) and caprines (goats) have four stomachs and the rumen 

is the first to receive food and the largest of the stomachs.  It acts as a simple storage device 

and fermentation chamber allowing the animal to regurgitate solid material to chew again 

http://www.befred.org/
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(chewing the cud) thereby further breaking down plant material and allowing saliva enzymes 

to act on the cud and the other stomach portions deal with ingesta following bacterial 

fermentation. In contrast hindgut fermenters like equines and lagomorphs (rabbits) house 

their fermentation vat at the distal end of their gastrointestinal tract (GIT) in the form of 

caecum and colon (Figure 1.1). The caecum is a blind-ended pouch located at the junction of 

the small and large intestines. The colon or large intestine of hindgut fermenters are greatly 

enlarged in comparison with ruminants and humans and approximates  two thirds of the 

volume of the intestinal tract, with a capacity of over 200 litres (L) (Jones and Snyder 1998). 

The main role of this enormous organ is to absorb water, up to 100L a day, and house a 

multitude of micro-organisms, namely anaerobes from the bacterial phylum Firmicutes and 

Bacteriodetes (Daly et al., 2001; Daly and Shirazi-Beechey, 2003). A diet rich in structural 

plant material contain vast amount of cellulose has necessitated these evolutionary 

adaptations. The mammalian genome does not code for the required enzymes to break down 

these tough structures and release digestible oligomers and so herbivorous mammals rely on 

gut microbiota to carry out this function. The difference in the sites of fermentation in 

ruminants and hindgut fermenters highlight two different ways to deal with the problem of 

energy liberation from plant material.   Microorganisms hydrolyse plant fibre, producing 

soluble sugars, which are fermented by gut bacteria to short chain fatty acids (SCFA). This is 

an example of symbiosis, where both microorganisms and the host benefit one another 

through digestive actions and a safe environment and nutrition respectively.  SCFA are 

absorbed by the intestinal epithelium and provide a large proportion of the horse's energy 

(60-70%) (Argenzio et al., 1974; Argenzio, 1975). A number of SCFA are liberated such as 

acetate, propionate and especially butyrate, which is the main source of energy for coloncytes 

(Isolauri et al., 2004). Historically hindgut fermenters were cited as inefficient digesters in 

comparison to ruminants as the products of their fermentation are formed distal to the small 
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intestine, which, in humans is the major site of nutrient absorption.  However, ruminants 

sacrifice the advantages of recovering readily available nutrients prior to fermentation.  Other 

hindgut fermenters such as rabbits overcome limitations in small intestinal absorption by 

practicing coprophagy that involves ingesting their faeces after the first passage to allow 

small intestinal absorption. The horse does not practice this strategy and the greatly enlarged 

surface area of the equine hindgut suffices nutrient absorption needs. The digestive tract of 

the ruminant together with intestinal contents comprises a considerably larger proportion of 

body weight in comparison with the horse, to the order of 40% versus 15%. In addition, food 

transit time is greater in cows; between 70-90 hours in contrast to 48 hours in the horse, 

ruminants must also remain stationary whilst ruminating and it was these features that meant 

horses were chosen in preference to cows to be the main form of transport/working animals. 

Regardless of digestive strategy the gut microbial community and their products are essential 

for the health of these animals as a whole (Janis, 1976).  

Knowledge regarding the importance of the gut microbiota has dramatically increased 

recently, over 99% of gut bacteria are unculturable and have only been discoverable by the 

advent of gene sequencing technology. This technology has significantly increased over the 

last 20 years with the advent of shotgun gene sequencing and with it has brought substantial 

insight into the symbiotic nature of the metagenome and has added to gnotobiotic animal 

studies already in the literature. Gut bacteria are thought to programme the initiation of 

vascularisation in the gut and programme the mucosal immune system to tolerate food (Lalles 

et al., 2007). Other useful functions of gut bacteria include the formation of vitamins notably 

vitamin K and defending the GI tract against harmful pathogens (Hooper and Gordon, 2001; 

Sekirov et al., 2010).  These interactions have only just begun to be described in the horse 

however, and for a species so heavily dependent on their gut microbiome, it is important to 

start to characterise its effect on the health of the animal as a whole. 
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1.3 Who is there? Gut microbial communities and why they matter 

An array of microbes inhabits the intestinal tract of animal hosts and an important mutualistic 

symbiotic relationship exists between them (Backhed et al., 2005). The microbes present on 

and within the human make up approximately ten times the number of human cells and thus 

encodes a genome greater than our own. In fact humans are 99% bacteria (Eckburg et al., 

2005; Ley, Peterson, et al., 2006). Highly researched mammalian species including humans 

and rodents appear to share similar bacterial communities at the phyla level. The majority of 

bacteria within the GIT are in the phylum of Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes. However, inter-

individual variation can be significant at the bacterial species level (Walker et al., 2011; 

Hildebrand et al., 2013).  Studies addressing gut bacterial makeup in domestic animals, 

especially larger herbivores is less well described, such as those from the cow and horse. A 

study assessing rumen bacterial similarities among cows showed that approximately a third of 

operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were seen in at least 90% of the animals and a fifth of 

OTUs were shared by all. OTU is the definition of a bacterial species or group of species 

assessed via DNA sequence data and is commonly used as the microbial diversity unit. 

Rumen bacterial communities also appear conserved across time points within an individual 

(Li et al., 2009). 

1.3.1 Identification of intestinal bacteria using gene sequencing 

The large intestine is the most intensively colonised area in the mammalian body. This is 

likely to be due to a neutral pH, a large lumen and a slower transit time than other regions in 

the gut. The human ratio of bacteria to human cells is approximately 10:1 (Bocci, 1992) and 

this consortium of bacteria house between 5-10 million genes. Until the recent advent of 

molecular methodologies our knowledge of intestinal microbiota has been obtained from 

bacterial culture techniques. Although this has helped with the characterisation of a number 

of microbes it has many limitations. Many microbes require specific environmental 
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conditions to flourish and standard culture techniques do not allow them to be isolated (Ward 

et al., 1990). They can also bias the growth of certain bacterial strains and therefore 

demonstrate finding that may not truly reflect the intestinal environment. Hence, traditional 

methods underestimate the richness of microbes present. Molecular technology enables the 

identification of isolates and can calculate evolutionary relatedness between bacterial strains. 

Unknown isolates can now be typed via sequence analysis of 16s ribosomal RNA (rRNA). 

The 16s gene is commonly amplified and sequenced as it is highly conserved across bacterial 

species. The utility of the 16s region is due to its ease of alignment but varied enough 

sequences to enable different bacterial species to be identified. The V1-3 region of the 16s 

rRNA gene of equine faecal bacterial DNA can be amplified and enables bacterial 

communities to be identified down to a species level, thus providing a detailed picture of the 

bacterial composition of sample microbiome.   Briefly, faecal or ingesta samples are enriched 

for bacterial cells followed by DNA extraction and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to 

directly amplify the 16S rRNA gene. This is achieved using primers which are targeted at 

universally conserved regions at both ends of the gene. Analysis of 16s rRNA gene 

sequencing enables data to be examined for similarities between bacterial communities. This 

is usually described by operational taxonomic units (OTU). This definition describes the 

sequence-base equivalent of the species classification in taxanomic terms (Ley et al., 2005). 

Each OTU is a group of microbes that share greater than 97% of sequence data (Schloss and 

Handelsman, 2005).  

Metagenomics is defined as the culture-independent study of a set of genomes from a 

microbial population or the investigation of the full complement of a microbial genome 

(Handelsman, 2004). The use of this ‘omic technology has opened up new doors to explore 

the growing interest of the role of the microbiome on human health (Petrosino et al., 2009). 

The ever-improving DNA sequencing capabilities have enabled the production of large scale 
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data sets. However, there is still a great number of unknown bacterial taxa that reside in 

mammalian microbiomes and for the ones that are sequenced a large percentage are not 

cultivable (Petrosino et al., 2009). The fusion of ‘omic data from metabonomic and 

metagenomics matrices enables a deeper understanding of gut microbiota and its impact on 

equine health.  

1.3.2 Investigation of equine gut bacteria is still in its infancy 

There is a growing body of work investigating equine resident gut bacteria, viruses and 

parasites and a review article on the equine intestinal microbiome highlights the dominance 

of the Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes phyla in horses (Costa and Weese, 2012) which are the 

major constituents of anaerobic fibrolytic bacterial communities and this dominance is 

similar in humans and rodents. Attempts have been made to identify a core bacterial 

community at the family and genus level within the large intestine and faeces of the horse. 

However, studies have used only a small number of animals and have not addressed the 

breadth of equine breeds, ages and backgrounds and therefore the use or relevance of a core 

microbiome is questionable (Dougal et al., 2013; O'Donnell et al., 2013). In addition, the 

gastrointestinal tract is in a constant state of flux influenced through physical phenomena 

such as peristalsis as well as dietary, illness and pharmaceutical challenges. But, in spite of 

these challenges the host and residing gut bacterial populations respond to maintain 

homeostasis and the identification of core bacterial functions maybe more useful than core 

microbiome structure. Bacterial metabolic and host-health maintenance roles are shared 

amongst certain bacterial communities and The Human Microbiome Project Consortium 

demonstrated that the genomic components of metabolic pathways was consistent among 

individuals despite changes in community structure (Human Microbiome Project, 2012). 

Therefore, a degree of change in microbial structure may or may not be detrimental to the 

host.  Differences in bacterial communities however, have been noted in equine diseases such 
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as colitis and reportedly associated with Clostridium Difficile, Salmonella species. 

Clostridium Perfringens and Neorickettsia Risticii (Weese et al., 2001; Chapman, 2009). 

Longitudinal studies assessing the stability of equine microbiome over time are sparse with 

small sample sizes and limited breed inclusion. Blackmore et al., 2013 investigated the 

temporal stability of the faecal samples from six ponies over two 72 hour sample periods 11 

weeks apart. Pony specific profiles were evident with strong stability (p value <0.001) 

suggesting that within animals there is a large degree of intra-animal stability (Blackmore et 

al., 2013).  

1.3.3 Faeces as a surrogate sample for intestinal compartments  

The invasive nature of sampling intestinal ingesta in different regions of the GI tract means 

that faecal microbiota has been used as a surrogate for the whole of the intestinal tract (Hastie 

et al., 2008). However, a number of studies have questioned the similarity of the communities 

recovered from each GI location (Pang W Fau - Vogensen et al.; Zoetendal et al., 2002). A 

study undertaken by Schoster et al., (2013) revealed that equine faecal samples were only 

partially representative of other intestinal compartments with closest similarity to the caecum 

of the horse (Cani et al., 2008; Schoster et al., 2013). The vast majority of bacterial species 

that reside in the equine gastrointestinal tract are still unknown as up to 80% are 

unculuturable, which is why they are only recently discovered with sequencing technologies.   

1.4 Metabonomics: A window into gut bacterial function 

Metabonomic offers a top-down systems biology approach to explore equine metabolism, 

including an indirect method of characterising global changes in microbial metabolism 

through microbial metabolites eliminated in urine and faeces for example (Nicholson et al., 

2004; Martin et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2011). Metabonomics is defined as: "the quantitative 

measurement of the dynamic multiparametric metabolic response of living systems to 
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pathophysiological stimuli or genetic modification” (Nicholson et al., 1999). Information rich 

techniques in metabonomic based studies include high field nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (MS). These approaches simultaneously capture 

quantitative information from a range of low molecular weight metabolites across various 

different sample types. They can be used both independently and in tandem to achieve an in-

depth coverage of the metabolome. Spectra generated from these methods from biofluids 

provide a snap shot of the metabolites present that can be used as a fingerprint of metabolic 

status. Analysis by multivariate statistical methods can be employed to identify potential 

biomarkers of health and disease (Cloarec et al., 2005).  

The use of metabonomics as a tool for screening, predicting and explaining complex 

phenotypes in a wide array of biological matrices is of great medical benefit to both humans 

and veterinary species. It permits insight into the activities of cells at a functional level 

through the observation of metabolites. These metabolic profiles are a window into the 

physiology of the cell/organ or biofluid under examination and these metabolic pictures 

extends not only from host cellular activity but also to our bacterial second genome.  

Metabolic activities of specific groups of bacteria can be measured indirectly via 

metabonomic means and integrated with other ‘omic technologies such as metagenomics to 

provide a greater understanding of global systems biology.  Thus, metabonomics has the 

potential to become a clinical tool with greater capability than current biochemistry tests by 

detecting not only host disturbances but those caused by exogenous sources (pharmaceuticals 

and microbes).  These advantages coupled with high-throughput analysis make it an exciting 

prospect for clinical applications.  

1.4.1 Metabonomics in mammalian health  

There is great potential for metabonomic application in veterinary science including: disease 

diagnosis and prognostic markers; health optimisation through nutritional and environmental 
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manipulation; identification of therapeutic targets for drug development and animal welfare. 

Human studies using this technology exceed the number of those investigating veterinary 

conditions and within human medicine there has been strides made in their application in 

disease diagnosis of cancers, intestinal disease and parasitic diseases (Marchesi, J. R. et al., 

2007; Gowda et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010). 

There is a growing body of veterinary metabonomic studies with non-equine veterinary 

studies limited to a small number but of varied content including: investigation of cancers,  

liver disease and dietary strategies in dogs (Whitfield et al., 2005; Wang, Y. L. et al., 2007; 

Beckmann et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012); the effect of transport stress on sheep ((Li et al., 

2011)  and the effect of high grain diets on rumen health in cows and the association of milk 

metabolites and somatic cell counts in dairy milk (Ametaj et al., 2010; Sundekilde et al., 

2013).  The use of metabonomics technology in equine medicine is increasing. The majority 

of work originally focused on doping detecting in performance animals by offering a 

sensitive method of drug identification in plasma and urine samples (Kieken et al., 2011; 

Kaabia et al., 2012) . Breed classification using metabolic finger printing has provided 

evidence for different metabolic demands in growing horses of different breeds (Pappalardo 

et al, 2013.). This information will help personalise dietary and weaning management for 

different horse types.  Disease biomarkers have also been explored in laminitis (Keller et al., 

2011a; Michl et al., 2011; Steelman et al., 2014), osteoarthritis (Lacitignola et al., 2008) and 

osteochondritis dissecans (Ralston∗ et al., 2009). However, the exploitation of this 

technology within the field of equine colic is only just beginning. A study by Turner et al., 

2013 explored the equine metabolome of surgical colic cases versus non-colic surgical cases 

using selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS) on faecal headspace identifying  

significantly different metabolic profiles in these two case groups (Turner et al., 2013).  

There is great scope to build on this body of equine metabonomic work and this thesis 
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provides data for healthy Thoroughbred racehorses and those at risk of colic who display 

EOS behaviour. Baseline reference data for specific breed such as the Thoroughbred 

racehorse is already published (Escalona et al., 2015).  

1.4.2 Gut microbiota affects the health of the organism as a whole 

The intestinal microbiome has a key role in the health and disease of all mammals and indeed 

non-mammalian species as gut microbes are responsible for providing nutrients for  and the 

development of epithelial villi and providing pathogen defence (Argenzio et al., 1974; 

Bergman, 1990; Cummings and Macfarlane, 1997b; Topping and Clifton, 2001). However, 

with the advent of recent metabonomic and metagenomic technologies it is becoming 

increasingly evident that the symbiotic relationship that exists between the host and its 

microbiota has effects further a-field than the intestinal environment (Wikoff et al., 2009). 

The importance of the gut microbial community starts as early as pregnancy, with maternal 

factors such as diet, immune status, type of delivery and breast-feeding greatly influencing 

the immunity of the resultant offspring. This has been demonstrated by various studies 

assessing child allergy phenotype with respect to maternal exposure to bacterial isolates from 

farms and pet environments. Mothers who have been exposed to such environments protect 

their offspring from allergy related conditions (Schaub et al., 2009; Wegienka et al., 2009). 

Thus, the importance of bacterial exposure in developing an appropriate immune response is 

magnified. There is further evidence supporting this theory, for example,  maternal prenatal 

antimicrobial therapy increases the risk of developing childhood asthma (Mckeever et al., 

2002). The resultant colonisation pattern can have an impact on health in later life (Tannock 

et al., 1990; Penders et al., 2006).  Not only is this colonisation key but the time in which it 

takes place, as a golden period of colonisation in early life is apparent for host health as an 

adult (Jarchum and Pamer, 2011).   
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Changes to the adult GI microbiota can also have an effect on host health. Recent advances in 

‘omic technologies have shown that bacterial community composition has been found to be 

significantly altered in states of disease such as obesity. Obese mice when compared to lean 

counterparts displayed an increased ratio of Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes (Ley et al., 2005). 

Changes in gut microbial metabolites in human studies were also significantly different 

between obese and lean individuals and this metabotype altered in obese patients after 

bariatric surgery (Calvani et al., 2010). The bacterial communities associated with this 

clinical phenotype clearly have functional roles with respect to energy and calorie harvest 

(Turnbaugh et al., 2006) and low-grade inflammation due to gut bacteria maybe causative in 

type 2 diabetes (Cani et al., 2008), Crohns (Manichanh et al., 2006), celiac disease (Nadal et 

al., 2007), rheumatoid arthritis (Vaahtovuo et al., 2008) and colon cancer (Rowland, 2009).  

Neurological disease and development has highlighted the importance of the gut 

environment. The concept of communication between the brain and the gut has been 

described as the gut-brain-axis and this is an intimately connected pathway that forms 

bidirectional communication between our enteric environment and gut bacteria and with our 

brain and subsequent behaviour (O'mahony et al., 2009).  The acknowledgement of this axis 

has allowed the convergence of research from a number of fields such as neuroscience, 

gastroenterology, psychiatry and microbiology to investigate a suite of human mental 

disorders ranging from stress and depression through to ASD (Finegold et al., 2002; 

Timofeyev et al., 2002; Sudo et al., 2004; Finegold et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2011; Bested 

et al., 2013). 

It is clear from the literature that gut microbiota heavily influences brain development and 

behavioural phenotypes (Diamond et al., 2011). However, despite the growing body of 

research in human and laboratory animal studies there is little research in this arena within 

equine science. There is evidence highlighting the correlation of certain equine behaviours 
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(such as EOS) and intestinal dysfunction (Archer et al., 2008) and that of weaning practice on 

behavioural outcome and digestive function of the horse (Waters et al., 2002).   

The use of both metagenomic and metabonomic technologies will allow the exploration of 

not only what bacteria reside in the equine gut but also their function. Tracking bacterial 

alterations will help to uncover potential pathways for disease development (Jansson et al., 

2009). This can be indirectly assessed by correlations between the gut microbial communities 

and metabolic phenotype. 

1.5 Colic: The major equine health issue 

Equine intestinal disruption (colic) is a common medical complaint, often requiring 

veterinary attention. It is a label for a spectrum of diseases that range from mild flatulence to 

life-threatening strangulating intestinal lesions. Unlike man and our domestic counterparts; 

such as dogs and cats, horses cannot vomit. This has major mortality implications if gastric 

contents cannot be cleared; as is the case for a blockage or strangulating lesion in the small 

intestine. If a lesion of this nature cannot be rectified or the fluid build-up siphoned out, the 

stomach or bowel will eventually rupture and the animal will die as a consequence. In the UK 

approximately 4% of horses experience one case of colic per year, with 11% of these cases 

resulting in mortality (Proudman et al., 2002). A study conducted in racing Thoroughbreds 

(TB) demonstrated a cumulative incidence of colic in 6% of the population within British 

race-training facilities (Hillyer et al., 2001a). Globally colic is the most prevalent cause of 

mortality, morbidity and economic loss in horses (Tinker et al., 1997a; Traub-Dargatz et al., 

2001). 

There are a number of risk factors associated with the development of colic (Archer and 

Proudman, 2006), including breed, gender, change in management, diet, season and 

behavioural traits such as equine oral stereotypies (EOS) commonly referred to as crib-biting 
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and wind sucking (Tinker et al., 1997b; Archer et al., 2004). This thesis explores the use of 

metabonomic techniques to investigate how metabolic profiles vary within and between 

healthy horses and with those that are at increased risk of gastrointestinal diseases through the 

display of EOS. 

1.6 Equine Oral Stereotypies: a poorly understood risk factor for colic 

EOS is described as Crib-biting (CB) and Wind-sucking (WS). CB behaviour is characterized 

by the horse grasping onto an object with their incisor teeth, flexing their ventral neck 

muscles and drawing air into their oesophagus. A grunt is usually associated with the drawing 

in of air (Mcgreevy, Richardson, et al., 1995). WS is similar except grasping of an object to 

carry out the behaviour is not required. Studies have shown that horses demonstrating CB or 

WS vary in prevalence from 2% to 10% in captive equine communities (Mcbride and Long, 

2001; Waters et al., 2002).  These behaviours are considered a stereotypy as they are 

repetitive and apparently functionless in nature (Mason, 1991). There have been a number of 

proposed functions for the behaviour. These include neurochemical (Gillham et al., 1994; 

Lebelt et al., 1998; Mcbride and Hemmings, 2009), altered brain function (Hemmings et al., 

2007) and an adaptive method to alleviate or respond to gastrointestinal irritation (Mills and 

Macleod, 2002; Nicol et al., 2002).  

Factors associated with an increased risk of displaying CB behaviour include an increased 

stabling time (Mcgreevy, French, et al., 1995; Wickens and Heleski, 2010), feeding type and 

regime (Redbo et al., 1998; Bachmann et al., 2003), breed (Vecchiotti and Galanti, 1986; 

Albright et al., 2009), gender (Luescher et al., 1998) and method of weaning (Waters et al., 

2002; Parker et al., 2008). Some of these factors such as diet and weaning method will have 

an effect on gut bacteria and changes to the microbiome of the horse may be implicated in the 

development of this disorder. A human disorder with both stereotypic features and a distinct 
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element of gastrointestinal disturbance is autism spectrum disorder (ASD). ASD shares 

similar behavioural and clinical manifestations with that of EOS in horses. Both disorders 

begin in early life, are predominately seen in males, feature a stereotypical component, show 

both genetic and environmental involvement and are commonly associated with 

gastrointestinal disorders (GID). The influence of the gut microbiome on ASD is beginning to 

be investigated, but whether gut microbiota are part of the cause or effect of these 

developmental stereotypical disorders remains unknown. 

An association between equine oral stereotypies and gastrointestinal dysfunction has been 

documented in a number of studies. Archer et al., found an association between EOS and a 

severe form of colic- epiploic foramen entrapments (EFE) which is a strangulating lesion of 

the small intestine through a naturally occurring hole that is bordered by the vena cava, 

hepatic portal vein, liver and pancreas (Archer et al., 2004). Strangulating disease such as 

EFE requiring surgical intervention represents approximately 2% to 4% of colic cases and 

has been reported to be as high as 10% in thoroughbred populations (Hillyer et al., 2001b). 

Hillyer et al., (2002) also reported a strong association with EOS and simple colonic 

obstructive and distension colic (SCOD), further supporting the association between certain 

behavioural phenotypes and intestinal disturbance  (Hillyer et al., 2002).  

Stereotypies are often viewed as an indicator of poor welfare and horse owners commonly 

report the behaviour as undesirable (Mason and Latham, 2004). The behaviour is linked to 

weight loss and dental problems as well as gastrointestinal upset (Klc et al., 1997; Mcgreevy 

and Nicol, 1998). Understanding this behaviour with regard to its effect on the health of the 

animal as a whole is paramount in increasing welfare for horses worldwide. 
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1.7 Adaptations of the equine diet and colic correlations 

Horses are adapted to trickle-feed for long periods (hours) daily on grassland (Harris, 1999);  

(Duncan, 1980). Trickle feeding in horses is the continuous ingestion of high-fibre and low 

starch material for prolonged periods of time daily, typically up to 16 hours a day. However, 

domestication and use of horses as elite performance animals means they are often housed in 

stables on high-starch diets to provide increased energy for athletic demand with limited 

availability to their naturally evolved high-fibre substrates. High-starch diets are commonly 

referred to as concentrate diets, which are made up of mixed cereals. Current 

recommendations suggest a maximum of 2g of starch per kilogram of body weight per meal 

(Kienzle, 1994) or 0.5kg concentrate per 100kg of bodyweight . However, this may need to 

be reduced if the starch percentage of the concentrate feed exceeds 40% (Coenen et al., 

2011).  Large volumes of concentrate feeding are less than ideal for the physiology of the 

horse. Unlike other mammals, horses have relatively low levels of pancreatic -amylase to 

hydrolyse starch (Roberts, 1974; Kienzle et al., 1994) and coupled with their relatively small 

stomachs and short intestinal tracts, commonly suffer from starch overflow into the large 

intestines. Horses fed high concentrate diets will increase the availability of readily 

hydrolysable carbohydrates (hCHO) to their large intestine. This in turns leads to 

perturbations in the gut-microbial environment by the provision of different microbial 

substrates which provide a selection pressure for certain bacterial communities to proliferate, 

thus perturbing the resident bacterial ecosystems (Figure 1.2). Concentrate feeding is also 

associated with an increase in dental abnormalities when compared to free ranging horses 

(Masey O'neill et al., 2010) which could have an indirect effect on the gastrointestinal 

environment through alterations in food particle size. Behavioural welfare is also a 

consideration as the horse’s natural activity would be to forage and consume large volumes of 
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high fibre, low starch matter daily, and this is often not permitted in race yards, which may 

explain a tendency to behavioural abnormalities among racehorses. 

Low-starch, high-fat concentrate diets have become popular for equine athletes in a bid to 

mitigate the negative effects of starch overflow into the large intestine that can occur in 

traditional high-starch diets, whilst increasing the dietary energy density (Hiney and Potter, 

1996).  However, little is known as to the global metabolic effects this dietary strategy has on 

the equine aside from the commonly recorded blood parameters such as lactate, glucose and 

insulin (Pagan et al.; Crandell et al., 1999; Sloet Van Oldruitenborgh-Oosterbaan et al., 

2002).  For example, these studies commonly demonstrate that a high-fat diet reduces plasma 

lactate accumulation during sub-maximal exercise compared to conventional racing diets and 

this is thought to be due to glucose sparing and therefore lowered lactate production. 

Interestingly, this phenomenon is not observed at maximal exercise.  To date metabonomic 

technology has not been used to assess the effects of a high-fat diet on the Thoroughbred 

equine metabolome and the work presented in this thesis is novel research in the field of 

equine nutrition.  

 

 



1.8 Thesis scope and hypothesis  
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 Inter-horse metabolic variation will be greater than intra-horse metabolic variation.  

 The faecal metabolome will provide the greatest number of gut microbial metabolites 

and co-metabolites compared to other biofluids. 

 Significant differences in gut microbial metabolite concentration will be observed 

between horses that display EOS and matched case controls.  

 Horses fed a grass only diet will have significant differences in their metabolome 

related to gut microbial metabolites compared to concentrate diets. 
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2 Chapter 2: Material and Methods  

2.1 Analytical Methods 

There are many profiling techniques available to assess the plethora of metabolites contained 

in complex mixtures such as biofluids. Here, 1H-NMR spectroscopy is used to provide 

informative displays in the form of a spectrum. These spectra show the abundance of 

detectable hydrogen-containing metabolites through peaks or resonances. The identification 

of metabolites and in turn potential biomarkers can be elucidated through a variety of spectral 

and statistical tools such as 2D NMR spectroscopy. Profiles constructed for different 

biofluids can be integrated with one another to provide a systematic overview of biological 

mechanisms that occurs in both host and gut microbiota. Metabonomic data can further be 

integrated with other ‘omic technologies such as faecal metagenomic data to highlight the 

interactions between gut microbiota, the environment and the host.  

2.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has been used in this thesis to provide a 

metabolic overview of the composition of a variety of equine biofluids. NMR spectroscopy is 

highly suitable for metabonomics/metabolomics studies handling large sample numbers as it 

requires minimal sample preparation; is rapid, non-destructive and provides highly 

reproducible results (Dumas, M. E. et al., 2006). It is capable of simultaneously detecting a 

wide range of low molecular weight molecules (<1000 Daltons) in metabolite-rich biofluids. 

The resultant metabolite profiles provide a ‘snap shot’ representation of the biochemical 

processes occurring within the host. Current spectroscopic platforms enable swift detection of 

metabolites with relatively short experimental run times.   
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2.2.1 Fundamental principles of NMR 

NMR works by the detection of the interchange of energy between nuclear spin states in a 

magnetic field under electromagnetic radiation. The principle of NMR is based on the atomic 

nucleus. This is comprised of neutrons and protons which are linked to one another and have 

spin properties. The spin value (I) of each atom is dependent on the atomic mass (number of 

protons and neutrons) and atomic number (proton number). 

The spin value (I) has differential properties depending on the type of nuclei present. The 

application of a magnetic field (B0) on matter means the nuclear moments of spins adopt one 

of two possible orientations in an externally applied magnetic field- a high energy and low 

energy state. A spin with a ½ value is of lower energy and more stable than -½. The ½ spin is 

orientated in the same direction as the magnetic field, whereas, a -½ spin is opposed to the B0 

and is higher energy.  Both spin orientations move around the magnetic field with a given 

frequency (Hz) and angular speed (ωo). The Larmor precession defines the motion of the spin 

(see Figure 2.1).  The majority of metabonomic platforms use 1H, proton NMR (I=½). 

However, others are used such as 13C, 31P and 15N. 

The probability of transition between the lower (β) and higher energy (α) spin states is given 

by the Boltzmann distribution: Nupper/Nlower=e-ΔE/KT 

The left hand section of the equation relates to the number of nuclei present in the two energy 

states. The right hand side of the equation is explained by the energy difference between the 

two energy states (ΔE), the Boltzmann constant (T) and the temperature measured in Kelvins 

(K).  
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The difference between the two energy states is also the energy required to flip the spins 

states in opposite orientations. The ΔE can be calculated using the following equation: 

ΔE=γhB0/2π 

The nuclear magnetic momentum or gyromagnetic ratio is shown as y. Planks constant is h. 

B0 depicts the magnetic field. An excess of spins in the higher energy state (α) compared to 

the lower (β) requires net absorption of energy that in turn creates an NMR signal. This signal 

intensity is proportional to the number of nuclei in the sample and the energy required to 

produce this signal is constant for any nucleus.  
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period an oscillating voltage is released which gives rise to the NMR signal. This signal is 

known as the free induction decay (FID). If the movement from B0 reaches 90o a maximum 

voltage is induced. The relaxation process can be described by two routes: The T1 and T2 

relaxation times. The T1 is the time it takes to return to the initial spin distribution. This is 

called the spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation. The T2 is the relaxation process that occurs 

in the x/y plane and is called the spin-spin relaxation. The final NMR spectrum is obtained by 

the application of a Fourier Transform to convert the time domain signal of the FID into a 

spectrum.  

2.2.1.1 Chemical Shift 

NMR spectroscopy provides a wealth of information on molecular structure due to nuclear 

species possessing chemically distinct proton environments. Each nucleus has a specific 

resonance frequency which is contributed to by the electric current around the nuclei, such as 

electron density, shielding and electron ring currents. These factors generate a magnetic field 

opposite to the direction of B0 which shields the nuclei from the applied external magnetic 

field. This shielding is therefore the difference between the applied field and the field at the 

nucleus. The resultant frequency shift is known as the chemical shift and is defined as the 

nuclear shielding divided by the applied magnetic field. The value of a chemical shift is 

denoted in parts per million (ppm) from that of a reference standard. This relative 

measurement means it is the same for any given nucleus regardless of the spectrometer 

strength.  

2.2.1.2 Spin-Spin coupling 

NMR active nuclei that are in close proximity to one another can interact together. This 

occurs through inter and intra-molecular magnetisation transfer. For instance in 

intermolecular interactions, molecules in a biofluid will be tumbling in solution and its effect 

will be averaged to zero. Intramolecular interactions can occur in two ways: within space or 
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2.2.2 Specific NMR techniques used in metabonomics 

2.2.2.1 One dimensional NMR pulse sequences 

A number of 1D 1H-NMR pulse programmes are used in metabonomics studies. The choice 

of which to use will depend on the sample under investigation and the information required 

from the analytical run. A single pulse sequence experiment contains at least three parts: 

preparation time or relaxation delay that is measured in seconds (s), the pulse width measured 

in microseconds and the acquisition time also measured in s.  

The relaxation delay is required to allow the spins to reach their equilibrium states. This 

generally lasts between three and five times the T1 relaxation time to ensure complete spin 

relaxation. The pulse width is the time required to irradiate the spin system for transition 

between the energy states. Once this has been made the excited spins relax back to their 

equilibrium states and in turn generate the FID which is attained during the acquisition time. 

It is common practice to repeat the pulse sequence several times to collate FIDs and increase 

the sensitivity of the spectral output. Signal to noise ratio of the resultant spectra is also 

considered and is proportional to the square root of the number of added scans. It is typical to 

have a high number of scans so the addition of a cryoprobe enhances signal to noise ratio and 

reduce the acquisition time by reducing the temperature of the detector coil. 

Biofluids are metabolite rich and many metabolites will overlap one another on a spectral 

reading. Plasma for example has a number of large lipoproteins that can overshadow smaller 

blood components. The exploitation of certain NMR pulse sequences can increase spectral 

clarity by removing the contribution of certain molecules. For instance, the Carr-Purcell-

Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequences attenuates the signals from large molecular weight 

molecules (which diffuse through solution slowly) such as lipids and proteins to allow 

increased definition to smaller resonances. Conversely a diffusion edited pulse sequence 
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(DOESY) solely captures macromolecular information. These pulse sequences are typically 

used for biofluids such as plasma and bile that contain a broad mixture of micro and 

macromolecular components. 

2.2.3 Two-Dimensional 1H-1H and 1H-13C NMR Pulse Programs 

2D experiments improve the ability to interpret spectra by overcoming signal overlap through 

dispersal of the spectral peaks in a second dimension to aid structural elucidation. However, 

these methods typically have longer acquisition time and are of greater data size than one 

dimensional pulse sequence experiments.  The most commonly used homo-nuclear 

experiments include J resolved (JRES), Correlation (COSY), and Total Correlation (TOCSY) 

spectroscopy. 

2D NMR experiments use two time variables, t1 and t2 and two Fourier Transformations. This 

produces a spectrum with two frequency variables F1 and F2. After the preparation time a 

number of pulses are applied to prompt spin excitation. In the mixing phase a second round 

of pulses are applied and the resulting signal in the t2 is recorded.  An increasing t1 value is 

incrementally applied with sequential pulses and an FID is recorded during the t2. The time of 

the pulses during the preparation and mixing time determine the information shown in the 

spectrum and cross peaks are formed that intersect the two dimensions.  

2.2.3.1 J-Resolved spectroscopy 

J-resolved spectroscopy provides information about splitting patterns and J coupling. Thus, it 

is very useful at deducing peak multiplicities in complex mixtures. The first dimension (F2) 

is alike to a 1D NMR spectrum and the F1 or second dimension shows protons offset 

according to the J-coupling values. See Figure 8.4. 
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2.2.3.2 Two-Dimensional 1H-1H correlation spectroscopy 

COSY and TOCSY are the two most common 1H-1H correlation spectroscopic platforms 

used in metabonomic research.  The COSY shows spin-spin coupling connectivity, providing 

information about neighbouring chemically bonded protons in a molecule. TOCSY is similar 

to the COSY but, provides information about not just neighbouring protons but distant 

couplings too.  See Figure 2.4 for exampled of an annotated COSY spectrum and Figure 2.5 

for annotated TOCSY spectrum.  

2.2.3.3 Two-Dimensional 1H-13C spectroscopy 

Hetero-nuclear experiments utilising nuclei types other than 1H, such as 13C or 31P assist in 

metabolite assignment through inverse-detected hetero-nuclear correlations, such as hetero-

nuclear multiple quantum coherence (HMBC), Hetero-nuclear multiple bond correlation 

(HMQC) and Hetreo-nuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC).  Nuclei such as 13C have 

very low natural abundance so these experiments also use 1H nuclei by detecting spin-spin 

interactions such as 13C-1H couplings. Chemical shifts of both nuclei type are helpful in 

visualising CH, CH2 and CH3 groups (Claridge, 2004). See Figure 8.6 for an HSQC 

spectrum. 

2.3 Sample selection and preparation for 1H and 13C spectroscopic analysis 

2.3.1 Factors affecting the metabolic phenotype 

Metabonomic technology is highly sensitive and can identify subtle differences in sample 

type. This important concept must be addressed at all stages of a metabonomic study in order 

to minimise variation due to means other than the hypothesis under question (Bollard, M. E. 

et al., 2005; Barton, R. H. et al., 2008). Sources of variation include sample storage and 

preparation methods (Saude and Sykes, 2007) and physiological causes such as age, gender 

and diurnal effects (Bollard et al., 2001; Bollard, M. E. et al., 2005).  The gut microbiome 
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also influences the metabolic phenotype of the host, so it is important to understand the 

microbiome variation and stability of the species under investigation (Wikoff et al., 2009). In 

experimental terms, sources of variation can be controlled by the randomisation of samples 

and subsequent normalisation of data. In conjunction with this, it is advised to collect as 

much relevant metadata as possible with regards to the subject and sample in question and 

ideally select a large enough cohort to explain/make use of inherent sources of variation. 

2.3.2 Animal Husbandry and sample selection  

Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Liverpool Research Ethics Committee 

(RETH000363) and with informed consent of the horse trainer. Early morning, free-catch 

urine and faecal samples were collected into sterile plastic containers and snap-frozen in 

liquid nitrogen within 2 hours of collection. Faecal samples were collected from freshly 

voided samples that were warm on palpation with latex gloves. Samples were taken from 

freshly voided warm faeces, material at the centre of the faecal pile was collected and placed 

into 5ml cryovials.  All samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen within an hour of voiding and 

stored at -80oC pending NMR analysis. Blood was collected from each horse via jugular 

venipuncture into lithium heparin tubes to act as an anticoagulant) and kept cool until 

centrifugation to obtain plasma. Plasma was obtained from excess clinical samples and was 

taken before high intensity morning exercise. Plasma samples were collected into heparinised 

2ml tubes, centrifuged at 12,000 g for 5 minutes and the resultant plasma transferred into 1ml 

cryovials before being snap-frozen within 2 hours of collection.  All samples were then stored 

at -80°C prior to NMR analysis.  
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Table 1: Table highlighting sample collection technique  
Biofluid Sampling technique Comments 

Plasma  Venopuncture of left jugular with 18 
gauge needle into 10ml syringe. Blood 
then decanted into lithium heparin vials, 
mixed and stored cold until centrifuged  
at 12,000g for 10 minutes and resultant 
supernatant transferred into 2ml 
cryovials. 

Taken consistently in the 
early morning (between 6-
8am) before strenuous 
exercise and concentrate 
feed. 

Urine Free catch urine mid-stream into plastic 
cup. Then decanted into 2 ml cryovials. 

Free-catch strategy meant a 
percentage of urine samples 
were not obtained due to 
incompliance of horse or not 
urinating at collection time. 
Time taken from exercise 
also varied.  

Faeces Fresh morning faecal samples placed into 
sterile 5ml cryovials. 

Taken from the middle of a 
faecal ball, avoiding any 
contact with bedding. 

 

2.3.2.1 Sample details for Chapter 3: Characterisation of the Thoroughbred 

Horse Metabolome 

From a large–scale study of metabonomics of in-training Thoroughbred across a number of 

yards, seven healthy males that had a full complement of biofluids samples (plasma, urine 

and faeces) were selected to provide samples for determination of a baseline metabolic 

reference point for future comparison. Metadata was collected for each horse including 

information on age, level of training, diet, medication history, behavioural abnormalities and 

yard of origin. This information is provided in supplementary information (see Appendix 

Table 11). 
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2.3.2.2 Sample details for Chapter 4: Factors affecting metabonomic variation 

in a population of in-training Thoroughbred racehorses 

32 horses from 4 yards in the north-west of the England were sampled weekly for 10 weeks 

for urine and faeces and fortnightly for plasma. All sample collection was conducted in a 

morning time frame. Metadata as described above was also collected. 

2.3.2.3 Sample details for Chapter 5: Metabolic signatures of behavioural 

phenotypes in a pilot and case control study of crib-biting horses 

2.3.2.3.1 Pilot case-control study 

This study used 8 gelded, in-training, Thoroughbred racehorses, of which 4 displayed 

consistent EOS behaviour that was observed by the researcher. Non-EOS horses were 

matched for gender, diet and stage in training. All horses were from the same yard and 

maintained on the same diet throughout the study period. Samples were taken weekly for 

faeces and urine and fortnightly for plasma during the 10-week study period. 

2.3.2.3.2 Multiple yard case-control study 

A case-control study was conducted across 5 different yards at a single time point Between 8 

and 10 in training Thoroughbred racehorses were selected at each yard, half of which 

displayed EOS behaviour and half were matched controls. Matching was performed for 

gender, age, diet and exercise levels. Plasma and faeces were collected from each selected 

horse and urine if available via free catch methods.  

2.3.2.4 Sample details for Chapter 6: Thoroughbred racehorse urinary and 

faecal water metabolomes response to different dietary strategies 

Animal housing and experimental procedures were all performed according to an approved 

UK Home Office License. Seven healthy gelded Thoroughbred racehorses aged between 5 

and 20 and weighing between 446 and 550Kg were selected for the study and all were out of 
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training for the duration of this study. The sampling period spanned 10 weeks with 3 different 

dietary protocols and 2 periods of dietary transition. Horses were kept at pasture for 3 weeks 

and sampled for urine and faecal material prior to housing in individual stables. Once housed, 

animals were introduced to the high-fat diet at 50% the recommended intake at 400g/100kg 

body weight (bw) over 1 week as a transitional diet and increased over this period towards 

recommended intake. However, as the energy intake of the horses exceeded their 

requirements, it was necessary to feed the high fat diet at no more than 600g/100kg bw and 

their micronutrient intake was balanced with a supplement.   The high-starch conventional 

racing diet was introduced over 7 days (split 50:50 with high-fat) and intakes 

(648g/100kgBW) were calculated to ensure the ration was iso- calorific with the high fat diet.  

The conventional diet was then maintained for a further 2 weeks before study completion. 

Horses were fed three times a day on the selected diet as well as receiving haylage at 70% dry 

matter (DM) at 2.8% bw fresh weight (1.9% bw DM) and ad lib water.  Both conventional 

and high-fat diets in this study were made up of concentrate meals. This refers to non-

roughage material, commonly consisting of cereal grains, with or without other feedstuffs.  

Urine and faecal samples were collected throughout each dietary and transitional phase. All 

samples were taken from free catch samples; therefore it was impossible to collect the 

samples at the same times daily. Faeces were taken when freshly voided and preferably in a 

morning time frame. Urine was collected once voided into collecting vessels and generally 

banked from a morning void. Samples were collected twice a week and a graphical 

representation of the experimental timescale and protocol can be seen by Figure 6.1.During 

the sample period all horses were housed 24 hours a day and only received food specified by 

the trial.  All horses were trained and accustomed to wearing a harness urine collector prior to 

the commencement of this study. 
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2.3.3 Sample Preparation for 1H and 13C Spectroscopic Analysis 

2.3.3.1 Urine 

Urine samples were prepared by adding 200µl of a 1mM trimethylsilyl propionate (TSP) to 

act as a chemical reference point; 3mM sodium azide (NaN3) for bacteriostatic properties and 

80/20 (v/v) H2O/D2O phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.4) to minimise pH shifts and act as a 

frequency lock to 400µl of urine. The solution was vortexed for five seconds and left to stand 

for 10 minutes before being centrifuged at 12,000g for 10 minutes. 550µl of the resultant 

supernatant was then transferred to 5mm Norell NMR tubes and run using a BACS60 

automation sampler (Bruker Biospin). D2O was used as a spectrometer field frequency lock 

and the azide as a bacteriostatic agent. 

2.3.3.2 Plasma 

Plasma aliquots of 200 µl were added to 400µl of 0.9% saline containing 10% as D2O. The 

solution was vortexed for five seconds and left to stand for 10 minutes and then centrifuged at 

12,000g for 5 min and transfer 550 ml of sample into 5 mm NMR tubes. 

2.3.3.3 Faecal water 

2.3.3.3.1 Samples from Chapter 3: Characterisation of the Thoroughbred horse 

metabolome 

Faecal samples (100mg) were combined with 1.7 mm Zirconia beads and 1 mL of distilled 

water and homogenized in a bead-beater for 10 minutes and centrifuged at 13,000 g for 10 

minutes. Water was evaporated from the samples using vacuum concentrator (Speed-Vac) 

and then reconstituted in 700 µL phosphate buffer (pH 7.4; 100% D2O) containing 1 mM 

TSP.  
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2.3.3.3.2 Faecal water preparation for Chapters 4-6 

5 g faeces were weighed and strained in 10ml syringes to produce at least 500ul of faecal 

water (fw) collected into Eppendorf tubes. Phospahte buffer was made using 1mM 

trimethylsilyl propionate (TSP) to act as a chemical reference point; 10mM sodium azide 

(NaN3) for bacteriostatic properties and 80/20 (v/v) H2O/D2O phosphate buffer solution (pH 

7.4). 70ul fw placed in 700ul of phosphate buffer. The mixture was vortexed for 30 seconds 

then left to stand for 15 minutes. This was then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12,000 g. 550ul 

of the mixture was transferred to 5mm NMR tube. 

2.4 NMR Spectroscopic Analysis  

2.4.1 One-dimensional 1H-NMR spectroscopic analysis for Chapter 3: 

Characterisation of the Thoroughbred horse metabolome 

Initial spectroscopic analysis of all samples was carried out on a 700 MHz Bruker NMR 

spectrometer operating at 300K and equipped with a 5mm 1H (13C/15N) inverse cryoprobe.  

Urine and faecal water samples: Standard one-dimensional 1H-NMR spectra were acquired 

for all urine and faecal samples. A standard one-dimensional pulse sequence (noesypr1d) was 

acquired that employs the first increment of a NOE sequence to achieve suppression of the 

water resonance with water peak suppression using a standard pulse sequence (Wright et al., 

1995). For each sample, 8 dummy transients were followed by 256 transients and collected in 

64K data point. Irradiation of the solvent (D2O) resonance was applied during presaturation 

delay (2.0s) for all spectra. The pulse sequence parameters including the 90° pulse, receiver 

gain and pulse powers were optimized for each sample set run. The spectral width was 20 

ppm for all spectra. The free induction decay (FID) was processed with an exponential line 

broadening of 0.5Hz prior to Fourier transformation.  
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Plasma samples: Water-suppressed Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) spin-echo spectra 

were acquired for the plasma samples, Here, 8 dummy scans followed by 256 scans were 

acquired for each sample in 64k data points with a total spin-spin relaxation delay of 1.5s and 

a total delay between pulse cycles of 4.85s. 

2.4.2 One-dimensional 1H-NMR spectroscopic analysis for Chapters 4-6 

Standard 1D spectra for plasma, urine and faecal water (described in section 8.1) were 

acquired on a 600 MHz NMR spectrometer 5mm TXI triple resonance probe operating at 

300K (Bruker Ultrashield). 1D 1H-NMR spectra were assimilated for all matrices using 

standard one dimensional NOESY pulse programs; 256 scans (16 dummy scans) were 

collected into 64k data points over a 20 ppm spectral width using the first increment of a 

standard NOE experiment (Bruker pulse program: noesypr1d) with water presaturation 

during the relaxation delay of 2 s and during the mixing time of 100 ms. A line broadening 

factor of 0.3Hz was applied to the spectra before FT. Specific pulse programs such as CPMG 

were applied for acquiring refined metabolite profiles. This was performed on plasma to 

focus on profile contribution from small molecules as stated above (Meiboom and Gill, 

1958).  

2.4.3 Two-Dimensional 1H and 13C Spectroscopic Analysis 

2.4.3.1 Combined sampling approach for 2D NMR Experiments 

2D spectra were obtained from pooled samples for each sample type to ensure comprehensive 

capture of metabolites. 50 µL of urine was pooled from each horse before the addition of 500 

µL of phosphate buffer (and 500 µL of the resulting volume was added to the 5mm NMR 

tube). The same process was repeated for the plasma samples with the addition of 500 µL of 

D2O saline solution. For the faecal samples, individual samples were processed as previously 

described and then pooled after reconstitution with 100 µL of phosphate buffer. 
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2.4.3.2 Acquisition of 2D 1H-NMR spectroscopy  

Two-dimensional experiments were conducted on an 800MHz Bruker NMR spectrometerb 

operating at 300K and equipped with a triple-resonance probe (TXI). J-resolved spectroscopy 

(J-res) spectra were acquired from all biofluid composite samples using 64 transients per 

increment with 160 increments in the second dimension. The F1 (J-coupling) domain spectral 

width covered 120Hz. Prior to the double Fourier Transformation (FT) and magnitude 

calculation, the F1 data was zero-filled to 1024 points. The spectra were then tilted by 45° to 

provide orthogonality of the chemical shift and coupling constant axes and subsequently 

symmetrised about the F1 axis. 1H-1H Correlation Spectroscopy (COSY) was performed on 

all three types of pooled biofluid samples in order to detect correlations between protons on 

adjacent carbons. Transients were acquired with 4096 data points (sweep width of 7200 Hz in 

both axis) with 64 scans per increment and 320 increments in the F1 axis. The relaxation 

between successive pulse cycles was 2.3s and were weighted using a sine bell function in T1 

and T2 prior to fourier transformation and subsequently symmetrised about the diagonal axis. 

Two-dimensional echo/anti-echo 1H–13C heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) 

spectra were also obtained. 256 scans were collected (16 dummy scans) at a spectral 

resolution of 4k in F2 across a spectral width of 12 ppm for 1H and 170 ppm for the 13C axes.  

An acquisition time of 0.852 s and a relaxation delay of 1.2 s were used and delays were set 

for a 145 Hz one bond 1H–13C coupling constant. Spectra were zero-filled in the F2 

dimension by a factor of two to 8k, and zero-filling and linear prediction was applied in F1 to 

result in a resolution of 1k. 
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2.5 Metabolite assignment strategy 

Metabolite assignment of mammalian metabolites was made by compiling the chemical shift 

for each peak from the 1D spectra: the chemical shift. The relative integral height was 

checked against Human Metabolome Data Base (HMDB http://hmdb.ca/) for each assigned 

metabolite. The use of 1D spectra alone can be problematic to interpret primarily due to peak 

overlap, and the subsequent difficulty in assigning multiplicity this creates.  Consequently 

additional spectroscopic information was also used to assign metabolites. J-res spectra 

provide information relating to the multiplicity of each resonance and proton coupling 

information was obtained from both homonuclear COSY experiments and heteronuclear 

HSQC experiments.  

All of this information was compiled using a metabolite assignment workflow (Figure 2.3). 

1D spectra were used to create a list of tentative metabolite identifications that were cross 

checked against in-house databases, online databases (http://www.hmdb.ca/) (Wishart et al., 

2007; Wishart et al., 2009; Wishart, 2011; Wishart et al., 2013) and references in published 

literature data (Nicholson and Wilson, 1989; Fan, 1996; Bollard, Mary E. et al., 2005). 2D 

spectra were then used to narrow down or confirm metabolite identification. Statistical Total 

Correlation Spectroscopy (STOCSY) was also employed to aid metabolite identification 

(Cloarec et al., 2005). 

http://hmdb.ca/
http://www.hmdb.ca/


2.5.1.1 Multi-stage Assignment Workflow 
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2.5.1.1.1 Spectroscopic validation of assignment 

A worked example of metabolite assignment is shown for urinary quinate NMR peaks which 

were significant in a variety of statistical models assessing sources of variation in a 

population of in-training Thoroughbred racehorses in chapter 4. Figure 2.4A shows the 

aliphatic region of a 1D urine 1H-NMR spectra acquired using the first increment of a 

standard NOESY experiment (noesypr1d).  A number of spectroscopic features are 

highlighted in red/orange. The first step was to evaluate the connectivity of the features to 

determine if they were part of the same metabolite.  

The multiplicity for each resonance could be assessed from information provided in the J-

resolved spectra (J-res) and the resonance at δ1.98 could be confirmed as a doublet of 

doublets. Intra-molecular connectivity was assessed using 1H-1H 2D-NMR COSY and 

TOCSY experiment.  Figure 2.5 shows the connectivity of the resonance at δ1.88 to 

resonances at δ4.16, δ4.02. δ 3.56 and δ1.98, δ2.06 and δ2.07.  

The HSQC experiment allowed the 13C shifts associated with proton resonances to be 

identified and this is useful information to add to database searches. An HSQC spectrum of 

equine urine (Figure 8.6) shows the carbon shifts for a selection of the resonances under 

examination. Figure 2.4 Table A shows the difference between the experimentally 

determined values compared to that expected from HMDB.  
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2.5.1.1.2 Identification of candidate molecules 

A shortlist of candidate metabolites was made by searching on publically available data 

bases, such as the Human Metabolome Data Base (HMDB): http://hmdb.ca/ (Wishart et al., 

2007; Wishart et al., 2009; Wishart, 2011; Wishart et al., 2013) and conducting literature 

searches. The information collected from 1D and 2D spectra as well statistical evidence of 

connectivity using STOCSY could be used to bring up potential metabolites in a database 

search. Quinate was the top metabolite returned from HMDB. Evaluation using the above 

experiments and databases allows tentative confirmation of the metabolite. The assignment of 

proton resonances alongside 1D and 2D spectra are shown in Figure 2.4. 

2.5.1.1.3 Statistical evidence to confirm assignment 

STOCSY can be used early on in assignment analysis provided there are multiple results to 

use for the analysis and is a rapid way of ascertaining putative molecular connectivity. 

STOCSY works by identifying inherent covariance of NMR resonances in the same 

metabolite. However, the sensitive statistical algorithm used may also identify resonances 

from molecules involved in the same pathway (Cloarec et al., 2005). This analysis technique 

is shown in Figure 2.4. STOCSY analysis revealed a weak covariance (0.4) with resonances 

later identified as hippurate. This is unsurprising as quinate is a precursor of hippurate and 

proves the utility of STOCSY in this dataset. A high correlation threshold (>0.9) can reduce 

the likelihood of selecting resonances from other metabolites that may feature in common 

pathways with the resonances in question. Quinate and hippurate are linked  through 

aromatization of quinate by gut bacteria, with the resultant excretion of hippurate in the urine 

(Figure 2.6)(Adamson et al., 1970).  
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2.6 Multi-variate data analysis 

NMR analysis produces thousands of metabolite signals from complex biofluids such as urine 

and faeces. The application of multivariate statistical analysis (MVSA) aids the extraction of 

useful information by sophisticated visualisation methods that summarise the main sources of 

variation seen in a dataset. Unsupervised analysis such as Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) has no priori information of sample classification, whereas supervised methods use 

this extra information to build powerful models to assess sources of variation. However, care 

must be taken not to over fit supervised models and validation tools should be used before 

interpreting biological significance.  

Enhancing the quality of the spectral dataset is crucially important before undertaking 

MVSA. This ensures that artefacts are removed that may hamper data analysis. This is 

achieved via pre-processing the data to improve homogeneity in a multi-stage process.  

2.6.1 Data Pre-Processing 

Line broadening of 0.3Hz was applied to the data before Fourier transformation to 1D-NMR 

spectra. These spectra were subsequently phased; baseline corrected and calibrated using in-

house software NMRspecpreproc (developed by Dr Rachel Cavill). Urine and faeces were 

calibrated to TSP δ0.0 and plasma to glucose doublet at δ5.23 (Pearce et al., 2008).  All 

spectra were manually checked using Topspin (version 3.1 Bruker Biospin 2010). Any 

spectra identified as outliers due to poor spectra quality were removed at this stage of 

processing. All spectra were imported into Matlab (R2012, The MathWorks inc.) where 

spectral regions containing the water (δ5.30-4.38), urea (δ6.13-5.47) and TSP (δ-0.11-0.10) 

resonances were removed to minimise the influence of dominating resonances in urine 

samples.  
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2.6.1.1 Alignment of spectra 

Alignment of urine and faecal water spectra was achieved using an in-house script (Veselkov 

et al., 2009) to minimize peak misalignment due to variation in pH. Alignment is essential for 

robust model construction as unaligned data may produce incorrect metabolic patterns and 

lead to erroneous biomarker identification. Plasma did not require alignment processing.  

2.6.1.2 Normalisation 

Normalisation to the probabilistic quotient was applied to the biological matrices. 

Normalisation is carried out to eliminate systematic variation introduced by uncontrollable 

variables such as dilution within data sets. This ensures samples are comparable with one 

another. Biofluids such as urine can vary in concentration across sample sets and this has an 

effect on metabolite peak intensities. There are many methods available for normalisation, 

including total area normalisation, normalisation to specific metabolite, to an introduced 

reference compound or to independent clinical data, however all of these techniques have 

inherent weaknesses and are not routinely used for metabonomics datasets (Anthony et al., 

1994; Prevot et al., 2002; Craig et al., 2006; Torgrip et al., 2008). 

Probabilistic quotient normalisation (PQN) method was performed on the data matrices in an 

attempt to avoid the problems caused by the above techniques. This method estimates inter-

sample variation by producing a median quotient between all the data points against a 

reference spectrum. In this case each spectrum was referenced against all the others (Dieterle 

et al., 2006).  

2.6.1.3 Variable scaling 

Scaling was performed on all data sets. This essential step regulates the relative importance 

of each metabolite in subsequent models. Unit variance (UV) scaling gives equal weight to 

all metabolites by dividing each metabolite value by the standard deviation for that given 
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variable. This method was chosen for this dataset to ensure that metabolites of lower intensity 

were not masked by high intensity peaks, thus enabling visualisation of systematic variation 

within all spectral regions. However, care should be taken in interpretation of UV scaled data 

as this scaling method increases significance to noise and alignment issues that may be 

identified as significant peaks in subsequent analytical models (Craig et al., 2006). 

2.6.2 Statistical analysis 

Statistical methods are employed that simultaneously observe and analyse more than one 

variable within a data matrix. This enables the analysis of complex metabolic signatures in 

order to determine the metabolic phenotype of certain classes of samples, such as in health 

and disease.  A range of analytical techniques can be employed to visualise metabolic 

changes within a data set. 

NMR spectral data often contain thousands of data points. To simplify analysis, these points 

can be viewed as data point intensities within a multidimensional space of metabolic 

coordinates. Each spectra or sample can be reduced to a point within this multidimensional 

metabolic hyperspace (Lenz and Wilson, 2007; Lindon and Nicholson, 2008). Samples can 

then be assessed based on their spectral patterns and individual metabolites can be identified 

that are responsible for study classification. 

2.6.2.1 Unsupervised analysis: Principal Component Analysis 

Initial analysis employed the use of unsupervised techniques to visualise variation in the 

datasets. These methods use no hypothesis or class information on the data to construct 

graphical displays. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a projection method that finds 

maximal variation in the data and produces two matrix plots- scores and loadings. The scores 

represent linear combinations of the original variables and in doing so extract the dominant 

variance patterns in the dataset. Therefore, each point on a scores plot is an individual sample 
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projected into the metabolic hyperspace of the biological matrix in question and its 

coordinates represent a condensed view of the overall variance in the constructed model. The 

loadings show the variables responsible for the position on the scores plot and represent 

spectral positions (Trygg et al., 2007). Components are added to the model to display 

successive amounts of variation (scores) and its source (loadings) and these are built 

orthogonal to the previous PC.  This method is widely used in this body of work as it 

provides a global overview of the data and highlights any trends, clustering and outlying 

samples.   

2.6.2.2 Supervised analysis: Partial Least Squares and related methods 

Supervised methods are prediction and regression methods where sample classification 

knowledge is incorporated into model. Partial Least Squares (PLS) is an example of this. It is 

a multivariate regression method and relates data information (X matrix), such as spectral 

variables to a Y matrix that denotes information relating to a response or metadata. PLS 

creates components that maximize the covariance between the spectral data and class 

category under investigation.  This method can be used alone or with discriminant analysis 

(DA) to establish variables responsible for class separation. However, care must be taken 

when drawing conclusions from such methods as it must be remembered that correlations by 

chance can exist and validation tests must be made. Orthogonal correction (O-PLS-DA)  can 

be used to remove random variation, leaving only systematic variation relating to the data set 

(Trygg et al., 2007). To help identify metabolites significantly correlated with class a 

visualisation method developed by Cloarec et al was used (Cloarec et al., 2005). This 

facilitates the interpretation of the loadings by only highlighting variables that are significant 

in the model to create a pseudo spectrum.  By back-scaling the covariance between the X and 

Y matrices a representation of the directionality of the variation is produced.  Each variable 

that is significant within the model is colour-coded according to the degree of correlation it 
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has with the Y matrix in question (r2). Therefore, hot colours denoted in reds have high 

correlation to the class in question, whereas cold colours in blues are not significantly 

correlated with class (Cloarec et al., 2005). 

2.6.2.3 Validation of Models 

Validation is an essential step to undertake in multivariate analysis before biological 

interpretation is made. Spurious correlations must be omitted and ensure that correlations are 

not found merely by chance.  

2.6.2.3.1 Cross validation and Permutation tests 

O-PLS and O-PLS-DA models create R2X and R2Y that highlight the proportion of explained 

variance from the X matrix (spectral data) and Y matrix (class) respectively. These values 

help to estimate how robust the model is. However, it can be easy to over fit a model so a 

cross-validation step is incorporated into the analytical strategy. The strategy used 

sequentially kept a seventh of the observations out of the model and predicted their ‘fit’ back 

in until all observations had been tested. Q2Y is calculated from this validation step and 

shows to what degree the Y vector predicts the variance in the model. The cut off point for 

this value is subjective, but in biological research a value of >0.5 is deemed acceptable 

(Eriksson et al., 2005).  A permutation test can also be undertaken to assess whether the Q2Y 

of the constructed model is significantly different to that of a value created from 1000 

random permutations of the Y matrix (class category). This was calculated in this thesis using 

an in-house script by Dr Jake Pearce.  

2.6.2.3.2 Optimising the number of model components 

The R2 and the Q2 are calculated to represent the explained variance and the predictive ability 

of the model respectively. The values for each indicate the optimal number of components to 
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use in model construction.  Ideally, Q2 should not be less than 0.2 of R2 and when Q2 ceases 

increasing this is an indication that the model is beginning to lose its predictive ability.  

2.6.2.4 Integration of selected spectral regions and univariate analysis  

The use of univariate analysis helps to confirm the significance of any differential abundance 

of metabolites flagged up by MVDA. Therefore, it is common practice to compare integral 

regions between groups of NMR spectra using univariate tools such as t-tests to compare the 

means of two groups and Mann-Whitney tests to compare the distribution of unmatched 

groups. Kruskal-Wallis was also used when analysing nominal and measurement variables 

with one another. A p-value of less than 0.05 indicates a significant difference between group 

means. However, this can be difficult to achieve if metabolite peaks are overlapped and so an 

appropriate region of the spectra should be selected prior to testing a metabolite’s 

significance to a class.  

2.6.2.5 Statistical Total Correlation Spectroscopy (STOCSY)  

This method aids the selection of a molecule’s compliment of resonances using their 

statistical covariance, assuming that their relative change in magnitude is unique. A spectra 

plot is generated using an in-house Matlab script (Cloarec et al., 2005) that excludes all 

variables with a covariance less than the user defined cut off from the biological data matrix 

under study. Therefore, the STOCSY plot is devoid of any overlapping or unrelated signals 

from other molecules, providing structural molecular identification. However, this method 

can also select molecules with systematic association to the driver resonance in question due 

to similar covariance with metabolites in shared biological pathways  (Kirwan et al., 2009). 

This technique also requires a sufficient number of spectra with variable composition in order 

to provide meaningful information on covariance within a biological fluid. 
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2.7 16s rRNA bacterial gene sequencing 

In Chapter 4, a pilot subset of 32 equine faecal samples were selected to undergo 16s 

ribosomal RNA gene sequencing based on findings from urinary 1H-NMR spectroscopy to 

characterise the faecal microbial communities of ‘healthy’ Thoroughbred racehorses sampled 

over time.  Work was conducted at the Centre for Genomic Research, University of Liverpool 

under guidance.  

Bacterial DNA was extracted from faecal samples using detergent-based QIAGEN 

QAIamp® DNA extraction kit (Qiagen Ltd., UK) and performed according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol and alterations described by Skrivanova et al., 2010 on rabbit 

samples (Skrivanova et al., 2010).  

Amplification using PCR of the V1-V3 region (hyper-variable) of the 16S rDNA gene was 

conducted using amplicons produced with fusion primers that included the 16S primer, 

sequencing adapters and multiple identity  (MID) tags, allowing for unidirectional 

sequencing.  MID allows for automated software identification of the samples after pooling 

and sequencing using barcodes. This was achieved with commercially available reagents 

(Velocity DNA kit, Bioline).  

The following primers were used: forward primer (Primer A): 5’ 

CGTATCGCCTCCCTCGCGCCATCAG-MID-{template specific sequence}‐3’and a reverse 

primer (Primer B): 5’‐CTATGCGCCTTGCCAGCCCGCTCAG{template specific sequence}‐

3’. Sample specific MID tags were used to multiplex and pool samples. Italicised sequences 

are the adapter sequences for the Roche 454 FLX Titanium, underlined sequences are the 

four-base library ‘key’ linker sequences and MID sequences are highlighted below. Amplicon 

libraries were made using the Titanium amplicon kit (454 Life Sciences).  16 different mid 

forward fusion primers (MID) were used in 2 batches, the amplicon size was 550 base pairs 
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with the tagged primers (see Table 12). Multiple independent PCRs were performed for each 

sample, combined and purified with Ampure magnetic purification beads.  

Quantification of DNA product was achieved using Quant-iTPicoGreen dsDNA assay on a 

Qubit (Life Technolgies). Pooled products were subsequently sequenced using a Roche 454 

FLX pryosequencer. PCR is sensitive to contamination from external sources, therefore the 

use of filter tips, PCR grade reagents and UV irradiation was used to minimise sources of 

contamination.  

2.7.1.1 Sequence filtering, processing and statistical analysis  

Sequences were separated according to their MID barcode and analysed using QIIME 

(Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology) (Caporaso, Kuczynski, et al., 2010).  16s gene 

sequences were processed using QIIME pathway, commencing with “USEARCH” to filter 

noisy sequences and chimera check. This step also allowed the sequence data numbers to be 

normalised and OTU picking to be carried out. A threshold of 97% pairwise identity was 

used on the de-multiplexed reads (Edgar, 2010; Edgar et al., 2011).  

OTU map file allowed a set of representative sequences using “pick_rep_set.py” and 

“most_abundant” (one sequence per OTU). Taxonomy was assigned using 

“assign_taxonomy.py” and the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) classifier (Wang, Q. et al., 

2007). Sequences were aligned using PyNast and phylogenic information generated using 

“fasttree” within QIIME pipeline (Caporaso, Bittinger, et al., 2010). A table of OTU counts 

per sample was created and used with phylogenetic information to calculate alpha and beta 

diversity.  Alpha rarefaction was conducted using “alpha_rarefaction.py” and ‘observed 

species’ metric was used to estimate this diversity level. This described the microbial 

diversity within a sample and rarefaction curves could be generated (alpha diversity versus 

simulated sequencing effort). Figure 4.19 is an example where each curve represents a 
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sample. Beta diversity was explored using “beta_diversity_through_plots.py”. This represents 

differences between microbial communities by producing ‘distance’ or dissimilarity between 

samples. These metrics can be visualised using Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) and 

hierarchical clustering (HCA). Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) effect size (LEfSe) was 

implemented to estimate the effect of each differentially abundant feature across the table of 

OTU counts per sample between different yards and different horses (Segata et al., 2011).  A 

core microbiome was calculated using “compute_core_microbiome.py” using various cut 

offs- OTUs present in 50, 60, 75, 80, 90 and 100% of samples. This could be applied to 

samples from one horse and one yard.  A flow diagram summarising the QIME pathway can 

be seen in Figure 2.7Error! Reference source not found.. 

 



http://qiime.org/
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3 Chapter 3: Characterisation of the Thoroughbred horse 

metabolome 

3.1 Summary 

A metabolite atlas of common biofluids was created as a preliminary reference guide for the 

normal equine metabolic milieu. A pilot metabotype was created using a selection of 

biofluids, including plasma, urine and faeces. These were analysed using 700MHz and 

800MHz 1H-NMR spectroscopy.  Metabolite assignment was achieved via a range of 1D and 

2D NMR experiments as well as with statistical tools such as Statistical Total Correlation 

Spectroscopy (STOCSY).  Metabolic composition and variability was evaluated for each 

biological matrix. Inter-compartmental comparison of metabolic content was conducted, and 

a ‘core’ set of metabolites, present in all biological matrices was established.  

This is the first description of the common components of the metabolome of healthy 

Thoroughbred racehorses in-training, with commonly assignment methods for 1H-NMR 

spectroscopy. Correct assignment of metabolites is vital in deducing the biochemical 

relevance of results from metabonomic experiments and as such this body of work is 

fundamentally important to the results drawn from further equine studies.   

3.2 Aims 

i. To identify the dominant NMR visible features present in three easily obtainable 

biofluids - plasma, urine and faeces - in order to define a baseline metabolome for 

future equine metabonomic work. 

ii. To compare the inherent variability of each biological matrix to determine the 

metabolic stability of metabolomes between biofluids, and hence their potential utility 

in future studies.  
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3.3 Introduction 

Metabonomics in medical research is unearthing a plethora of biomarkers to deepen our 

understanding of a diverse range of diseases and their associated causal pathways.  

Inflammatory gastrointestinal disease research has exploited the non-invasive nature of 

metabonomic analysis on easy to collect bodily fluids. Diseases such as ulcerative colitis 

(UC) and Crohns disease (CD) are difficult to diagnose and monitor; this compromises 

effective therapeutic options and accurate prognosis (Marchesi, J. R. et al., 2007). Currently, 

costly and invasive diagnostics such as radiography and endoscopy are used but studies using 

metabonomic profiling allow patients not only to be grouped accurately into disease type but 

also shed light on possible disease mechanisms. Metabolite signatures associated with 

inflammatory disease class have included a reduction in a number of gut microbial co-

metabolites as well as a relative increase in amino acids in faecal water, suggesting bacterial 

dysbiosis and a reduction in protein absorption within the intestine. This findings are 

consistent with current understanding of disease mechanisms (Marchesi, J. R. et al., 2007). 

Metabonomic analysis of other biofluids has emphasised bacterial correlations with 

inflammatory disease class by the identification of a number of urinary gut microbial co-

metabolites associated with diseased patients versus healthy controls (Williams et al., 2009). 

In addition, serum analysis has highlighted differences in lipid, choline and amino acid 

metabolism (Williams et al., 2012).  

Horses may suffer from similar inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) complaints to  humans 

and the pathophysiology may be comparable (Hudson and Merritt, 2008). Risk factors 

associated with IBD in humans include bacterial gastroenteritis, antibiotic treatment and food 

intolerance. These can lead to an imbalance in the ‘healthy’ microbiota residing in the gut and 

allow the growth of inappropriate bacteria that can lead to mal-fermentation and an 

inflammatory cascade. It is plausible that horses could suffer the same mechanisms of 
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dysbiosis and bowel irritation and inflammation (Hunter, 2009).  However, despite the ever-

growing body of human metabonomic evidence, veterinary-specific studies are small in 

number and the majority of research involving metabolic phenotyping in mammals has 

centred on laboratory animals such as inbred mice which are models for human disease 

(Hooper et al., 1998; Turnbaugh et al., 2006; Saric et al., 2008; Peng et al., 2011).  Recent 

metabonomic research efforts have expanded to include animal models with high 

translatability to human health such as the pig (Merrifield et al., 2011; He et al., 2012). 

Significantly less attention has been given to herbivorous hind-gut fermenters and this is 

demonstrated by a zero hit rate in Pubmed literature searches using the phrase ‘hind gut 

fermenters and metabolomics and metabonomics’. The majority of equine metabolic work 

concentrates on drug detection within the racing industry. The rabbit, another hindgut 

fermenter, is used in human medical research and has intestinal physiology that is similar to 

the horse. Metabonomic research using rabbits as a disease model include studies looking 

into ophthalmic and cardiovascular conditions (Peng et al., 2011; Song et al., 2011). 

A small body of equine-specific metabonomic studies have been published. However, there is 

a lack of comprehensive cataloguing of metabolites found in the healthy horse. One of the 

major bottlenecks in the metabonomics workflow is the assignment of the full complement of 

metabolites within a biofluid under study. Biofluids create dense data sets of metabolite peaks 

that commonly overlap or are relatively low in abundance. Currently, there is no gold 

standard analytical technique to identify resonances found in 1H-NMR spectra, instead an 

array of 1D and 2D NMR experiments must be interpreted to decipher the identification of 

metabolites present in a sample.  Despite equine studies investigating normal variation 

between breeds and ages (Ralston et al., 2011; Pappalardo et al., 2013) there is little 

information provided in published papers on metabolite assignment. Specifically the lack of 

2D experiment detail limits confidence in the interpretation of significant findings and slows 
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down assignment strategies for future equine metabonomics research. The work presented in 

this chapter aims to provide a reference tool for future metabonomic research work in the 

Thoroughbred racehorse. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Multi-compartmental Assignment 

The assignment work flow described in the Multi-stage Assignment Workflow section was 

applied to the dataset and allowed wide-ranging identification of the dominant NMR visible 

features in equine plasma, urine and faeces.  However, a number of metabolites could only be 

tentative identified. This was commonly due to missing information in 2D spectra due to 

relatively low metabolite abundance. Tentative assignment has been denoted with a dagger 

throughout the text (†).  No metabolite identification is completely definite without “spiking 

in” the metabolite in question to the sample to assess increases in the relative peak 

abundance. Spiking was not performed due to confidence in results acquired using the 

described assignment workflow and time constraints. 1D assigned spectra for each biological 

matrix has been annotated in Figure 8.2, Figure 3.1 and Figure 8.5. The aromatic region of 

urine from a COSY spectra and an aliphatic segment of a plasma J-RES is also shown in 

Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5. An HSQC section taken from urine sample is presented in Figure 

8.6. This spectral information was used to generate the list of dominant metabolites present in 

commonly obtained equine biofluids. These can be found in Table 2 and in more detail in 

Table 9. 
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3.4.1.1.1 Table of metabolite NMR assignments 

These findings are summarised in Table 2 and in more detail in Table 9 which can be found 

in the appendices and includes peak chemical shifts and the origins of each metabolite using 

http://www.hmdb.ca/. Table 2 highlights which biological compartment each metabolite is 

present in (plasma; red dot, urine; yellow dot, faeces; green dot). 14 metabolites are also 

shaded in purple which represent the core metabolome- metabolites present in all 3 biological 

compartments.  

http://www.hmdb.ca/
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Table 2: Metabolites identified using 1H-NMR of equine plasma, urine and faeces. Metabolite numbers 
correspond with annotated 1H-NMR spectra.  Metabolites are assigned to biofluids denoted by coloured dots; 
urine (yellow), plasma (red) and faeces (green). The 14 core metabolites are highlighted in purple.  
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3.4.2 Qualitative Comparison of the Metabolites Present in Three Commonly 

Collected Equine Biofluids 

Metabolites assigned to the three biofluids were compared to ascertain ubiquitous metabolites 

and those that were specific to each biological compartment. The metabolic variation across 

the biological matrices is displayed in a Venn diagram, Figure 3.3 to visualise inter-

compartmental overlap.  A total of 14 metabolites were ubiquitous to all biofluids, which are 

referred to as ‘core’ metabolites. These include energy-related metabolites such as glucose 

and lactate as well as a number of amino-acids including alanine, arginine, glycine, 

glutamine, taurine, threonine and valine. The microbial related metabolites acetate, formate 

and p-hydroxyphenylacetate were also conserved across all biofluids studied. Numbers of 

metabolites present in plasma, urine and faeces were 38, 66 and 47 respectively. 

Plasma 

Equine plasma contained relatively few metabolites compared to urine and faeces when 

analysed by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. 39% of dominant metabolites identified across all 

biological matrices were present in plasma. Of these, 11 were unique to this biofluid, 

including the amino-acids tyrosine and phenylalanine and ketone bodies (α- and β-

hydroxybutyrate).  Plasma was observed to contain the highest levels of glucose compared to 

other biofluids within the data matrix. A number of broad peaks were also identifiable in 

plasma that were attributable to low-density lipoproteins (LDL) and very low-density 

lipoprotein (VLDL). The assignment of these lipids can be visualised in                                                                                                                                                             

Figure 3.2.   
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Urine 

The equine urinary metabolic profile was the most metabolically abundant of all biofluids 

measured (Table 2). In total 66 metabolites were identified, 91% of the metabolites identified 

in this work. Of these, 11 were unique to urine and plasma, 3 were present in both urine and 

faeces and 40 metabolites were specific to urine alone. Urinary-specific metabolites included 

a number of aromatic compounds that arise from microbial-host co-metabolism. Hippurate, 

PAG, p-cresol glucuronide and sulfate were notably prominent in the aromatic region of the 

horse urine spectra (Figure 3.1). Other urine specific metabolites of note include dietary 

compounds such as proline betaine.  

Faeces 

The faecal metabolic profile contained 47 metabolites which covered 45% of the metabolites 

identified across all biofluids, including 25 specific to faeces. These metabolites include 

microbial fermentation products, SCFA (butyrate and propionate), and a number of dietary 

and or microbial co-metabolites (caprylate and arabinose, maltose, glycerol and xylose). 

Acetate was present in significantly greater concentrations than other metabolites. 

3.4.3 Inter-compartmental metabolic variation 

PCA revealed that inter-animal metabolic variation was lower than the variation between the 

different biofluids as visualised via clustering in the PCA scores plot (Figure 3.4A). As might 

be expected, the PCA samples cluster based on the type of biofluid. Importantly, the degree 

of variability within each biofluid was disparate. Faecal samples are inherently more variable 

than either urine or plasma samples. The faecal sampled clustered with one another due to the 

presence of SCFA (butyrate, acetate and propionate) when compared to plasma and urine.  

Urine samples clustered together due to concentrated levels of gut-microbial co-metabolites 

such as hippurate, phenylacetylglycine (PAG), p-cresol sulfate and trimethylamine-N-oxide (-
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TMAO) when compared to the other biological matrices. In contrast, energy-related 

metabolites such as glucose and pyruvate were observed in relatively higher concentrations in 

plasma compared to urine. Variance plots shown in Figure 3.44 B and C display the mean 

spectra of faeces and urine respectively coloured by the variance, represented as a percentage 

of the total variance. Here, creatinine can be seen to represent over 10% of the total variance 

seen within the urinary profiles (Figure 3.44C) and acetate accounted for over 28% of the 

total variance observed in the faecal profile (Figure 3.44B) compared to 1.8% in the plasma 

profile (data not shown).   
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3.4.4 Mammalian-microbial co-metabolites present in different biological 

matrices of the horse 

Gut microbial co-metabolites have long been known to contribute to the 1H-NMR observable 

signals in biofluids (Nicholson et al., 2004; Nicholson et al., 2005; Wikoff et al., 2009). 

These metabolites are known to originate from microbial production or degradation due to 

their absence in germ free models (Nicholls et al., 2003). 30% of the metabolites identified 

within the Thoroughbred racehorse metabolome were gut microbial co-metabolites. 
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Table 3: Table highlighting the NMR detectable mammalian microbial co-metabolites found in the 
Thoroughbred racehorse metabolome. Compounds marked with an E can be produced by host endogenous 
means. Compounds marked with a D may be derived from dietary sources.  
Mammalian-microbial co-
metabolite 

Pathway Other pathways involved in Biofluid 
identified in 

Acetate Dietary carbohydrate 
↓ 
Pyruvate 
↓ 
Acetyl CoA 
↓ 
Acetate 

Protein digestion 
Degradation of aromatic compounds 
Methane metabolism 
Propanoate metabolism 
Pyruvate metabolism 
Taurine and hypotaurine metabolism 

All 
E 

Butyrate Dietary carbohydrate 
↓ 
Pyruvate 
↓ 
Acetyl CoA 
↓ 
Butyryl CoA 
↓ 
Butyrate 

Butanoate metabolism 
Protein digestion 

Faeces 
E & D 

Propionate Dietary carbohydrate 
↓ 
Pyruvate 
↓ 
Succinate or Lactate 
↓ 
Propionate 

Propanoate metabolism 
Nicotinate metabolism 
Degradation of aromatic compounds 
Protein digestion 

Faeces 
D 

Indoleacetate Tryptophan 
↓ 
Indoleacetate 

 Urine 
D 

Isobutyrate Non-digestible proteins 
↓ 
Amino acid metabolism 
↓ 
SCFA 
↓ 
Isobutyrate 

Degradation of aromatic compounds Plasma Faeces 
E & D 

p-cresol glucuronide & p-
cresol sulfate 

Tyrosine 
↓ 
p-Hydroxyphenylacetate 
↓ 
p-Cresol 

 Urine 
E 

Putrescine Non-digestible proteins 
↓ 
Amino acid metabolism 
↓ 
Amines 

Biosynthesis of plant secondary metabolism 
 

Faeces 
E 

Methylamines Choline 
↓ 
Methylamine/DMA/TMA 
↓ 
TMAO 

Methane metabolism TMA & DMA 
urine 
TMAO all 
E 

Dimethylglycine Choline 
↓ 
Betaine 
↓ 
DMG 

Glycine, serine and threonine metabolism Urine 
E 

Phenylacetate & 
Phenylacetylglycine (PAG) 

Phenylalanine 
↓ 
Phenylacetate 
↓ 
PAG 

 Plasma 
Faeces 
(PAG Urine) 
E 

3-Hydroxyphenylacetate Phenylalanine 
↓ 
Phenylacetate 
↓ 
3-Hydroxyphenylacetate 

Tyrosine metabolism Faeces 

Dimethylsulfone Methionine Sulfur metabolism Urine 
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↓ 
Methanethiol 
↓ 
Dimethyl sulfide 
↓ 
Dimethyl sulfoxide 
↓ 
Dimethyl sulfone 

E & D 

Allantoin Xanthine 
↓ 
Urate 
↓ 
Allantoin 

Purine Urine 
E 

5 Aminovalerate Lysine/  E 

5 Aminopentanoate 
 

Lysine 
↓ 
5-Aminopentanamide 
↓ 
5-Aminopentanoate 

Arginine and Proline metabolism Faeces 
E 

Quinate & Hippurate Dietary fibre 
↓ 
Chlorogenic acid 
↓ 
Quinate 
↓ 
Benzoate 
↓ 
Hippurate 

Phenylalanine Urine 
E & D 

Hydroquinone Tyrosine 
↓ 
Phenol 
↓ 
Hydroquinone 
 

Benzene metabolism E & D 

3-Hydroxybenzoate Benzoate 
↓ 
3-Hydroxybenzoate 
 

Degradation of aromatic compounds 
Phenylalanine/Tyrosine and Tryptophan 

Urine 
Faeces 
E 

p-Hydroxyphenylpyruvate 
& 
p-Hydroxyphenyllactate 

Tyrosine 
↓ 
p-Hydroxyphenylpyruvate 
↓ 
p-Hydroxyphenyllactate 

 Urine 
E 

p-Hydroxyphenylacetate Phenylalanine/Tyrosine 
↓ 
p-Hydroxyphenylacetate 

Degradation of aromatic compounds Urine 

Formate Methane 
↓ 
Methanol 
↓ 
Formaldehyde 
↓ 
Formate 

Nitrogen metabolism 
Pyruvate metabolism 
Degradation of aromatic compounds 

All 
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3.4.5 Integration of faecal SCFAs on urine and plasma matrices reveals 

relationships with gut microbial co-metabolites and amino acids 

SCFAs provide the horse with 70% of energy requirements through gut microbial 

fermentation and are therefore of huge interest in gut health and function.  There are currently 

no known correlates in plasma and urine to provide information on SCFA production in the 

horse.  In order to identify metabolites from urine and plasma that correlate with changes in 

faecal SCFA concentration, individual faecal SCFA peak integrals were used as a Y-matrix in 

successive O-PLS models against urinary and plasma 1H-NMR data matrices.   Figure 3.55 

shows a back-scaled covariance plot of the loadings from an O-PLS-DA model constructed 

with one orthogonal and one predictive component. The colour of each variable corresponds 

to its correlation coefficient as indicated by the colour bar. Increasing shades of red indicate 

an increased correlation coefficient. All variables pointing upwards in the loadings plot 

represent a relative increase in a metabolite from either urine or plasma in conjunction with 

the faecal SCFA in question  Variables pointing downwards decrease in concentration with 

an increase in faecal SCFA concentration. Increasing colour intensity of red or blue is 

indicative of a higher correlation coefficient.  

Faecal propionate was found to be inversely correlated with a number of urinary co-

metabolites (Figure 3.5A). PAG, 3-Indoxyl sulfate and p-cresol sulfate all decrease in 

concentration with an increase in faecal propionate. These metabolites were identified by 

integrating the methyl triplet group of propionate δ1.06 (t). 

The most prominent variable in the faecal 1H-NMR spectra was acetate and integration of the 

singlet at δ1.92 with the urinary matrix exposed a number of amino acids and gut microbial 

co-metabolites that correlated with this SCFA (Figure 3.5B). PAG and p-cresol glucuronide 

was positively correlated with acetate, whereas gut microbial co-metabolites quinate and 

TMAO were inversely correlated with faecal acetate. Amino acids glycine, glutamine, 
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threonine were also negatively correlated with faecal acetate, along with lactate. Integration 

of faecal acetate with plasma 1H-NMR spectral data highlighted amino acids glutamine, 

isoleucine and leucine as well as glucose to be inversely correlated with increases in faecal 

acetate (Figure 3.5C).  
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3.5 Discussion: Multi-compartmental characterisation of the basal equine 

metabolome via nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 

Cross-compartmental metabolite assignment was conducted using a combination of one-

dimensional (1D) and 2D NMR spectroscopic techniques. The urinary matrix was found to be 

the most metabolite dense and also contained a large number of compounds associated with 

gut microbial metabolism. 

3.5.1 Assignment of dominant 1H-NMR components of the Thoroughbred 

metabolome  

The metabolite assignment workflow outline in Figure 2.3 allowed the systematic description 

of the dominant metabolites of the healthy Thoroughbred racehorse via NMR spectroscopy 

and is critically important in establishing a metabolic reference from which to compare 

pathology-related variation.  Characterisation of the equine metabolome highlights the 

diversity of information available in different biological matrices and as such provides a 

useful guide for researchers and clinicians alike. NMR provides wide-ranging coverage for 

metabolite examination in a variety of sample types and therefore is an appropriate tool to 

develop such a reference library for the equine (Nicholson and Wilson, 1989; Fan, 1996).  

Metabolite identification is a challenging aspect of any metabonomic investigation. Despite 

enhanced quality in spectroscopic and computational technology over the years, metabolite 

assignment remains the major bottleneck in analysis. Valid scientific conclusions rest on the 

correct identification of molecules detected but this greatly depends on the analytical 

platforms used. Absolute structural identity requires significant time and effort by the 

researcher. The multi-stage assignment strategy used here combines spectroscopic and 

statistical tools to enable confident assignment. Metabolomics Standards Initiative (MSI) 

framework for metabolite classification is adopted in this work to provide confidence levels 
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in metabolite assignment and ensure that any biological conclusions in future work can be 

scrutinised with rigor.  Metabolites that were only tentatively assigned are annotated with a 

dagger (Ϯ), which is in keeping with level 2 and 3 of the recommended reporting of 

metabolite identification (Sumner et al., 2007). 

The accumulation of a number of physicochemical properties from each resonance in a 

stepwise manner can narrow down the likely metabolite candidates, when taking into account 

biological plausibility. These properties, such as peak multiplicity and proton coupling can be 

obtained from J-res and COSY spectroscopic data respectively.    However, some of the 

techniques have limitations.  A number of metabolites were present in very low abundance 

making it difficult to get complete information using all tools employed (Figure 2.3). Also, 

13C isotope necessary to identify in heteronuclear spectroscopy with HSQC is present 

naturally in very low abundance in biological samples (~1%). Therefore, it is impossible to 

detect all features contained in a biofluid even when a high strength NMR machine is used. 

1H-NMR also requires that molecules contain protons in order to be detected, which 

fortunately is the case for the majority of mammalian metabolites.  

Spectral resolution can be improved by increasing the number of scans and using a 

cryoprobe. However, experimental time has to be considered and the length of time taken for 

a successful run depends on the level of detail required. Metabolite databases also have 

drawbacks as they do not always provide unequivocal identification and biological 

information may be lacking. HMDB which was used for this work has great emphasis on 

biological interpretation for human research and therefore recalled a large number of 

mammalian metabolites. However, a number of metabolites could not be identified using this 

method, as are not likely to be found in human samples.  For instance, a number of aromatic 

faecal metabolites remain unidentified despite using databases and literature searches (See 

Appendix table 1).  
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The statistical tool STOCSY is an extremely useful adjunct to spectroscopic assignment 

methods and can provide information not only on related features but also provides an 

indication of peak multiplicity (where peaks overlap with other unrelated features) and peak 

integral height. STOCSY can also highlight features that are not part of the same metabolite 

but feature in similar biological pathways due to similar covariance in peak patterns. 

Therefore, high correlation threshold could be selected to ensure metabolite features were 

returned that were highly likely to come from the same molecule. It can also be useful to use 

STOCSY with low correlation thresholds to identify metabolites in similar pathways as these 

are unlikely to co-vary as strongly as structurally connected features. This was evident in the 

identification of quinate with a strong correlation to hippurate as shown in Figure 2.4.  

Computational tools such as Chenomx allow the researcher to compare their spectra with a 

library of known metabolites (Chenomx Inc). Spectroscopic information on peak multiplicity, 

shape and integral can be overlaid onto spectra under analysis to deduce metabolite 

identification. However, like many database libraries, they are not extensive and sections of 

spectra that have large amount of peak overlap do not benefit from this tool.  

106 metabolites were assigned across the 3 biological matrices. In urine, 40 metabolites were 

identified as being unique whereas 28 metabolites were faeces-specific and 11 metabolites 

were plasma-specific. A small number of low-concentration unassigned metabolites have not 

been included in these counts. All three biofluids are likely to contain thousands of 

metabolites which are too dilute to produce a significant NMR signal or were not detected by 

NMR in this study, but this work was able to capture a good representation of the normal 

equine metabonome and this has been duplicated by work on a larger cohort of animals 

followed over time (See Chapter 4). 
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3.5.2 A ubiquitous metabonome is present amongst mammals.  

The core equine metabonome comprises metabolites present in all three biofluids studied. 14 

metabolites were identified including amino-acids, gut microbial metabolites and energy 

metabolites. Many of these metabolites are ubiquitous, with varied functions and located in 

numerous tissue types. Similar findings were reported by Merrifield et al, with 22 metabolites 

shared across 4 biological matrices in pigs (Merrifield et al., 2011).  

3.5.3 NMR-based analysis of different biological matrices as diagnostic tools 

Excretory biofluids (urine and faeces) were the most metabolite-rich among samples taken 

during this work. The environmentally-determined nature of these biofluids renders them 

under less tight homeostatic control than that of the plasma. However, urine demonstrated 

remarkably low metabolic variability in comparison with faeces. Differing creatinine 

excretion in one animal (due to the sample being collected after exercise) was responsible for 

the increased inter-animal variation shown (Figure 3.4A), creatinine is a waste product of 

muscle metabolism formed from creatine in order to maintain ATP levels during exercise 

(Wyss and Kaddurah-Daouk, 2000).  Creatinine levels can vary according to factors such as 

muscle mass, physical exercise, diet, age and muscle damage from previous strenuous 

exercise (Baxmann et al., 2008).  Unfortunately, metadata on timing of urine collection in 

relation to exercise was not taken for all samples and so comparisons with regards to exercise 

effect could not be compared.  

The concentration of urine and therefore metabolites contained in a urine sample can change 

dramatically. Normalisation of the data prior to analysis helps to minimise spectral anomalies 

caused due to this effect.  The urine metabolome provides a metabolic window into gut 

microbial co-metabolism and was found to differ from the other biological matrices due to 

the presence of a number of gut-microbial co-metabolites, with approximately 30% of the 

NMR detectable features belonging to compounds involved in microbial metabolism or gut 
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microbial co-metabolism.  This suggests that the gut microbiome makes a significant 

contribution to metabolism within the host. These compounds originate from exogenous 

sources (microbial and dietary) and are incorporated into the host circulation after intestinal 

absorption. They subsequently undergo phase II metabolism in the liver and gut mucosa to 

increase their polarity and enable renal excretion. In mammals, enterohepatic recycling 

means further metabolism can occur at the gut-level (Nicholson et al., 2005).  

Faecal water may be thought of as being the biofluid with the greatest potential for providing 

information on gut microbial metabolism; its ease of collection would make it an ideal 

sample type for analysis. However, in this study it demonstrated greater inter-animal 

variation than urine (Figure 3.4A)  hence urine may provide metabolic profiles with greater 

reproducibility (Saric et al., 2008).  Furthermore, many bacterial metabolites are absorbed by 

the large intestine and therefore, would not be available for analysis in faecal samples 

(Cummings, 1995). Similarity of faecal material to that found in the large intestine is also 

questionable, despite its frequent use as a surrogate for colon and caecal contents (Pang W 

Fau - Vogensen et al.; Schoster et al., 2013) and this has already been bought into question 

for equine studies (Dougal K, Harris PA, Edwards A, Pachebat JA, Blackmore TM, et al., 

2012). 

Faecal samples provide information on SCFAs which are an important energy source. SCFAs 

are the product of gut-microbial fermentation of dietary fibre and contribute up to 70% of a 

horse’s energy requirements (Argenzio, 1975; Cummings and Macfarlane, 1997a). In this 

study acetate levels were the main source of inter-animal variation within faecal samples. 

This could be due to differing bacterial communities and consequently SCFA production, or 

different absorption and metabolite use.  Collection time in relation to feeding time is known 

to exert an effect on SCFA levels in equine faeces (Desrousseaux et al., 2012). This is 

unlikely to have an effect in this study as samples were consistently taken before a morning 
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feed and all horses were fed at the same times daily. However, this variability could be due to 

the difference in individual intestinal transit times that vary between 18 and 48 hours in the 

horse (Van Weyenberg et al., 2006; Hudson and Merritt, 2008). Other SCFAs were not seen 

to vary to the same extent as acetate. Butyrate is the main energy source for colonocytes and 

hence is likely to have been absorbed and utilised rather than excreted (Bugaut and Bentejac, 

1993). Butyrate and propionate are extensively metabolised by first-pass metabolism and 

therefore absent in NMR detectable quantities in urine and plasma samples. In light of the 

presence of SCFA in faeces both excretory biofluids can provide complimentary information 

regarding gut microbial co-metabolism.  

3.5.4 Inter-compartmental variation versus inter-animal variation 

Inter-compartmental variation is greater than intra-animal variation and is consistent with 

other mammalian studies (Bollard, M. E. et al., 2005; Merrifield et al., 2011). The data 

presented in this study suggest that 1H NMR spectroscopy is a robust method for assessing 

the inter-animal variation in Thoroughbred racehorses.  It is important to address potential 

sources of variation when assessing metabonomic studies. The sensitive nature of such 

investigations necessitates the collection of metadata to help explain possible variation 

between the samples. This information should include details from sample collection, sample 

storage and run order, as well as information relating to sample subject (health status, age, 

gender for example). The effect of these is widely reported in the literature (Bollard et al., 

2001; Bollard, M. E. et al., 2005; Saude and Sykes, 2007). Although the 7 horses were taken 

from different yards, the samples showed minimal statistical variability, highlighting the 

metabolic uniformity of these Thoroughbred racehorses despite differing age ranges, location 

and external environment and stages of fitness. This study was intended to create a reference 

tool for research into Thoroughbred racehorse metabolism and microbial co-metabolism. 

Since the samples from this first pilot clustered closely for all three biofluids indicating that 
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the dominant metabolites visible by NMR were conserved across animals, it was deemed 

unnecessary to use samples from further animals. Although, the sample size in this body of 

work is small and only one metabolic snap shot was taken for each horse, the fact that inter-

animal variation in metabolic profiles was low, suggests that ‘healthy’ Thoroughbreds share a 

similar metabolic phenotype. Chapter 4 includes a larger study investigating normal variation 

amongst different racehorse populations over time that supports the findings in this 

preliminary study. 

3.5.5 The urinary compartment is a rich source of mammalian-microbial co-

metabolites 

 30% of the metabolites identified in this work were gut microbial in origin. Intestinal 

microbes play an important role to the host in energy harvest, pathogen defence, vitamin 

synthesis, bile acid metabolism and immune responses. However, they are also known to 

have effects further a-field than the intestines through the action of gut microbial co-

metabolites that target other organs (Holmes et al., 2011).  

The bacterial products identified in this work can be broadly categorised into molecular types 

from their precursors and the type of fermentation that formed them.  The majority of these 

metabolites will have been produced by bacteria in the colon and will have undergone 

saccharolytic or proteolytic fermentation. Carbohydrate fermentation produces lactate, CO2, 

H2, CH4 and SCFA, while protein fermentation products include amines, phenols, sulphides, 

ammonia, indoles and BCFA (Hamer et al., 2012). 

The main products of carbohydrate metabolism are the short chain fatty acids (SCFAs). The 

most abundant of these are butyrate, propionate and acetate. Butyrate in particular contributes 

to colonic health as an energy source. Germ free models have shown the importance of gut 

microbial metabolites in the formation of these with minimal detection in germ free mice 
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(Hoverstad and Midtvedt, 1986). Unlike the majority of gut microbial derived metabolites 

that were identified in urine, faecal samples were the most abundant in SCFAs and in 

particular acetate. Various studies in humans have documented acetate production as the 

greatest amongst the SCFA and it is the principal SCFA in the colon (Topping and Clifton, 

2001). It is readily absorbed and delivered to the liver, with little metabolism in the colon. 

Therefore, any unabsorbed acetate would appear in the faeces unchanged (Wong et al., 

2006). In contrast, propionate is absorbed more readily than acetate in the colon and may be 

another reason for high acetate levels in equine faeces (Saunders, 1991). Highly fermentable 

polysaccharides produce a high propionate to acetate ratio. However, a high fibre diet, like 

that of the horse increases the proportion of acetate. This may also help to explain the high 

abundance of acetate in equine faeces (Bergman, 1990; Wong et al., 2006).  

Proteolytic fermentation products are generally reused as a nitrogen source for bacterial 

growth or absorbed in the colon and transported to distant parts of the host. The phenols and 

indoles such as p-cresols and indoleacetate are metabolites produced from the aromatic acids 

tyrosine and tryptophan respectively. These pass to the liver before urinary excretion and are 

produced solely from the gut microbiota due to lack of enzymes capable of their production 

in mammalian hosts. Another aromatic acid to note is phenylalanine- the precursor of a 

dominant 1H-NMR spectral feature in equine urine, phenylacetylglycine (PAG). This 

metabolite is formed from bacterial degradation of phenylalanine to phenylacetate which is 

then conjugated in the liver with glycine to form PAG. In humans and higher apes 

phenylacetate is conjugated with glutamine instead (Moldave and Meister, 1957).  

A number of methylamines are derived from the action of gut microbes.  Metabolism of 

dietary choline by gut microbes produces methylamines such as, DMG, TMA and TMAO. 

Choline is first degraded by gut bacteria to TMA and further converted to TMAO by the liver 
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(Bennett et al., 2013) and TMAO is a notable singlet at 3.27ppm in the equine urinary 1H-

NMR spectra. 

The benzoates such as quinate and hippurate are the main aromatic products of bacterial 

digestion in the intestine.  Hippurate is the most dominant urinary feature in the aromatic 

region of 1H-NMR spectra of these horses (Figure 3.1). This is unsurprising as this metabolite 

was first identified by Leiberg in the 1800s in horse urine and named after the greek word for 

horse ‘hippo’ (Conti and Bickel, 1977). This metabolite has a strong association with gut 

microbiota and diet (Lees et al., 2013) and is formed from a number of dietary sources that 

are rich in polyphenolic compounds such as phenylalanine, chlorogenic acid, quinate and 

catechin. These precursors are transformed into benzoate and finally conjugated with glycine 

to form hippurate. This pathway is depicted in Figure 2.6.  

The gut microbial co-metabolites highlighted are of interest due to their widespread 

association with a number of human diseases (Holmes et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2010; 

Altieri et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2012; Bennett et al., 2013) and may help to explain equine 

disorders.  

3.5.6 Integration of faecal SCFAs demonstrates correlation with urinary gut 

microbial co-metabolites 

Carbohydrates are the preferred substrate for gut bacteria. However, under conditions of 

carbohydrate shortage certain bacterial groups will engage in proteolytic activity.  

Correlations between faecal SCFAs and urinary metabolites highlighted an inverse 

correlation between carbohydrate metabolism and protein metabolism.  An increase in faecal 

propionate was associated with a significant decrease in the abundance of protein degradation 

products such as PAG, indoxyl sulfate and p-cresol sulfate. This inverse correlation may 

reflect bacterial substrate preference. However, correlations between faecal acetate and 
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urinary metabolites revealed a different correlation pattern.  Some products of protein 

metabolism were positively correlated with faecal acetate, namely PAG and p-cresol 

glucuronide. 

3.5.7 Validation of Biofluid-Based NMR in the Horse 

This work comprehensively assigns dominant features of the 1H NMR spectra of the equine 

metabonome from plasma, urine and faeces and for the first time provides baseline 

information for future studies in equine health and disease. Urine and faecal profiles provide 

an insight into host-microbial metabolic interactions, whereas plasma profiles are more likely 

to represent host physiological processes. The purpose of this study is to provide an analytical 

template to researchers planning to use metabonomic analyses and to indicate which biofluids 

may be of use to them. We have shown that faecal samples are more variable that either urine 

or plasma. Plasma is under tight homeostatic control and thus might be expected to show 

relatively less variation. However, urine, other than one identified outlier, exhibited less 

variation than the other biofluids under investigation and contributed the greatest number of 

identifiable metabolites. Further studies are warranted using metabonomic and metagenomic 

technology to explore the role of gut microbes on equine physiology and metabolism. 
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4 Chapter 4: Factors Affecting Metabonomic Variation in a 

Population of In-training Thoroughbred Racehorses 

4.1 Summary 

Metabolic profiling has huge potential for biomarker identification in equine disease 

diagnosis and monitoring. However, before disease characterisation can be made, the degree 

of physiological metabolic baseline variation must be assessed. Here, 1H-NMR 

spectroscopic-based analysis of the metabolic composition of plasma, urine and faeces in a 

population of in-training racehorses is investigated. In particular, the effects of management 

(yard), age, exercise, medication, behaviour and inter-animal and intra-animal variation is 

explored. Pattern recognition methods such as PCA and OPLS-DA modelling were 

performed on spectroscopic data to highlight metabolites associated with key sources of 

variation.  

Findings from chapter 3 (3.4.4) demonstrated the utility of different biofluids whereby 

windows to certain metabolic processes can be viewed, such as gut microbial co-metabolism 

within the urinary matrix. However, sources of variation and stability of the Thoroughbred 

racehorse metabolome was not explored in the previous chapter and the focus of the current 

chapter is to investigate metabolic stability through time.  Human and laboratory animal 

models that have examined the urinary matrix via metabonomics means frequently highlight 

the utility of this biofluid for indirect assessment of gut microbial activity (Li et al., 2008; 

Nicholson, Holmes, Kinross, Burcelin, et al., 2012). Bacterial colonization of germ-free 

rodent models, antibiotic intervention and dietary challenges have all shown changes in 

urinary metabolites associated with gut microbes (Williams et al., 2002; Nicholls et al., 2003; 

Yap et al., 2008; Heinzmann, Silke S. et al., 2012). The gut microbiota is a key driver for 
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individual variation amongst animal models with the same genetic makeup kept under the 

same environment conditions (Holmes and Nicholson, 2005).  

This study also looked at associated faecal metagenomics variation in a cohort of samples 

described above. This pilot metagenomic study provides greater detail about the significance 

of variation captured in the equine metabolome and helps to expand our knowledge of the 

complex interplay between equine host and the symbiotic bacteria that reside in their gut. 

Thus, the study will characterise and quantify normal variation in healthy Tb racehorses using 

both metabonomics and metagenomic modalities. 

4.2 Aims 

i. To identify the major sources of metabonomic variation within a population of in-

training Thoroughbred racehorses. 

ii. Identify the metabolites associated with the major sources of variation. 

iii. To assess the stability of individual horse metabolomes over time and inter-horse 

variability. 

iv. To assess the correlative metabolic profiles across biological matrices with 16s rRNA 

metagenomic data. 

v. To identify bacterial communities present in faeces’ and assess stability over time. 
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4.3 Introduction 

Metabonomics offers a window into host internal chemistry and a unique opportunity to 

identify biomarkers or specific metabolite profiles associated with certain clinical phenotypes 

or risk factors for disease (Brindle et al., 2002; Marchesi, J. R. et al., 2007; Friedrich, 2012). 

Not only is the technology applicable to disease diagnosis but also in monitoring  

interventional strategies to enable patient stratification and personalised medical care 

(Nicholson, Holmes, Kinross, Darzi, et al., 2012).  

There are many documented sources of metabolic variation in experimental rodent models 

such as diet, gender, diurnal effects, and age (Bollard et al., 2001; Bollard, M. E. et al., 2005; 

Slupsky et al., 2007). Potential sources of metabolic variation are therefore important to 

consider when designing intervention studies using metabonomic technology and detailed 

metadata collection is vital to interpret results. Sample collection and storage can also be 

sources of variation and standard operating protocols ensure that ‘noise’ is not introduced to 

the final data set that is unrelated to the biological question under study (Barton, R. H. et al., 

2008; Barton et al., 2010). 

The utility of a biomarker is dependent on the degree of naturally occurring variation within 

healthy individuals (Holmes et al., 2008; Bernini et al., 2009; Nicholson et al., 2011). The 

degree of natural or endogenous variation between individuals is less well understood than 

genetic or external factors. This is a vital requirement if a threshold for potential biomarkers 

is to be elucidated (Kim et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2014).For example, the normal range of a 

metabolite for one strain of rodent maybe different from another as demonstrated by 

(Pontoizeau et al., 2011). The same is likely to be true of equine breeds. The Thoroughbred is 

a highly in-bred equine and is likely to differ in metabotype to that of a Shetland pony or 

large draught horse such as the Clydesdale. In fact, equine metabonomics studies have 
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already identified breed differences between Mustangs and draft cross horses (Pappalardo et 

al., 2013). The selection of the Tb in this work was made to minimise the degree of genetic 

variation within the metabonomic datasets in order to explore environmental sources of 

variation with greater clarity. Individual biomarkers may be unreliable if they have high 

natural variability among healthy animals. Hence, care must be taken if metabolic signatures 

are to be used as significant markers of disease or intervention (Nicholson et al., 2011).  The 

ease of collecting multiple sample types from domestic mammalian species enables whole 

animal health to be explored in more breadth than just single biofluid investigation. 

Correlation analysis of matched biological matrices can provide greater insight into host 

biology, metabolic pathways and the significance of certain metabolites in relation to the 

desired research question (Camacho et al., 2005).  

Here, 32 in-training, Thoroughbred racehorses from 4 different yards in the North West of 

England, each managed by a different trainer, were sampled weekly for urine and faeces, and 

fortnightly for plasma. Metadata concerning each case was recorded, such as age, exercise 

level, dietary regime, medication and behavioural status. Longitudinal profiling allows better 

definition of a metabolic phenotype for an individual and enables the generation of 

information to facilitate stratification for dietary or other interventions. This is achieved via 

data analysis using unsupervised and supervised statistical methods to assesses sources of 

metabolic variation, metabolites associated with this variation and inter and intra-horse 

variability. 

Metagenomic analysis was undertaken amongst a subset of faecal samples using 454 

pryosequencing from this longitudinal study of in-training Thoroughbred racehorses.  A 

healthy racehorse from each yard that had a high number of matched plasma, urine and faecal 

samples collected over time was selected to demonstrate the ‘normal’ Tb microbiome. Other 

samples were selected based on metadata and metabolome findings such as the effects of diet 
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change and antibiotic therapy.  The integration of ‘omic technologies greatly aids data 

recovery and biological inference from information rich biofluids commonly collected for 

clinical surveillance in the horse. Large volumes of sample material can be obtained from 

horses in a single experiment. This ensures there is adequate sample volume for a number of 

different analytical platforms (unlike smaller mammal models such as rodents).  
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4.4 Results  

Plasma, urine and faecal samples were collected for metabonomic analysis using 1H-NMR 

spectroscopy to assess sources of variation in a population of in-training Thoroughbred 

racehorses.  The percentage of samples collected that were available between the three 

biological fluids varied due to the use of non-experimental animals and horse compliance 

with free-catch sample collection.  

The metadata collected allowed a systematic framework to be constructed to enable analysis 

of the data. Briefly, each potential source of variation; such as sample week and yard origin 

was assessed in each biological matrix in turn using unsupervised data analysis, such as PCA 

and followed by supervised methods, such as O-PLS-DA. Univariate data analysis of relative 

abundance of metabolites flagged up in multivariate data analysis (MVDA) models was also 

conducted. Finally, correlation analysis between significant metabolites within the different 

biological matrices was done to create a global overview of metabolic processes in the 

Thoroughbred racehorse.   

A pilot study assessing faecal metagenomic data from a subset of samples allowed the 

combination of this information together with metabonomic data to provide an extra platform 

with which to explore systems biology of the Thoroughbred racehorse. Figure 4.1 highlights 

the workflow strategy undertaken and Figure 4.2 shows the percentage of samples collected 

for each biofluid.  





4.4.1 1H-NMR urinary matrix demonstrates a number of outlying samples 
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increased levels of PAG, p-cresol sulfate, dimethyl sulfone and unknown metabolites with 

resonances at δ1.44 (U2) and δ1.41 ppm (U1). All metabolites identified above had principal 

component correlation values greater than 0.5. This value denotes the degree to which a given 

metabolite is responsible for the position of scores along a given principle component. 

Distances to model (DmodX) plots were used to assess moderate outliers and can be seen in 

Figure 4.3C. A sample from yard 3 (3C2) was identified as a moderate outlier in DmodX but 

only visualised as an outlier in PC3 in the PCA Hotelling’s ellipse with increases in lactate 

and dimethyl sulfone. Outliers are important to identify as their presence can bias the model 

and decrease sensitivity but their exclusion needs to be balanced against biological or 

analytical explanations for their score position.  
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The lactate/pyruvate ratio can be used as a crude assessment of whether the increases in 

energy metabolites observed are due to short term intensive exercise. An increase in this ratio 

suggests tissue hypoxia caused by anaerobic exercise. The calculation of these ratios can be 

viewed in Table 4.  

Table 4: Table highlighting the lactate/pyruvate ratio of outlying samples and identified in PCA of urine 
1H-NMR spectroscopic data 
Sample Lactate/Pyruvate ratio 

3H10 11.05 

3C2 36.17 

2G7 147.35 

2H7 199.48 

2H10 11.05 

4H7 4.00 

1F5 2.74 

1B9 4.66 

Mean ratio for entire data set 13.58 

 

4.4.2 Evaluation of management effects on the plasma, urinary and faecal 

metabolite profiles 

In order to assess the impact of management on the metabolic phenotype of the 

Thoroughbred racehorse, the plasma, urine and faecal 1H-NMR profiles were compared using 

unsupervised PCA methods (Figure 4.4) and subsequently supervised O-PLS-DA tools 

(Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6). 

4.4.2.1 Unsupervised analysis of yard origin in plasma, urine and faeces  

Management or yard origin of horse induces strong metabolic variation in the Thoroughbred 

racehorse, with greatest clustering based on yard class seen in urine profiles (Figure 4.4B). A 

PCA model was constructed using unit variance scaling with three principal components that 

accounted for 10%, 6% and 3% of the overall variation. Two groups are visually evident with 

separation in the first principal component (PC1), a group comprising of yard 1 and 4 and 

another of yard 2 and 3. These are highlighted by a red ellipse on Figure 4.4B. This 
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separation was caused by a higher concentration of the gut microbial- host co-metabolite 

hippurate in yards 1 and 4.  

Plasma analysis via PCA shows very little separation between yard class and less variation is 

explained in each PC compared to urine from the same animals (9%, 7% and 3%). This can 

be seen in Figure 4.4A. Conversely, faecal profiles showed the greatest degree of variation in 

a biological fluid PCA model with 22% of the model variation explained in the first PC 

(Figure 4.4C). However, this did not explain management but to a degree was dependent 

upon the individual animal. Faecal metabolites that correlated with a lower PC1 score 

included a number of amino acids, such as; alanine, glycine, glutamate, valerate, valine, 

isoleucine and leucine. These unsupervised data findings are in keeping with results obtained 

in Chapter 3. Namely, the variable nature of faecal samples in comparison with other 

biological matrices, urine providing a window into guts microbial metabolism and the highly 

conserved nature of plasma variation.  The cumulative variance explained for all three 

biological matrices was relatively low, underscoring the fact that Thoroughbreds varied 

minimally in metabolism.  
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4.4.2.2 Supervised analysis of yard origin in plasma, urine and faeces reveals 

clustering with this class category 

4.4.2.2.1 Plasma 

A heat map was constructed to facilitate the interpretation of results obtained from plasma 

metabolic profiles in relation to yard class. The heat map was built from the correlation 

coefficients of discriminatory metabolites in an O-PLS-DA model. The O-PLS-DA model 

constructed used one orthogonal component and three predictive components (Q2Y:0.36.; 

R2Y:0.56; R2X:0.18.; p<0.01). The metabolites with the highest correlation coefficients for 

each yard were as follows; Yard 1: proline betaine, yard 2 and 3: TMAO positive and 

negative correlations respectively and yard 4: β-hydroxybutyrate. 
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4.4.2.2.2 Urine 

An O-PLS-DA model constructed for urinary spectra using one orthogonal component and 

three predictive components (Q2Y:0.67.; R2Y:0.78; R2X:0.22; p<0.01) demonstrated a greater 

degree of separation between yard classes than plasma samples from the same animals. 

Metabolites responsible for yard class include a number of gut microbial co-metabolites and 

energy metabolites. Metabolites that had a greater than a 0.4 correlation coefficient with 

respect to yard class were extracted and displayed in a heat-map (Figure 4.6B). 
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The variance proportion of urinary metabolites was calculated to assess the degree of 

variation in the relative concentration of these metabolites between yards. This was achieved 

by calculating variance components by the relative proportion of the total intensity variation 

of a given metabolite contributed by yard (Figure 4.7).  
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4.4.2.2.3 Faeces 

O-PLS-DA of faecal samples with respect to yard class produced a model with good fit and 

predictable ability in with 3 predictive components with 1 orthogonal  component (Q2Y: 0.43, 

R2Y: 0.50, R2X: 0.35; p<0.01). A number of gut microbial co-metabolites were responsible 

for class separation as well as unknown molecules in the aromatic region. A list of unknown 

metabolites and any associated spectral features can be found in the Appendix Table 10. 

4.4.3 Intra and inter-horse variation within yards 

The 3 biological matrices for each yard were analysed separately to assess inter and intra-

horse variation using PCA. All models showed clustering of samples from each animal with 

overlap between individuals, showing that horses moved within a particular trajectory 

distance (Figure 4.8).  

Yard 4 has been used to illustrate variation seen between and within horses. Plasma samples 

showed the greatest degree of overlap between horses (Figure 4.8A). The degree of metabolic 

movement between animals varied. Some horses showed very little movement, while others 

had highly variable scores in the PCA space. This is demonstrated in radial plots using the 

scores of PC1 and PC2 overlaid on one another. Horse A shows very little movement in PC1 

radial plots, coloured in red (Figure 4.10).   

Hotelling T2 and distance to model plots were constructed to simplify the data and show 

degree of metabolic movement of horses over time and highlight any large or moderate 

outlying samples that deviated from the model plane (Figure 4.9). Plasma plots showed very 

little deviation in either plot, whereas urine and faeces clearly showed a number of outliers, 

including samples from horses C, F and H in both matrices.  Reasons for these samples 

deviating from the typical metabolic trajectory of each horse were explored using historical 

metadata to assess potential clinical causes and the loading plots to identify the metabolic 
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reasons for their deviations.  Horse H sampled at week 7 had been on oral antibiotics and this 

sample had changes in relative abundance of a number of gut microbial co-metabolites. This 

horse is explored in more detail in section 4.4.6. The other samples identified as outliers in 

Hotellings T2 and DmodX plots had no known medical or management changes except for 

horse F at week 6 in plasma assessment (Figure 4.9A) . This sample approached the DmodX 

critical plane and deviated from other samples for this horse. Clinical records showed that 

this horse was off work due to a lameness problem, but had not taken any medication.   
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4.4.4 The effect of exercise on plasma, urinary and faecal metabolite profiles 

Yard 3 samples were taken from a group of young horses (2-5yrs) at the start of the flat 

racing training season up to midway through the training season. Therefore, these horses 

experienced incremental work load and athletic demand over the sampling period from 

walking and trotting daily to a steady canter.  

Samples from this yard were assessed for metabolic variation associated with sampling time 

and therefore exercise intensity.  All biological matrices were assessed using O-PLS analysis 

with sample week as the class identifier. Plasma did not produce a valid model but urine and 

faeces produced robust models with statistics of Q2Y: 0.57, R2Y: 0.94, R2X: 0.14 for urine 

and Q2Y: 0.30, R2Y: 0.53, R2X: 0.32 for faeces. Plots using sample week versus cross 

validated scores showed an incremental rise in score position over time (Figure 4.11D and 

Figure 4.12D). Metabolites associated with an increase in exercise were identified as the gut 

microbial co-metabolite p-cresol glucuronide (PCG) in urinary data and glucose, a group of 

amino acids and SCFAs in faecal data.  Urinary PCG decreased as exercise increased and 

faecal glucose, amino acids and SCFAs increased with athletic demand (Figure 4.11A and 

Figure 4.12A).  
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4.4.5 Evaluation of blood clinical chemistry parameters on plasma, urine and 

faecal metabolite profiles 

A number of clinical chemistry parameters were measured for racing performance evaluation 

including muscle enzymes creatinine kinase (CK) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) as 

well as liver enzyme Gamma-glutamyl transferase (GGT). These compounds are used as 

crude measurements of over-training in racehorses and are routinely taken as over-training 

can greatly set back a horse’s performance and be detrimental to horse health through muscle 

damage (Mcgowan and Whitworth, 2008).  

Blood clinical chemistry parameters and metabolite correlations were investigated across all 

biological matrices for yard 3 only as this yard experienced incremental increases in exercise 

level across the sampling time frame. GGT was the only measured blood parameter that was 

significantly correlated with a number of urine metabolites in an O-PLS model. A valid (Q2: 

0.40, R2Y: 0.90, R2X: 0.31, p<0.01) model was constructed regressing the GGT blood level 

against the urinary NMR matrix and to visualise the metabolites discriminating the variation 

in GGT blood level, all metabolites with a correlation coefficient of greater than +/-0.35 

(95% confidence interval for 21 samples) were identified (Figure 4.14A). The major 

metabolic discriminators of the model were increases in dimethyl sulfone and pyruvate in 

response to an increase in GGT level and decreases in p-hydroxyphenyllactate, hydroquinone 

and creatinine.  No other biological matrices were correlated with GGT blood levels in this 

yard. GGT levels were also regressed against exercise levels in these horses. However, there 

was no correlation between these two datasets.  
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4.4.6 Evaluation of illness and medication effects on the plasma, urinary and 

faecal metabolite profiles 

Initial selection of the study animals ensured that horses were free from any medical issues. 

However, as these horses were under normal race training conditions, some became injured 

or ill and subsequently required therapeutic intervention.  

A horse on yard 4 (horse H) sustained a wound racing that required oral antibiotic therapy 

(AB) for 5 days and this occurred during week 7 of sampling. 1H-NMR urinary data showed 

deviation of PCA scores for this horse at week 7 from the main scores space of samples from 

yard 4 (Figure 4.15B). However, within 2 weeks of ceasing oral antibiotic therapy the score 

location for this horse had returned to a ‘baseline’ position for this horse. Assessment of 

loading plots for the second principle component revealed a number of gut microbial co-

metabolites responsible for the deviated scores position of the sample taken at week 7. Figure 

4.15C and D show 1H-NMR urinary spectra of the aromatic region highlighting the decrease 

of PCG and PAG concentrations during AB therapy (red spectra).  

Analysis of plasma samples of the oral antibiotic treated horse showed no deviation in PCA 

scores plots in relation to previous or subsequent samples from that horse. Faecal analysis 

showed deviation of samples at week 10, 3 weeks post AB treatment. This can be seen in 

Figure 4.9C. 
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4.4.7 Evaluation of age effects on the plasma, urinary and faecal metabolite 

profiles 

The study contained horses that ranged from three to 11 years of age. Unsupervised analysis 

of 1H-NMR spectra showed no discrimination based on age in any of the three biological 

matrices. However, supervised analysis allowed visualisation of metabolites discriminating 

variation in accordance to age of animal in plasma and urine samples. O-PLS models were 

constructed with one orthogonal and one predictive component. Back-scaled loadings plots 

revealed a number of metabolites associated with age and any with a correlation coefficient 

greater than 0.4 were further assessed using univariate statistics. 

4.4.7.1 Plasma 

Plasma 1H-NMR data regressed against age using an O-PLS model (Q2Y: 0.48, R2Y: 0.68, 

R2X: 0.11) highlighted a number of lipid and energy metabolites associated with age. Low 

density lipoprotein (LDL), choline and isobutyrate were positively correlated with age, 

whereas an unknown metabolite, P1 was negatively associated with age. P1 resonances 

include broad signals at δ0.91, δ1.39, δ2.07 identified by 2D NMR spectroscopy. A 

resonance at δ1.96 was also associated with this unknown using STOCSY analysis (data not 

shown).  

4.4.7.2 Urine 

Supervised linear regression methods using O-PLS showed that urinary hippurate levels 

strongly correlated with age (Figure 4.17A). This model had a good fit and predictive ability 

(R2Y: 0.71 and Q2Y: 0.5 and R2X 0.07). Hippurate was positively correlated with increasing 

age, with a correlation value of 0.55. 
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Figure 4.16: O-PLS analysis of age on plasma 1H-NMR spectra reveals lipid profile association with age. 
A) Back-scaled covariance plot of the loadings for age colour coded by the correlation coefficient (r2). Spectra 
coloured red have a high correlation value with age and lipid profiles are identified as significantly correlated 
with age. B) Scores versus cross-validated scores plot. C) O-PLS correlation coefficients of significant 
metabolites from an OPLS model D) Scatter plot of choline level against age in years shows a linear increase in 
metabolite level with a p value of <0.0001. E) Scatter plot of P1 against age shows a linear decrease in 
metabolite level with a p value of <0.0001. 
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Figure 4.17: Figure showing the effect of age on urinary 1H-NMR spectra using O-PLS linear regression 
method. Hippurate is shown to increase in urine as the age of the horse increases. A) Back-scaled 
covariance plot of the loadings for age colour coded by the correlation coefficient (r2). Spectra coloured red 
have a high correlation value and this shows hippurate positively correlated with an increase in age B) Scores 
versus cross-validated scores plot. C) Scatter plot of hippurate level against age in years shows a linear increase 
in metabolite level, r2 0.91 and p value of <0.0001. 
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4.4.8 Integrative metabonomics of the Thoroughbred racehorse 

The integration of metabonomic data from different biological matrices helps to improve our 

understanding of the complex mammalian organism and insights into the metabolic 

relationships between biological compartments (Waters et al., 2001; Nicholson et al., 2002; 

Martin, Wang, Sprenger, Yap, Rezzi, et al., 2008).  A correlation matrix was constructed 

selecting metabolites from plasma, urine and faeces that were significant in previous models. 

This allowed assessment of correlations between relative intensities of metabolites across 

equine biological matrices. An in-house script made by Dr Jake Pearce was employed to 

carry out hierarchical clustering and correlation analysis allowing an overview of any inter-

metabolic relationships between the three different biological matrices.  

The integrated model of all three biofluids showed that metabolites clustered into three main 

groups. One group comprised of only faecal metabolites including: faecal amino acids, sugars 

and choline. The second group included urinary and plasma metabolites and the third and 

largest cluster includes metabolites from all biological matrices but  notably a large 

proportion of the urinary gut microbial co-metabolites, plasma energy metabolites and 

unknown faecal metabolites that appear in the aromatic region. 

A number of the urinary gut microbial co-metabolites correlated with one another. PAG 

showed a greater than 0.6 correlation value with both p-cresol sulfate (PCS) and glucuronide 

(PCG). Both cresol compounds also positively correlated with indoxyl sulfate. PCG also 

negatively correlated with indole acetate. Acetate showed a negative association with 

creatinine.  

Hippurate was associated with a number of sources of variation. This urinary metabolite co-

varied with a number of plasma and urine metabolites. A positive correlation was revealed 
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with urinary quinate and beta hydroxyisobutyrate as well as plasma acetate. Hippurate was 

also negatively correlated with urinary glutamate, ethyl glycoside and plasma VLDL.  

Faecal SCFAs acetate and butyrate correlated with a number of faecal products, including 

phenylacetate and 3-phenylpropionate. Acetate and butyrate also positively correlated with 

one another with a correlation value of 0.89.  
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Table 5: Correlation relationships between gut microbial co-metabolites and metabolites within all three 
biological matrices   
Metabolite Correlated metabolite Correlation value 

Urinary p-cresol glucuronide Urinary indole acetate -0.53 

Urinary p-cresol sulfate Plasma isobutyrate 
3 aminoisobutyrate 

0.41 
0.43 

Urinary acetate Urinary creatinine -0.47 

Urinary indoxyl sulfate Urinary p-cresol glucuronide 
Urinary p-cresol sulfate 
Urinary PAG 
Urinary 3 aminoisobutyrate 

0.46 
0.48 
0.73 
0.41 

Urinary hippurate Urinary quinate 
Urinary ethyl glucoside 
Urinary glutamate 
Urinary dihydrothymine 
Urinary Beta- hydroxyisobutyrate 
Plasma VLDL 
Plasma acetate 

0.44 
-0.4 
-0.49 
-0.46 
0.49 
-0.49 
0.41 

Urinary dimethyl sulfone Plasma dimethyl sulfone 0.84 

Urinary PAG Urinary p-cresol glucuronide 
Urinary p-cresol sulfate 

0.68 
0.60 

Faecal PAG Faecal amino acids: arginine, 
glutamate, glycine, isoleucine, 
Lysine and valine 

Between 0.81-0.90 

Urinary TMAO Plasma lipid 
Plasma VLDL 
Urinary ethyl glucoside 

0.42 
0.53 
0.46 

Plasma acetate Plasma pyruvate 
Plasma Beta-hydroxybutyrate 
Plasma valine 
Plasma citrate 
Plasma pyruvate 

0.47 
0.73 
0.41 
0.48 
0.47 

Faecal acetate Faecal phenylacetate 
Faecal valerate 
Faecal 3 phenylpropionate 
Faecal butyrate 

0.75 
0.79 
0.55 
0.89 

Faecal butyrate Faecal phenylacetate 
Faecal 3 phenylpropionate 
Faecal glucose 

0.58 
0.43 
0.47 
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Table 6: Correlation analysis of major energy metabolites 
Metabolite Correlated metabolite Correlation value 

Plasma lactate Plasma pyruvate 0.45 

Urinary lactate Urinary alanine 
Urinary beta-hydroxyisobutyrate  
Urinary pyruvate 
Urinary U2 

0.71 
-0.48 
0.96 
0.96 

Urinary pyruvate Urinary U2 
Urinary alanine 
Urinary beta hydroxyisobutyrate 
Urinary dihydrothymine 

0.93 
0.76 
-0.45 
0.5 

Plasma pyruvate Plasma beta hydroxybutyrate  0.42 

Urinary creatinine Urinary indole 
Urinary 3 aminoisobutyrate 

0.43 
0.71 

Plasma creatinine Urinary 3 hydroxyphenylacetate 
Plasma glutamine  
Plasma VLDL 

-0.5 
0.53 
0.42 
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4.4.9 16s rRNA sequencing of faecal material of in-training Thoroughbred 

racehorse 

This study examines the bacterial makeup of Thoroughbred faeces from a cohort of in-

training racehorses over a 10 week period. 16s rRNA faecal bacterial analysis from 

fortnightly samples showed a relatively stable microbiome within horses, where members of 

the Firmicutes and Bacteroides phyla predominate and principal co-ordinate analysis (PCoA) 

show clustering of samples based on horse origin.  

4.4.10 Microbial diversity  

Calculating alpha diversity provides information on within sample variation. Using the 

QIIME pipeline, three metrics are calculated. “Chao1” metric estimates the species richness. 

The observed species metric is simply the count of unique OTUs found in the sample and the 

phylogenetic distance (“PD_whole_tree”) is the only phylogenetic metric used, and requires a 

phylogenetic tree. The observed species diversity for individual samples was in the range of 

650-6500 OTUs.  

Figure 4.19 shows the observed species rarefaction measures for A) individual horses, B) the 

effect of antibiotics on a single horse over time and C) individual yards. Figure 4.19A 

highlights the similarity in microbial diversity within horses except for 2 horses 2C (dark 

blue) and 4H (orange), which have lower alpha diversity compared to the rest of the samples 

and are shown by shallow curves. A selection of 4H samples were subjected to antibiotics 

(ABs) and Figure 4.19B highlights the difference in alpha diversity in the none AB treated 

sample population (black) and pre-AB treated horse (blue), during AB treatment (red) and 2 

weeks post AB treatment (green) of one horse (4H).  

Beta diversity was explored using weighted unifrac measurements to compare microbial 

communities between samples. PCoA plots summarise the similarity or dissimilarity between 
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microbial communities and thus samples that are clustered together are similar in 

phylogenetic measures compared to ones that are located in a separate space. Figure 4.20 

shows that samples from the same horse cluster, moving in personalised trajectories over the 

10 week sample period (each horse is represented by a different colour). However, there is a 

large degree of overlap between horses, including horses from different yards. Horse 4H 

(orange) is separated from the main sample set in Figure 4.20A and C.   

 

 





4.4.11 Microbial composition and stability over time 
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The stability of the microbiome can be visualised in Figure 4.22 which highlights the most 

abundant bacterial orders over time in each horse (horse 1 plot A, horse 2 plot B, horse 3 plot 

C and horse 4 plot D). Horse 1 has the most variation in Clostridiales order (27-42% relative 

abundance) and horse 4 has the most variation in Bacteroidales order (22-45% relative 

abundance). Horse 3 has the most stable microbiome at order level with Clostridiales (44-

54%) and Bacteroidales (17-21%). This horse also had no cross over in predominant 

abundance between these two major orders, unlike horse 1 and 3 whom at one sample point 

both had Bacteroidales at a greater relative abundance than Clostridiales. Stability at deeper 

taxonomic levels reflected similar changes.  

Bacterial similarity between horses and samples can be expressed as a ‘core’ microbiome. 

This was calculated by recalling OTUs present in 100% of samples only. The number of 

individual taxonomic OTUs at each phylogenetic level were; 4 phyla, 7 class, 9 orders, 15 

families and 22 genra. Within genus level there was a core phyla relative abundance of 60% 

Firmicutes to 36% Bacteriodetes. The most dominant core genus was an unknown 

Clostridiales from the Lachnospiraceae family (23%). An unknown genus originating from 

the Bacteroidales order was the second most abundant genus within the core microbiome of 

the 4 horses under study.  Other members of the core microbiome at genus level included a 

number of Lachnospiraceae (Coprococcus, Pseudobutyrivibrio and Roseburia), 

Ruminococcaceae (Oscillibacter and Ruminococcus) and an unknown Veilonellaceae. 
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4.4.12  Discriminant analysis between horses faecal microbiome  

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) effect size (LEfSe) enables the identification of OTUs 

that are most likely to describe the differences between classes (in this case horse). This is 

achieved by merging typical tests for statistical significance (Kruscall-Wallis and Wilcoxon 

tests) with checks for biological relevance. A multiclass strategy was employed that considers 

a feature a discriminatory biomarker for horse class if at least 1 horse is significantly different 

from all others. A number of discriminant features were identified using horse as class of 

interest between samples. Each feature is ranked according to its effect size and there was at 

least one bacterial taxonomic classification discriminating each horse, all with LDA scores 

greater than 5 (see Figure 4.24A). The highest ranked features were present in horse 4 and 

were Proteobacteria at class (SR1) and species level (SR1 genra incertae sedis) with a LDA 

score of 6.5. The highest ranked feature for horse 1 was a feature at species level; 

Clostridales Ruminococcaceae Acetivibrio, horse 2 at genus level; Aeromonadales 

Succinivibrionaceae and horse 3 at species level; Clostridales Lachnospiraceae Roseburia. 

Discriminating features can also be visualised on a cladogram to summarise hierarchical 

relationships inherent in the 16s based taxonomies (see Figure 4.24B). 
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4.4.13 Integration of 16s metagenomic sequenced data with metabonomic 

matrices 

Matched urine and faecal 1H-NMR spectroscopic data from the same horses and sample 

collection time were integrated with 16s rRNA data to investigate correlations between 

equine metabolites and bacterial types at the order level. This level of bacterial classification 

provides functional and compositional information. 

Urine and faecal spectroscopic data were in turn integrated with taxonomic data from 16s 

rRNA gene sequencing. Correlation analysis was conducted using an in-house script created 

by Dr Jake Pearce. Correlation values greater than 0.5 are highlighted in Figure 4.25 and 

Table 7. Seven bacterial orders were correlated with a number of urine metabolites, namely 

energy metabolites, gut microbial co-metabolites and amino acids. 5 of these bacterial orders 

were from the phylum Proteobacteria. Details of these correlations can be seen in Figure 

4.25.  Seven bacterial orders were correlated with 12 faecal metabolites. Three of these 

bacterial orders were within the phyla of Proteobacteria and two from Bacteriodetes. 

Metabolites highlighted in Table 7 include amino acids, choline, sugars and a fatty acid. 
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Table 7: Correlation table of faecal metabolites and faceal microbiome data.  Correlation analysis using an 
in-house script was conducted at the order taxonomic classification level from 16s analysis of faecal samples. 
Faecal metabolite and bacteria correlation values greater than +/- 0.50 are shown in this table 

Faecal 
metabolite 

Bacterial Order Correlation 
value 

Caprylate Actinobacteria; Actinobacteria; Actinomycetales 0.52 

Arginine 
Choline 
Glutamate 
Glycine 
Isoleucine 
Lysine 
Valine 
F12 
Glucose 
Xylose 

Bacteroidetes;Flavobacteria; Flavobacteriales 0.68 
0.60 
0.67 
0.64 
0.75 
0.69 
0.68 
0.52 
0.52 
0.66 

Arginine 
PAG* 

Bacteroidetes;Sphingobacteria; Sphingobacteriales 0.53 
0.60 

Carnosine* 
F12 
Xylose 

Verrucomicrobia;Verrucomicrobiae;Verrucomicrobiales 0.52 
0.71 
0.71 

Glucose 
Arginine 
Choline 
Glutamate 
Glycine 
Isoleucine 
Lysine 
PAG* 
Valine 
Xylose 

Proteobacteria; Gammaproteobacteria; 
Pseudomonadales 

0.53 
0.68 
0.57 
0.65 
0.62 
0.76 
0.66 
0.70 
0.68 
0.58 

Arginine 
Choline 
Glutamate 
Glycine 
Isoleucine 
Lysine 
PAG* 
Valine 

Proteobacteria; Gammaproteobacteria Thiotrichales 0.68 
0.57 
0.66 
0.62 
0.66 
0.65 
0.77 
0.61 

Alanine 
Arginine 
Choline 
Glutamate 
Glycine 
Isoleucine 
Lysine 
PAG* 
Valine 
Xylose 

Proteobacteria: Gammaproteobacteria 
Xanthomonadales 

0.56 
0.77 
0.66 
0.79 
0.74 
0.83 
0.77 
0.83 
0.77 
0.58 
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4.5 Discussion 

4.5.1 Outlying samples only evident within the urinary matrix 

PCA is a powerful tool for identifying outliers. Outliers within PCA are samples whose 

values are not concordant with the majority of data points from the sample set. These outliers 

can be due to biological differences or analytical differences. Large outliers disturb the 

homogeneity of the dataset and greatly influence univariate and multivariate analysis 

(Godzien et al., 2013). The urinary matrix contained one severe outlier (3H10) and a number 

of moderate outliers as identified by the Hotelling T2 and the distance to model metric. 3H10 

had large increases in acetate and creatinine and a decrease in hippurate compared to the rest 

of the samples.  The collection time of urine samples was not standardised in relation to time 

taken from exercise. It is likely that this sample was taken soon after intense exercise due to 

the marked increase in energy and muscle metabolites. Short-term intensive exercise will 

affect the metabolic phenotype by reflecting muscle bioenergetics. Urinary creatinine, 

acetate, lactate and pyruvate have been shown to increase and hippurate decrease after both 

prolonged and short term intense regimes when taken 30 minutes after cessation of exercise       

(Enea et al., 2010). Muscle mass and fitness level also have influence on creatinine excretion 

but body mass was not known for the horses in this study.   

After the removal of the severe outlier, a number of moderate outliers from yard 2 (G5 and 7, 

H7 and 10 and E7) were characterised by increases in lactate. Again it is likely to be due to 

sample timing in relation to exercise. All horses from yard 2 underwent a period of 

approximately 20 minutes of interval sprint training. Lactate increases during anaerobic 

metabolism within muscle fibres but has a short half-life and so will only usually be detected 

in large quantities shortly after exercise.  Unfortunately information was not recorded 

regarding the samples collected in relation to time taken from exercise and this information 
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should be incorporated into future studies.  

The lactate pyruvate ratio was calculated for outlying samples to serve as evidence for 

potential contribution of high intensity exercise on changes in concentration to energy 

metabolites. A number of the outlying samples revealed high lactate/pyruvate ratios 

indicating that the samples were likely to have been taken from horses soon after intensive 

exercise. However, the major  sample 3H10 did not display a high lactate to pyruvate ratio 

and therefore other causes are likely to be contributing to its extreme position in the scores 

plot using PCA. High lactate horses from yard 2 also displayed crib-biting behaviour. 

However, when investigating the effects of behaviour on urinary metabolites, lactate was not 

correlated. The outlying samples with high ratios are likely to have been taken very shortly 

after exercise. 

4.5.2 Management of racehorses influence metabolic positions of samples using 

multivariate data analysis  

4.5.2.1 Unsupervised analysis 

Unsupervised analysis showed moderate clustering of samples into two groups based on yard 

origin (yard 1 and 4 vs yard 2 and 3) in all biological matrices. A varying degree of overlap 

between these two identified groups was observed and most evident in the plasma dataset. 

Urine PCA demonstrated the greatest separation and the major metabolite separating these 

two groups was hippurate. 

Hippurate is created by the biotransformation of benzoate with glycine conjugation by gut 

microbes. It is an endogenous urinary metabolite that produces dominant signals in the 

aromatic region of 1H-NMR urine spectra. There are a number of biological factors that 

influence hippurate production including glycine availability, CoA levels and individual 

variation in the rate of glycine conjugation (Lees et al., 2013).  Sources of variation for 
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hippurate include gender, diurnal differences, age, diet, gut microbiota and disease states 

(Williams et al., 2006; Wijeyesekera et al., 2012; Phipps et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2010; 

Peppercorn and Goldman, 1971; Claus et al., 2008; Yap et al., 2008).   

Similarities between the groupings observed in PCA include age and diet. Yard 1 and 4 

(coloured in black and red in Figure 4.4) had an older demographic of horses with an average 

age of 8.02 years compared to yards 2 and 3 of 5.03 years. The older yards had greater 

relative abundance of hippurate compared to the younger horses and this is in keeping with 

studies on humans. Siqueria et al., found that adults aged between 36-60 years old excreted 

greater amount of urinary hippurate in comparison to a younger population aged between 18-

35 years old (Siqueira and Paiva, 2002).   

These two groups also differed with regards to their dietary regimes and grazing access.  The 

horses from yard 1 and 4 also had access to grass grazing and when stabled adlib roughage 

was available.  This meant that these horses had greater fibre intake which has been 

positively correlated to hippurate level in humans (Holmes et al., 2008; Rasmussen et al., 

2012).  Hippurate is a well-documented biomarker of increased consumption of polyphenol 

rich foods, which include foods such as vegetables and grains. Therefore, it is unsurprising 

that hippurate is a dominant feature in equine urine and more prominent in horses that have 

access to greater volumes of vegetation. Due to the many factors that influence hippurate 

levels it is difficult to disentangle the effects of diet, age and gut microbiota for example. Gut 

microbiota is essential for hippurate formation as demonstrated in germ-free and antibiotic 

models (Nicholls et al., 2003; Yap et al., 2008). Diet and fibre intake can influence the 

bacterial types present in equine colons, shown by increases in celluoltyic bacteria with 

increasing dietary fibre (Julliand et al., 2001). Dietary modified bacterial communities can in 

turn influence the amount of gut microbial co-metabolites formed, such as hippurate 

(Goodwin et al., 1994).  
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4.5.2.2 Supervised analysis 

Supervised analysis of each biofluid using knowledge of yard origin revealed robust O-PLS-

DA models and a number of discriminatory diet and gut-microbial metabolites were 

associated with yard type. Yard 1 had higher levels of proline betaine in both urine and 

plasma, suggesting that a dietary difference could be responsible. A number of studies have 

shown this metabolite to be associated with dietary components including citrus fruits 

(Heinzmann, S. S. et al., 2012). Alfalfa is a legume related to the pea family and 

compromises a large amount of the commercial roughage fed to horses on concentrate diets. 

The main betaine found in this vegetation is proline betaine (Trinchant et al., 2004) and its 

presence in biofluids is likely to come from this dietary source. Yard 1 also had increases in 

quinate in comparison to the rest of the yards and would explain the relative increases in 

hippurate seen in yard 1 and 2 as it is a precursor of hippurate. Yard 2 showed relative 

increases in TMAO in both plasma and urine compared to the other yards. This metabolite is 

derived from dietary choline undergoing microbial degradation to TMA before further 

metabolism to TMAO. TMAO has received attention in medical research due to its 

association with a number of disease states such as atherosclerosis and non-alcoholic fatty 

liver disease (Dumas, M.-E. et al., 2006; Wang, Z. et al., 2011). 

The metabolites identified as significantly associated with yard class help to highlight the 

biochemical effect of management strategies on horses. Despite the non-experimental nature 

of the horses under study the management of the four separate yards was very similar. Their 

metabolic homogeneity is shown in PCA analysis with yard overlap in the metabolic 

hyperspace and supervised analytical methods allowed the ‘teasing’ of subtle metabolic 

differences to be displayed. However, before a metabolite can have utility as a classification 

biomarker the biochemical normality and variability should be taken into account. The 

importance of evaluating such physiological variation has been well researched in humans as 
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well as experimental animals (Holmes et al., 1994; Holmes et al., 2000; Tate et al., 2001; 

Pontoizeau et al., 2011). The maintenance of homeostasis is a priority for all living systems 

to function, although the degree of normal or ‘healthy’ metabolic variation maybe different 

among species and even between strains of the same animal (Pontoizeau et al., 2011). Figure 

4.7 highlights the variance proportion of a number of urinary metabolites according to yard. 

Metabolites included in this chart that were significant in models made throughout this thesis 

and notably the relative abundance of two gut microbial co-metabolites TMAO and hippurate 

vary greatly within yards. Unlike the rest of the selected metabolites, hippurate levels vary 

greatly within each of the four yards investigated and to a similar degree by each yard. This is 

likely to be due to intra-individual variation of gut microbial communities between animals 

(Phipps et al., 1998).  This physiological variation should therefore be taken into account 

when drawing conclusions as to the significance of a metabolite in relation to any study 

question. 

Despite horses coming from different racing environments, the work here shows that subtle 

differences in exercise and diet do not induce strong sources of variation. Significant 

variation is only seen when analysed via supervised analysis. This finding would allow the 

use of racehorses from multiple yards to be used in an intervention study assessing medical 

intervention for instance. Heinzmann et al., also concluded that absolute standardisation of 

potential sources of metabolic variation such as diet was not required to assess individual 

core metabolomes in people (Heinzmann, S. S. et al., 2012). 
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4.5.3 Individual horses move within a personal metabolic hyperspace  

Longitudinal analysis allows the metabolic trajectory of a subject to be tracked and visualised 

over time. This carries more information about an individual’s metabolome than a single 

snapshot sample. However, a longitudinal sampling regime still only provides ‘islands of 

information’, as metabolic processes are in a constant state of flux.  Furthermore, different 

biological matrices carry metabolic information from varied chronological windows. Plasma 

provides a snapshot from time of sampling, whereas urine has metabolic information 

collected from a variety of organs where it has been stored for different lengths of time in the 

bladder. NMR analysis is a highly suitable method for assessing variation as it does not 

disturb these complex profiles, leaving metabolite interactions intact and is highly 

reproducible, unlike mass spectrometry (Lindon et al., 2003; Barton, Richard H. et al., 2008).  

 The existence of an individual having a unique metabolic phenotype has been explored and 

confirmed (Assfalg et al., 2008; Holmes et al., 2008). However, there is often large overlap 

from different individuals due to the natural variation of biofluids from an array of factors 

such as diet and chronobiology (Bollard et al., 2001). Despite this overlap there remains a 

constant profile that is specific to each subject and is largely invariant over long periods of 

time (Assfalg et al., 2008; Bernini et al., 2009). This suggests that each individual has a 

unique adaptive metabolic response to their given environment. Investigation of inter-horse 

variation within each yard revealed similar metabolic variation patterns found in other studies 

exploring metabolic differences between control animals kept in homogenous environments 

(Bollard et al., 2001). Horses moved within personal metabolic trajectories and this was 

shown by PCA of individual yards that displayed the mean scores of each animal surrounded 

by a standard deviation ellipse (Figure 4.8). These trajectories overlapped with one another, 

with some horses showing greater dissimilarity from other animals. The metabolic trajectory 

of each animal ranged in size, with some occupying tight metabolic coordinates while others 
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varied greatly within PCA hyperspace.  The movement of animals over time from the model 

plane and therefore main metabolic space is well illustrated in distance to model (DmodX) 

plots shown in (Figure 4.9).  The higher metabolic variability of faecal samples compared to 

plasma and urine samples from the same animals is well highlighted in DmodX and Hotelling 

T2 plots. Figure 4.9C shows the jagged movement of faecal metabolic coordinates of 

individual horses over time. The increased variability of faecal composition in comparison to 

other biofluids has been shown by (Saric et al., 2008) and is in keeping with the results 

displayed here and the reasons for this are likely to extend from perturbations in gut 

microbial activity. The metabolic fingerprint of individuals will be influenced by a 

combination of intrinsic and extrinsic factors such as gut microbial and host metabolism to 

body composition and genetics and certain metabolites will have higher inter-individual 

variation than other metabolites.  

4.5.4 A urinary and faecal metabolic signature exists in association with exercise 

intensity 

Evaluation of urinary and faecal biological matrices highlighted significant metabolite 

profiles associated with an increase in exercise rigor within one yard. Horses from yard 3 

experienced a gradual increment in exercise throughout the sampling period from the 

beginning of the training season to midway through. Therefore, these horses were unfit at the 

beginning of the sampling period, but had worked up to ¾ of their optimal speed within the 

last weeks of sampling (weeks 8-10). Unlike intensive race conditions, these animals were 

not pushed into long periods of anaerobic respiration. Anaerobic respiration occurs without 

sufficient oxygen to the muscles and therefore occurs when the energy demands of the horse 

are greater than can be supplied by the oxygen contained in blood. 

Urinary p-cresol glucuronide (PCG) significantly reduced during the training period, while 

faecal sugars increased and to a lesser extent SCFAs. This may be a reflection of host and gut 
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microbiota energy requirements. PCG is produced by bacterial degradation of tyrosine, 

whereas SCFAs and sugars are produced by degradation of complex carbohydrates. This may 

reflect a switch or preference in carbohydrate metabolism over protein metabolism by the 

intestinal microbiome to keep up with energy demands of the host.  Exercise may improve 

fibrolytic activity of the microbiota (Goachet et al., 2010) and a study by Dougal et al., 2005 

showed a trend towards high counts of both total and cellulolytic bacteria (Dougal et al., 

2005). A subsequent study by Goachet et al., described the effects of a five week exercise 

regime on previously inactive horses on faecal fermentative parameters. Volatile fatty acids 

were significantly higher after the 5 weeks exercise regime when compared to the dietary 

acclimatised starting period and suggests an increase in hindgut fermentation (Goachet et al., 

2014). 

Exercise is known to exert an effect on the metabolome of humans as acute physical workout 

will produce a plethora of metabolic changes in the body, altering lipid, bone and muscle 

metabolism (Suzuki et al., 1998; Hagg et al., 2005). However, many factors influence the 

metabolic signatures associated with exercise, such as gender, the fitness level of individuals, 

the intensity and duration of exercise undertaken and the time samples are taken with respect 

to completing exercise tests. The majority of metabonomic studies focus on blood samples, 

with very few if any assessing urinary or faecal biological matrices. A study by Enea et al., 

assessing urinary metabolites in trained and untrained female athletes revealed a number of 

energy metabolites associated with both intense short term exercise tests and prolonged 

exercise test after standardised urine collection (Enea et al., 2010). Other studies have also 

reiterated these findings (Pechlivanis et al., 2010). The metabolites identified by these studies 

include pyruvate, lactate and creatinine. In this equine study these energy metabolites were 

not identified as significantly associated with exercise in the cohort of young racehorses in 

training using supervised multivariate methods. This may be due to the lack of urine 
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collection standardisation and the relatively ‘easy’ exercise regime. However, univariate 

analysis of lactate levels in faeces did significantly increase with exercise and is shown in 

Figure 4.13B. Associated changes in tissue oxygenation can be seen in an increase in the 

lactate/pyruvate ratio which can be used as a crude marker for the degree of tissue 

oxygenation. An increase in this ratio reflects oxidative stress (Freikman et al., 2008) and in 

this study of Tb racehorses the mean lactate/pyruvate ratio of faecal samples more than 

doubled in the second half of the sample period compared to the first half (5.53 versus 16.98). 

As well as influencing intestinal physiology, exercise may also play a part in altering 

bacterial composition in the gut and therefore the potential to alter bacteria products. Studies 

have explored the effect of exercise on the gut microbial community in murine and human 

studies. A common finding among these studies is an increase in bacterial diversity in 

exercising subjects over sedentary controls. This has been shown in male rugby players 

versus two control groups to match for body mass index (BMI) and age (Clarke et al., 2014) 

and with male rats under differing dietary and physical exercise states (Isabel Queipo-Ortuno 

et al., 2013). However, these studies only collected and analysed samples from one time point 

and after minimal training times. There are very few studies addressing the effect of long-

term exercise on gut microbiota or analysing biofluids from serial sampling. A study by 

Matsumoto et al., 2008 harvested murine caecal samples after a 5 week exercise period and 

highlighted changes in gut microbial metabolites and composition as well as caecal size and 

fill when compared to sedentary controls. These findings show the effects of ‘training’ on the 

gastrointestinal tract and unlike many other studies looking at exercise, dietary factors were 

standardised between case and control groups (Matsumoto et al., 2008).  Goachet et al., 2010 

also produced a study assessing the long term effects of exercise on faecal metabolites and 

microbiota in endurance horses over a 2 year sample period. Faecal propionate levels 

assessed via gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) were found to be significantly 
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greater after training for 90km races than before conditioning. An increase in faecal 

propionate in response to training has also been demonstrated in this work. The linear 

increase in propionate is shown in Figure 4.13A.  

Conclusions relating to exercise in this work should be interpreted with care, as this study 

was not specifically designed to explore exercise as a source of variation and specific details 

on the exercise regime employed in these horses is not known. However, these results do 

serve to act as pilot data to further investigate the effects of training on the Thoroughbred 

racehorse and in particular the gut microbiota. Gut microbial products not only tell us about 

gut microbial activity but these compounds may have important physiological functions far 

reaching from the intestinal site of origin.  These results as well as others in the human 

literature show the utility of metabonomics within exercise performance.  This novel form of 

information retrieval could soon supersede current physical activity monitoring tools such as 

blood pressure and heart rate measurements. Having a greater understanding on the 

performance capacity of a given Thoroughbred racehorse would be incredibly beneficial to 

trainers. Many trainers operate training regimes on cohorts of animals rather than on an 

individual basis and metabonomics offers the ability to obtain clinically valuable information 

on the response of exercise by an individual. Using this knowledge, refinement of training 

strategies could be made to ensure optimal health and athletic performance, having both 

beneficial outcomes for trainers and horses alike.  

4.5.5 Urine metabolites correlate to a commonly used blood marker of over-

training in Thoroughbred racehorses 

 GGT is a liver enzyme and is involved in glutathione metabolism and the transfer of 

glutamyl groups and although used as a liver function marker it also appears to be induced 

with exercise. The mechanism by which this occurs is unknown but levels of this enzyme 

have been shown to increase in response to training (Tyler-Mcgowan et al., 1999).  
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Clinical chemistry parameters were routinely taken from these horses as part of their health 

surveillance strategies to maintain performance levels. Two other blood markers, CK and 

AST were also measured but had no statistical correlation with 1H-NMR spectroscopic data 

from urine, plasma or faecal biofluids using multivariate data analysis. Perturbations in the 

level of this hepatic enzyme have also been associated with a number of intestinal 

pathologies, including colon displacements and proximal enteritis (Davis et al., 2003; 

Gardner et al., 2005) and the proposed mechanisms for this association include absorption of 

inflammatory mediators from the portal circulation and physical bile duct obstruction causing 

hepatic injury.  

Intestinal links were also identified in this study by the positive correlation of urinary gut 

microbial co-metabolite dimethyl sulfone with blood GGT levels. Hydroxyphenyllactate was 

also significantly associated with GGT levels but was negatively correlated.  Dimethyl 

sulfone is found in sulphur rich dietary plants and can be produced by endogenous and gut 

bacterial metabolism. It is an oxidation product of dimethyl sulfoxide and has been 

previously associated as a biomarker for onion intake (Winning et al., 2009). 

Hydroxyphenyllactate is formed from tyrosine and through gut bacterial action of dietary 

phenolic compounds. Low molecular weight phenolic acids such as hydroxyphenyllactate 

have been proposed to be involved in the regulation of the inflammatory response by 

reducing the production of reactive oxygen species in mitochondria and neutrophils from rat 

tissues. These findings suggest that hydroxyphenyllactate could have a protective effect on 

organs and tissues, acting as a natural antioxidant (Beloborodova et al., 2012).  Bacteria 

associated with the production of hydroxyphenyllactate include Bifidobacteria and 

lactobacilli, which have been shown to produce considerable amounts of 

hydroxyphenyllactate via gas chromatography spectrometry.  Despite GGT being used 

routinely as a marker of overtraining there was no association with GGT and exercise in this 
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population of Thoroughbred racehorses that had undergone incremental increase in exercise 

intensity. This is likely to be due to careful exercise management at the beginning of the 

training season that avoids overexertion. The mean GGT value in these horses was 18.5iu/l. 

Values commonly associated with overtraining are as high as 100iu/l (Snow and Harris, 

1988). 

4.5.6 Oral antimicrobial therapy reduces gut-microbial co-metabolites 

The effects of oral antibiotics have long been known to exert an effect on the plethora of 

microbes that reside in the gut (Fujimura et al., 2010). Despite the huge beneficial effects of 

antibiotics in combating infectious disease, their use does have significant drawbacks; most 

concerning is the emergence of wide spread antibiotic resistance (Levy and Marshall, 2004). 

Broad spectrum antibiotics will also decrease levels of symbiotic bacterial communities as 

well as the pathogenic bacterial load under scrutiny.  

A commonly prescribed oral antibiotic in horses is trimethoprim sulphonamide (Hughes et 

al., 2013). This is a broad-spectrum antibacterial, active against a wide range of Gram-

positive and Gram-negative organisms (Vouloumanou et al., 2011).  A human case study of a 

patient on a prolonged course of TMS found that gram negative aerobes were substantially 

reduced (Kofteridis et al., 2004). The use of this antibiotic in the present equine study is 

likely to have caused a decrease in a number of urinary gut microbial metabolites, namely 

PAG, indoxyl sulfate and p-cresol glucuronide. The reduction in these gut microbial co-

metabolites is a common finding in the literature regarding the use of antibiotics (Swann et 

al., 2011). Pre-antibiotic administration levels of these metabolites returned two weeks post 

cessation of treatment which is in keeping with studies in rodents (Nicholls et al., 2003; Yap 

et al., 2008). A study assessing the effect of enrofloxacin (an antibiotic commonly used in 

horses) in mouse models demonstrated a decrease in gut bacterial diversity and a decrease in 

a number of urinary and faecal metabolites including aceatate (reduced microbial metabolism 
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of sugars) and TMAO (changes in choline metabolism) and an increase in creatine due to 

lack of microbial action in its degradation (Romick-Rosendale et al., 2009).  

This piece of work highlights the dramatic effect that antibiotics can have on the intestinal 

microbial ecosystem of the horse and further research is required to understand ways to 

mitigate negative changes. The effects of long-term AB treatment as well as other AB types 

should be explored to enhance our knowledge of changes experienced by the gut microbes. 

However, one should be cautious to place too much emphasis on this finding in this study in 

light of only one horse undergoing this treatment during the study period. The diversity of 

other microorganisms such as parasites and fungal species may also be affected by infection 

and medication and so should not be over looked in future studies.  

4.5.7 Older racehorses display differences in gut microbial co-metabolites and 

lipid profiles in urine and plasma matrices 

Age related differences in metabonomic studies have been well documented in both rodent 

and human models. The young mammal undergoes a period of organ maturity and 

physiological development that will in turn alter the metabolite output in biofluids sampled. 

The liver and intestines are important organs to consider with regards to metabolite changes 

in an ageing animal as these are both sites of multiple metabolic reactions and metabolite 

synthesis. In addition the functions of both organs will also depend on resident gut microbes 

that will change as the diet of the young animal changes (Nylund et al., 2014). A horse in a 

domestic racing setting will be weaned on average at the age of 4-6 months (Waran et al., 

2008). Thoroughbred horses mature relatively quickly in comparison to other equine breeds 

and a racing life for a horse will commence at two years of age (Luszczynski et al., 2011). 

However, at this age the animal is not yet musculoskeletally matured (Haussler et al., 1997; 

Smith et al., 1999).  
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Ralston et al., 2011 investigated the serum metabolite profiles between two different breeds 

of horse as well as two different age groups. Age differences between a population of 

yearling and two year olds showed a number of metabolites significantly associated with age 

group of animal with a p value of <0.05 and these included amino acids, lipoproteins and 

glucose (Ralston et al., 2011). These findings have also been shown in this study on 

Thoroughbred racehorses with plasma low-density lipoproteins increasing with age of 

animal. Other metabolites that vary with age include plasma choline, isobutyrate and 3-

hydroxybutyrate. These metabolites may reflect energy requirement differences between the 

younger and older animals.  

In this study urinary profiles of Thoroughbred racehorses show an increase in hippurate as 

age rises and this has been correlated with ageing studies in humans. Increased excretion of 

hippurate in subjects aged between 36-60 years of age was found when compared to adults at 

18-35 years of age (Wijeyesekera et al., 2012).  The Tb racehorses in this study represent 

similar relative ages with young adults (2-5 years) through to middle aged horses (6-12 

years). There is a paucity in the data of age related changes in gut microbiota in horses and 

the metabolic effects of weaning and post-natal colonisation would be beneficial to establish, 

including when the gut microbiome of the horse fully ‘matures’ (Sadet-Bourgeteau and 

Julliand, 2010). 

4.5.8 Integration of plasma, urine and faecal matrices highlighted strong 

correlation between gut microbial co-metabolites 

A number of positive correlations were identified among urinary gut microbial co-

metabolites involved in protein degradation. These include PAG, p-cresol sulfate, p-cresol 

glucuronide and indoxyl sulfate. These metabolite correlations have also been found in 

human studies but with greater correlation values than found in this work (Heinzmann, S. S. 

et al., 2012). Heinzmann et al., 2012 showed that PAG and p-cresol sulfate had the strongest 
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correlation coefficient compared to PAG and indoxyl sulfate and indoxyl sulfate with p-

cresol sulfate (r2= 0.87, 0.67 and 0.63 respectively). Findings from this study confirmed these 

correlation patterns with PAG and p-cresol sulfate having a correlation coefficient of 0.60. 

PAG and indoxyl sulfate of 0.6 and indoxyl sulfate with p-cresol sulfate of 0.48. The 

correlation of these metabolites suggests a common metabolic pathway, dietary source or gut 

microbial metabolism. Anaerobic gut microbial action in the formation of these compounds is 

well known through transformation of tyrosine to PCS, phenylalanine to PAG and tryptophan 

to indoxyl sulfate (Seakins, 1971).  

Urinary hippurate correlated with metabolites across different biological matrices and this has 

been shown in other studies. Lees et al., review on hippurate highlights these findings and 

collates details on the co-variation of other metabolites with hippurate. Glutamate, an 

essential amino acid that is documented to commonly co-vary with hippurate was also found 

in this study of racehorses with a negative correlation pattern. This has also been found in 

studies investigationg tea consumption, diabetes and renal disease (Van Dorsten et al., 2006; 

Van Doorn et al., 2007). However, it should be noted that a number of other metabolites have 

been found to co-vary with hippurate under a variety of different research conditions.  

Dimethyl sulfone had strong positive correlation coefficient value of 0.84 between plasma 

and urine compartments and it can be formed from both endogenous and gut bacterial 

metabolism of methanethiol, as well as being present in dietary sources including plants 

(Winning et al., 2009). Therefore, its presence in a variety of mammalian biofluids is 

common and increases or decreases in one compartment are likely to be reflected in others 

(Engelke et al., 2005).    

Plasma VLDL levels co-varied with a urinary gut microbial co-metabolites hippurate and 

TMAO in a negative and positive manner respectively.  Global metabolic phenotyping of 

urine and plasma in a surgical model in rats found these metabolites to respond to surgical 
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insult with an increase in urinary TMAO and plasma VLDL during surgery (Kinross et al., 

2011). TMAO formed from gut microbial metabolism is thought to contribute to 

atherosclerosis and the levels of which can predict cardiovascular disease risk in a clinical 

cohort as well as promoting atherosclerosis in rodent models (Wang, Z. et al., 2011). 

Trimethylamine (TMA) is a precursor of TMAO formed from gut microbial degradation of 

dietary choline and is also the product of microbial metabolism of L-carnitine which is 

abundant in red meat (Koeth et al., 2013). Although this metabolite is of a concern in human 

metabonomics, atherosclerosis is rarely described in horses. This may be in part due to their 

herbivorous diet and therefore substrate availability for microbial conversion to TMAO.  

4.5.9 Microbial diversity is reduced in faecal samples from horse receiving oral 

antibiotic therapy 

Equine studies exploiting molecular characterisation techniques of the intestinal microbiome 

have found high levels of bacterial diversity (Daly et al., 2001; Proudman et al., 2014) and in 

this study the average number of reads for all faecal samples was 33,522. However, when just 

considering 4 healthy horses sampled over time the average number of reads was 35,730 

highlighting the possible effect of antibiotics on bacterial diversity. 

Alpha diversity and sequences per sample were significantly reduced in a sample taken from 

a horse on day 4 of a 5 day course of oral TMPS antibiotics compared to pre-antibiotic 

treated sample from the same horse and a group of untreated horses.  

Despite only one horse in the faecal genomic pilot receiving antibiotics, the changes seen are 

in keeping with other studies investigating the effect of TMPS antibiotics on faecal bacterial 

species richness (Costa et al., 2015).  Costa et al., 2015 found that the most profound effect 

of antimicrobials on the intestinal microbiota was observed immediately after commencing 

treatment (day 5). This would mean that the sample taken during antibiotic treatment in this 
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study would have been taken at the point of maximal gut microbial disruption. This has also 

been demonstrated in human studies and an equine study exploring the response of diarrhoea 

to antibiotic challenges (De La Cochetiere et al., 2005; Dethlefsen and Relman, 2011; Harlow 

et al., 2013). These changes appear to persist even after the cessation of treatment with a 

significant decrease in the average number of OTUs 2 weeks after treatment when compared 

to pre-treatment measurements. However, in the same samples gut microbial co-metabolites 

that had deviated with antibiotic treatment had returned to pre-treatment levels after 2 weeks, 

suggesting that gut microbes affected by antibiotic treatment had regained ‘normal’ 

operational function.  

Trimethoprim sulphonamide antibiotic (TMPs) induces marked changes in gut microbial 

structure and this is likely to be due to its oral route of administration and broad spectrum of 

action. This is certainly true when comparing it to antibiotics with narrow spectrums of action 

that are delivered by intra-muscular or intra-venous injection such as penicillin (Costa et al., 

2015). The ongoing impact of antibiotics on gut microbiota can still be seen after day 30 of 

treatment as shown by lack of clustering in PCoA in individual animals sampled serially 

through pre, during and post antimicrobial therapy (Costa et al., 2015). In this study samples 

clustered by individual animal using PCoA but there was a clear separation of the antibiotic 

treated sample. In light of these immediate and long term effects of TMPS on gut microbial 

communities, further research is required to study the effect of clinically relevant health 

changes on the horse that receive this commonly prescribed drug. 

4.5.10 Microbial composition and stability in a serially sampled cohort of in-

training Thoroughbred racehorses  

The major taxa at phyla level were Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes at 47% and 46%, 

respectively and these were found to be inversely correlated with one another. The inverse 

correlation between Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes levels within the human gut microbiome 
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has been previously documented in studies exploring the effect of diet (Kelder et al., 2014). 

These major phyla have long been known to be dominant features in the mammalian gut 

microbiome and the percentage of these phyla vary according to study type and are 

influenced by factors such as diet and disease (Willing et al., 2009; Costa et al., 2012; Daly et 

al., 2012; Steelman et al., 2014). However, a predominance of the Firmicutes phyla is noted 

in the majority of studies assessing the equine intestinal microbiome.  Shifts in phyla 

dominance have been documented in colitis and laminitic patients when compared to healthy 

horses, with rises in bacterial members of Bacteroides (Costa et al., 2012; Steelman et al., 

2012). A study by O’Donnell et al., 2013 assessed a similar cohort of horses as the work 

presented here and revealed a Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes ratio of greater than 2:1 with a 

Firmicutes range between 47-74%. This is a larger range than documented in this study of 36-

55% and the Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes ratio was also found to be lower at 1:1. A number of 

research papers have noticed an association with certain clinical phenotypes and the 

Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes ratio. The lean phenotype in rodents has been found to be 

associated with increased Bacteroidetes: Firmicutes ratio when compared to an obese 

phenotype (Ley, Turnbaugh, et al., 2006; Turnbaugh et al., 2006). Human weight loss studies 

and dietary fibre supplementation have also shown an increase in Bacteroidetes (Ley, 

Turnbaugh, et al., 2006; Holscher et al., 2015).  A total fibre diet in horses has also been 

shown to significantly increase the number of cellulolytic Bacteroidetes bacteria when 

compared to a diet with up to 50% barley (Julliand et al., 2001). The body mass phenotype of 

these racehorses compared to O’Donnell, et al., 2013 would have been similar but their diets 

may have differed with regards to fibre content. Detailed dietary information is not available 

but this is a likely reason for the difference in Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes percentages 

found in faeces.  
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Despite the four horses that were serially sampled coming from different yards and different 

dietary regimes their microbial composition were remarkably similar to one another and 

stable over time. Human oral microbiomes have shown high levels of inter-individual 

stability and did not vary with distinctly different dietary habits. However, metabonomics 

profiles from the same samples did reveal diet related biomarkers (De Filippis et al., 2014). 

The most abundant three bacterial orders in this cohort of healthy Tbs were found in relative 

abundance of between 5-60%. The percentage variability of the two most abundant orders: 

Firmicutes Clostridia Clostridiales and Bacteroidetes Bacteroidia Bacteroidales were stable 

at between 15-23%. This stability was seen in all four horses over the 10 week sample period. 

There has been minimal research undertaken examining the normal stability or fluctuations of 

faecal bacterial output in horses maintained on a uniform diet. A paper by Blackmore et al., 

2013 found a stable pony-specific faecal bacterial output from 6 ponies when sampled 

regularly over a 72 hour sample period. However, this sample period is short and does not 

take into account long term stability over weeks, months or years (Blackmore TM, Dugdale 

A, Argo CM, Curtis G, Pinloche E, et al., 2013). The same study also sampled the same 6 

ponies at the beginning and after 11 weeks on a high fibre diet. Over this sample period the 

population structure (species richness and evenness) was different between the two study 

periods. However, this is unsurprising as sampling commenced only after a week of 

acclimatisation to the diet. The work here also demonstrates horse specific profiles when 

observed via PCoA plots (see Figure 4.20) and through discriminant analysis (see Figure 

4.24). Greater inter-horse bacterial population variation is seen in comparison to intra-horse 

variation and this phenomenon is well documented in previous equine studies (Costa et al., 

2012; Dougal et al., 2012).  There is a scarcity in data relating to long term stability of the 

intestinal microbiota with one study by Goachet et al.,2010 assessing apparent digestibility of 

dry matter, solid and liquid retention time and the faecal microbial ecosystem over a two year 
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period. However, next generation sequencing was not employed and microbial ecosystem 

measurements were made using culture techniques for total viable anaerobic bacteria and 

lactic-acid utilising counts (Goachet et al., 2010).  

Researchers have suggested that the identification of a core microbiome within a healthy 

cohort of a species may help to provide a baseline of consistent bacterial components that in 

turn can be used as a platform for disease diagnosis and potential therapeutic targets (Jalanka-

Tuovinen et al., 2011; Shade and Handelsman, 2012) . With specific regards to horses, the 

identification of a core microbiome may help in dietary management and pre/probiotic 

supplementation to minimise disease risk. However, the presence of absence of certain 

bacterial communities does not take into account the core functions of these bacteria as 

bacterial actions may be shared across a number of different community members 

(Turnbaugh and Gordon, 2009).  For instance, the identification of a core microbiome may be 

useless if only a low abundance of key bacterial communities are required for digestive 

function and pathogen control.  

A number of studies have explored the equine core intestinal microbiome (Dougal et al., 

2013; O'Donnell et al., 2013; Dougal et al., 2014). However, it is difficult to compare 

findings due to differing sample location (intestinal segments versus faeces), sample numbers 

and case selection. Dougal et al., 2013 found that samples taken from the distal large intestine 

(right dorsal colon, small colon and faeces) demonstrated a core microbiome which was 

defined as OTU clustering at 97% similarity and present at greater than 0.1% of the 

community and this was made up of 9 families. This is comparable with the work presented 

here which isolated 15 core family members in Thoroughbred faeces however, only 3 family 

members were identified as the same as Dougal et al, 2013 work. These were Bacteroidales 

Prevotellaceae, Clostridiales Lachnospiraceae and Clostridiales Ruminococcaceae. 

Interestingly these made up the highest relative abundance in both studies. Differences in 
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these core microbiome profiles may reflect dietary differences of grass versus concentrate 

and hay diets. The predominance of the phyla Firmicutes in this study and the study by 

Dougal et al., 2013 is demonstrated at 53% and 46% of the total core phyla respectively 

(Dougal et al., 2013). 

A study with greater relevance to this work was carried out on 6 Thoroughbred racehorses to 

identify a core microbiome (O'Donnell et al., 2013). 34 core genera were identified and this 

is 12 more than identified in this work. However, the cut off parameters set in this study were 

less stringent as core was described as the presence of microbiota in at least 4 out of the 6 

study animals and only one sample time point was taken. The increased number of core 

communities is reflected higher up the taxonomic tree also (12 core phyla compared to 4 in 

this study). Despite these discrepancies between studies, the majority of genera in both 

studies belonged to the Clostridiales order, which is also true of human studies investigating 

the core microbiome (Tap et al., 2009; Jalanka-Tuovinen et al., 2011; Sekelja et al., 2011).  

Members of the Lachnospiraceace family are the most abundant core component in this 

Thoroughbred study and this is unsurprising as Lachnospiraceace are known butyrate 

producers which is an important energy source for mammalian colonocytes and the equine 

host (Pryde et al., 2002; Jalanka-Tuovinen et al., 2011).  

Regardless of the methods used to define core and the communities identified, the faecal core 

is repeatedly made up of many low abundance OTUs. This may be a factor into the 

vulnerability of the equine hind gut to dysbiosis, altered fermentation patterns which may 

lead to potentially devastating metabolic or intestinal disease (Dougal et al., 2013). Some 

bacteria are biomarkers for a number of diverse environments suggesting species adaptation, 

whereas others are more specific. These findings highlight a gap in our knowledge in relation 

to the functional role of these key bacteria and to what extent these activities can be shared 

amongst communities before disease occurs.  
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4.5.11 Specific bacteria responsible for individual horse variation 

Unsupervised analysis such as PCoA plots that include no class knowledge often fail to 

identify biological features responsible for phenotypic classification and irrelevant ‘noise’ 

may mask subtle biological changes associated with the classification under examination.  

Although samples from the same horse did cluster together there was significant overlap of 

horses when visualised via PCoA (see Figure 4.20). Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

effect size (LEfSe) was used to assess if any bacterial types were associated with individual 

horses. A number of bacterial species were found to be significantly associated with 

individual animals namely from the clostridia genra. These included Clostridiales 

ruminococcaceae acetivibrio, Clostridiales lachnospiraceae parasporobacterium, 

clostridiales lachnospiraceae roseburia and clostridiales veillonellaceae veillonella. 

Although these genera may be found at significantly different levels for the horses compared 

in this study, Dougal et al., 2014 found that at order level Clostridiales (Lachnospiraceae & 

Ruminococcaceae) were core to a population of 17 horses despite being from different ages 

and dietary interventions (Dougal et al., 2014). However, further investigation of OTU 

differences between diets revealed that members of the lachnospiraceae family were found in 

different numbers between diets. This may help to explain the identification of species from 

this bacterial family in discriminant analysis between horses, as each horse came from a 

different yard under subtly different dietary regimes. Work by Daly et al., 2011 identified 

increases in Lachnospiraceae associated with starch diets in horses (Daly et al., 2012) and  

Clostridia clusters have also been shown to be sensitive to dietary influence in humans 

(Claesson et al., 2011).   

The diverse array of gut bacterial functions reflect dietary break down and host energy 

assimilation through cellulolytic, amyolytic, glycolytic, proteolytic and lactate utilizing 

activity. One of the predominant lactate utilising bacteria in the equine hind gut is Veillonella 
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(Julliand, 2005; Daly et al., 2012). The population size of these bacteria were assessed 

between grass only diets, concentrate diets and horses on a concentrate diet that had been 

affected by simple colonic obstruction and distention (SCOD) colic.  Despite the increase in 

lactate producing bacteria and lactate with concentrate feedings, the levels of Veillonellaceae 

did not respond to the rise of lactate levels and may be a factor in the dysregulation of lactate 

levels between groups. The fact that horse 4 in this study had significantly different levels of 

these bacteria in comparison to the other horses may be due to increased lactate levels in this 

horse and 2 samples from horse 4 did indeed have high faecal lactate levels in comparison to 

the rest of the sample population. Studies assessing the other highlighted bacterial genera of 

note between individual horses in this study are less in number.  Roseburia is a butyrate 

producer through glucose and acetate fermentation and has been documented to increase in 

cattle changed from a high fibre to high starch diet (Zened et al., 2013). Acetivibrio has been 

identified from faeces of horses fed on grass hay (Shepherd et al., 2012) and from Tb 

racehorses and is an obligate anaerobe and produces acetate, ethanol, H2 and CO2.. In the 

study by O’Donnell et al., 2013 on Tb racehorses this species accounted for between 0.4-

1.2% of the total reads seen in each of the 6 animals studied (O'Donnell et al., 2013).  

Parasporobacteium has not been previously documented in the equine intestinal literature. 

This member of the Lachnospiraceae family is a strictly anaerobic rod and produces dimethyl 

sulphide, methanethiol and SCFAs from aromatic compounds and sulphide. The abundance 

of aromatic compounds in digestive tracts of herbivores is vast due to dietary vegetation and 

these compounds are major organic substrates for microbiota. Their degradation by anaerobic 

bacteria release CO2 and volatile fatty acids that form essential host energy supplies and 

therefore its presence in equine faeces is unsurprising (De Vos et al., 2009). 

The most significant bacteria associated with horse 4 was SR1 genera incertae sedis. A study 

by Shepherd et al., 2012 found that the phyla SR1 were found in very small numbers (0-1 
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read per sample) and was the first to identify this phyla in horse faeces (Shepherd et al., 

2012). It has since been identified in different equine gut compartments by Dougal et al., 

2013 and 2014. The ecological role of this bacteria is not well known and until now remains 

uncultured. Human studies have found an association with this bacterium and H2S found in 

the oral cavity of subjects suffering from oral malodour (Takeshita et al., 2012).  

4.5.12 Integration of metabolomics and metagenomics data reveal high 

correlation between urinary metabolites and the faecal microbiome 

The integration of data from metagenomics and metabonomic analytical platforms enables 

the identification of new associations between gut bacterial orders and host physiology. It 

also helps to uncover functional roles of bacterial taxa through correlation analysis and 

enhances our understanding of the interaction between the gut microbiome and host 

metabolism (Aw and Fukuda, 2015). 

A number of urinary dietary and gut co-metabolites correlated with the faecal microbiome. 

High correlations were found between; proline betaine and an unknown order of 

Betaproteobacteria, quinate and Victivallales and dimethyl sulfone and Caulobacterales. In 

man, proline betaine is known to be a relatively inert dietary metabolite and is minimally 

metabolised (Lever et al., 1994; Heinzmann et al., 2010) and therefore its metabolism profile 

is likely to be different in hind-gut fermenters or its association with the gut microbiome is 

due to an indirect relationship with certain dietary components.  Quinate can be derived from 

both dietary and gut microbial sources and its high correlation value (0.96) with Victivallale 

suggests that this bacterium is implicated in its formation. This order has been found in 

rumen samples of buffalo and the Lentisphaerae phyla from which it relates has previously 

shown low abundance in equine faeces (Shepherd et al., 2012). However, the order 

Victivallale has not been identified in equine samples previously. A study by Kemperman et 

al., 2013 found an association with this bacterial community and the ingestion of polyphenols 
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from grape juice and wine (Kemperman et al., 2013). Its association with polyphenols and 

therefore plant compounds fits with the correlation of quinate. The order Caulobacterales has 

been identified in free-ranging buffalo faeces and made up the majority of orders at 18.5% 

(Weese et al., 2014).  The occurrence of dimethyl sulfone in mammalian urine is derived 

from dietary plant material or gut microbial action and to date, this is the first documented 

correlation with Caulobacterales bacteria.  

From the analysis undertaken some bacterial members reveal single metabolite associations, 

whereas others have multiple metabolite correlations. These connections show the varying 

functionality of bacteria from niche metabolic actions through to bacteria that influence broad 

global metabolism (Li et al., 2008). Even though the microbiome is in a constant of flux, as a 

whole it must perform a set of core activities to maintain its health and health of the host. A 

vast functional overlap must exist between organisms, creating a theory of functional 

redundancy (De Graaf and Venema, 2008; Li et al., 2008). Relationships may also exist 

between bacterial communities to carry out these essential activities, such as substrate 

formation. This is true for clostridia species that convert lactate that has been produced by 

lactate producing bacteria to butyrate (Bourriaud et al., 2005). A number of bacterial orders 

were also found to correlate in this study. The strongest correlation pairs (>0.90) exist 

between the following bacterial orders; Firmicutes Bacilli Lactobacillales and an unknown 

Firmicutes Bacilli; Proteobacteria; Actinobacteria Actino Actinomycetales and Firmicutes 

Bactilli Bacillales. 

Proteobacteria demonstrated a high number of correlations with both urinary and faecal 

metabolites. This phylum was one of the most dominant in this study, despite only being 

present at approximately 1%. It’s dominance and that it is known to have important protein 

degradation actions may explain the high number of metabolite associations.  A study by 

Sridharan et al., 2014 showed that proteobacteria had the greatest amino acid reaction 
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coverage out of all the phyla present in a murine model and amino acid metabolism was the 

largest function category demonstrating the utility of this bacteria (Sridharan et al., 2014).  

In this equine study a number of faecal amino acids were correlated with 

Gammaproteobacteria, namely from the orders Pseudomonadales, Thiotrichales and 

Xanthomonadales. These were also correlated to faecal choline and this association has been 

documented in mice and humans. An insufficient level of dietary choline leads to a low levels 

of gammaproteobacteria and this enterotype is associated with hepatic stenosis in humans 

(Spencer et al., 2011). Despite Proteobacteria constituting one of the main phyla in 

mammalian gut microbiomes, it has also been associated with dysbiosis and intestinal 

inflammation (Packey and Sartor, 2009).  

The integration of metabonomics and metagenomics data over time in a population of 

Thoroughbred racehorses is the first of its kind and has helped to uncover novel associations 

between metabolites and bacteria in the horse host. Further investigation into the functional 

roles of these bacteria is essential to understand healthy versus diseased bacterial profiles 

from a larger sample population. This body of work also provides a platform to explore 

sources of bacterial and metabolic variation in the Thoroughbred racehorse such as the effect 

of diet on the intestinal environment and on whole animal metabolism. 
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5 Chapter 5: Metabolic Signatures of Behavioural Phenotypes in a 

Pilot and Case Control Study of Crib-biting horses 

5.1 Summary 

Equine oral stereotypies (EOS) are a known risk factor for developing colic, including severe 

surgical types of the disease such as epiploic foramen entrapments (Archer et al., 2004; 

Archer et al., 2008). However, despite the correlation between EOS and colic being 

repeatedly demonstrated in the literature (Hillyer et al., 2002; Archer and Proudman, 2006; 

Escalona et al., 2014), little knowledge is possessed as to the mechanistic nature of this 

relationship between stereotypic behaviour and gut disturbance.   

One of the yards previously studied (yard 2 from the study in chapter 4) contained a large 

number of animals displaying consistent crib-biting behaviour. A pilot study was conducted 

using animals from this yard to assess the effect of behavioural phenotype on the metabolic 

signatures of common biofluids. Samples were taken weekly from this pilot population that 

included 4 EOS horses and 4 controls that were matched by gender, age and diet. Samples 

were collected over a 10 week period and significant metabolic differences between 

behavioural phenotypes were observed in plasma, urine and faeces. Changes were most 

notable in urine with differences in relative intensity of metabolites associated with gut 

microbial metabolism. Namely, an increase in urinary quinate in EOS horses compared to 

their matched case controls.  However, repeating this study in a case-control population from 

one time-point from multiple yards did not reveal significant metabolic differences between 

behavioural phenotypes.  
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5.2 Aim 

i. To ascertain significant differences in plasma, urine and faecal metabolic profiles of 

horses displaying EOS compared to age, diet and sex-matched controls from the same 

yards. 

In order to investigate whether differential metabolic signatures exist in biofluids of EOS 

horses compared to matched controls, two consecutive studies were conducted: i) A pilot 

study was conducted at a single racing yard over a 10 week period from 4 EOS and 4 

matched non-EOS control horses all kept under identical management conditions, and ii) A 

larger study comprising 5 different yards sampled at a single time point was conducted with a 

total of 25 EOS cases and 25 matched controls.  
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5.3 Study 1 results: Pilot study from sequentially sampled yard 

5.3.1 Supervised analysis revealed significant differences in metabolic profiles 

in relation to behavioural class  

Pairwise O-PLS-DA models were constructed to highlight the discriminating variables 

between behavioural phenotypes. The scores were plotted against the orthogonal component 

to assess the degree of variation between the classes and orthogonal variation expressed 

within class was attributed to individual horse clustering in all matrices. Individual metabolite 

concentrations were also analysed using Mann-Whitney tests to ascertain if significant 

differences were present between classes. 

5.3.1.1 Lowered plasma creatinine correlates to crib-biting class 

The plasma O-PLS-DA model was constructed with an R2Y:0.84, Q2Y:0.33 and R2X:0.20. 

Increased levels of dimethyl sulfone and valine were correlated with EOS behavioural class 

as highlighted in the loadings plot Figure 5.1C each with r2 of 0.50. Univariate analysis of the 

relative integral intensities of these metabolites between classes also revealed significant 

differences (p value <0.05). Creatinine values were significantly lower in crib-biting horses 

compared to controls, as shown by a correlation value of -0.5 (p value =0.02).   

5.3.1.2 Increased faecal malonate is correlated with crib-biting class  

A faecal O-PLS-DA model produced a model with an R2Y:0.60; Q2Y:0.25, R2X:0.28. This is 

visually evident in Figure 5.2A with poorly demarcated clusters of samples based on 

behavioural phenotype in a scores scatter plot. Visualisation of the loadings plot in Figure 

5.2C for the faecal model highlighted malonate as being significantly positively correlated 

with EOS behavioural class with a correlation value of 0.55. Univariate data analysis of the 

relative concentration of this metabolite between classes using Mann-Whitney test 

demonstrated a significant difference (p = 0.005, Figure 5.2D).  
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5.3.1.3 Gut microbial co-metabolites were behavioural class discriminators in 

urine profiles 

Supervised analysis indicated a strong effect of behavioural class within the urinary 1H-NMR 

spectral data. An O-PLS-DA model was constructed with one predictive and one orthogonal 

component with R2Y:0.88; Q2Y:061, R2X:0.13 (see Figure 5.3A).  

Metabolites that were significantly associated with behavioural class with a correlation 

coefficient value greater than 0.5 or -0.5 include quinate, dimethyl sulfone, glutamine, 3-

aminoisobutyrate and p-cresol glucuronide (Figure 5.3B and C). 

Univariate analysis comparing relative intensities of these metabolites provided further suport 

for their behavioural class correlation. Mann Whitney tests were used to test significance and 

urinary levels of glutmaine, quinate, p-cresol glucuronide and 3 aminoisobutyrate all had p 

values < 0.005 (Figure 5.3D-G).  
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5.4 Study 2 Results: A case-control study across 5 yards from a single time 

point  

A second study was conducted to assess reproducibility of findings in study 1 with a larger 

study population. Samples were taken from 50 horses across 5 racing yards; 25 EOS cases 

were selected that had no known medical history within the last month. And 25 age, gender, 

diet matched controls were also included for comparison. Samples were taken at a single time 

point on each yard. 

5.4.1 Unsupervised analysis highlights no separation based on behavioural class 

5.4.1.1 Plasma 

PCA exploration of samples using unit variance scaled data in a three component model (PC1 

13%, PC2 7% and PC 3 5%) showed samples grouping related to yard origin and gender but 

with no clear separation between classes, and no separation based on behavioural class as 

shown in Figure 5.5A and B.  

When a crude grading of EOS severity was applied using the following 3 grades: mild (rarely 

displayed); moderate (seen intermittently on a daily basis) and severe (seen for prolonged 

periods daily), the samples from the most severe EOS horses were clustered together on PCA 

with a high PC 2 score. These samples came from 3 separate yards (yard 1, 2 and 4) and are 

highlighted by a pink ellipse in Figure 5.5A B and C. A higher PC 2 score position was 

correlated to lower levels of arginine, lipids, methionine, tyrosine and phenylalanine, and 

higher levels of glutamine as shown in Figure 5.5D and E.  
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5.4.1.2 All other unsupervised analysis 

There were no significant clustering based on behaviour based on unsupervised analytical 

methods in urine and faeces.  The number of urine samples collected was low compared to 

recovery of plasma and faecal samples and data relating to these matrices can be seen in 

supplementary data found in Appendix 1.  

5.4.1.3 Biomarkers associated with behavioural class were not identified 

using supervised analysis  

Behavioural biomarkers identified in study 1 were not found to be discriminatory in any of 

the biological samples from study 2. O-PLS-DA models were constructed with one predictive 

component and one orthogonal component and no models were statistically significant (data 

not shown). 

The metabolites identified as significantly associated with behaviour in study 1 were 

independently assessed using targeted univariate analysis to assess if individual metabolite 

integral levels between behavioural classes were significantly different; however no 

significant differences were identified in study 2 (data not shown). 
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5.5 Discussion 

Metabolite correlations were identified with behavioural phenotypes from a single yard pilot 

study comparing metabolomes from EOS horses and matched controls.  Supervised data 

analysis revealed significant differences between samples from EOS horses and controls and 

this was most apparent in the urine matrix. Differences included alternations in the excretion 

of the gut microbial associated metabolites quinate and p-cresol glucuronide as well as the 

neuro-active amino acid glutamine. These differences may reflect an altered intestinal 

microbial ecology and/or changes in bacterial functional capacity.  

A larger case-control study of EOS horses and matched controls across 5 yards with samples 

taken from a single time point was unable to reproduce the findings from study 1.The lack of 

reproducibility in this study is likely to be due to greater sources of variation in the sample 

set, such as management and gender and samples tended to cluster in PCA based on this 

metadata information.  In addition, data from single time points is less informative than 

longitudinal data for an individual animal. 

5.5.1 Significant metabolic differences exist between sequentially sampled EOS 

horses and matched controls  

The pilot  study (study 1) investigating the difference between EOS and control horses on a 

single yard over 10 weeks demonstrated distinct metabolic phenotypes between behavioural 

classes using plasma, urine and faecal NMR data matrices. This is the first description of 

behavioural classification using metabonomics in the horse. Differences between classes 

were primarily due to gut bacterial co-metabolites, such as quinate and p-cresol glucuronide, 

supporting the concept that stereotypical behaviour has correlations with intestinal activity.  

Given the relative homogeneity of these animals which were kept under the same husbandry 

conditions, a second study was conducted to assess the reproducibility of these findings 
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across 5 yards using 50 horses using a single time-point (study 2).  Results from the 

preliminary study were not reproduced in this, more heterogenous study population, and there 

were no significant metabolic associations with behavioural class.  This lack of 

reproducibility is thought to result from a combination of variability of management, the lack 

of longitudinal data collection and the small sample number collected.  

A number of gut microbial metabolites were significantly elevated with behavioural EOS 

phenotype compared to normal horses in study 1: a pilot longitudinal sample series from one 

yard. Metabolites correlating to an EOS phenotype included urinary quinate, dimethyl 

sulfone, p-cresol glucuronide (PCG); faecal malonate and TMA and plasma dimethyl sulfone. 

These metabolic signatures support the association of stereotypical behaviour and altered 

gastrointestinal environments.  

Quinate is an alicyclic acid and is found widely in a number of plants and barks (Pero and 

Lund, 2011) and is a precursor of hippurate, which is produced from its aromatization into 

benzoic acid by gut bacteria and subsequent conjugation with glycine in the liver and kidney. 

Microbial metabolism is essential to produce hippurate from quinate as intra-peritoneal 

injection of quinate does not increase hippurate levels in experimental studies (Adamson et 

al., 1970). Quinate levels in EOS horses were significantly higher than control horses but 

hippurate levels were not significantly altered in the EOS OPLS-DA model. Horses could 

have increased levels of quinate via dietary means or potentially via altered microbial 

metabolism. All horses in study 1 were managed identically and therefore, it is likely that the 

change in quinate is a result of altered functional output of the intestinal microbiome. Faecal 

bacteria was not cultured or sequenced in this study so it is unknown whether the microbiome 

of EOS horses versus control horses is radically different in composition. 

Another urinary gut microbial co-metabolite to note is p-cresol glucuronide. This metabolite 
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was lowered in EOS horses when compared to controls. Interestingly, p-cresol has been 

linked with the autism phenotype and a consistent finding is elevated levels of p-cresol in the 

urine of autistic children (Altieri et al., 2011; Persico and Napolioni, 2013; Gabriele et al., 

2014). The opposite trend in p cresol glucuronide urinary levels is found in EOS horses 

compared to autistic patient studies and this may be due to a decrease in its formation through 

reduced bacterial action. Suggested hypotheses for the increase in urinary p-cresol in human 

autistim include increased gut permeability and an increase in gut colonisation with p-cresol 

producing bacteria (Finegold et al., 2002; De Magistris et al., 2010; Wang, L. et al., 2011; 

Kesli et al., 2014) In humans the majority is metabolised to p-cresol sulfate in colon or liver 

and a minority is converted in p-cresol glucuronide in the liver. In the horse both sulfonation 

and glucuronidation occur (Gusson et al., 2006) and urinary p-cresol sulfate levels in horses 

was not significantly different between behavioural phenotypes (Figure 5.4). 

Faecal Trimethylamine (TMA) and malonate were also associated with behavioural class 

showing increased levels in EOS cases compared to controls which provides further evidence 

to support the role of gut bacteria in behavioural abnormalities in horses.  Malonate is a 

dicarboxylic acid that is known to be used by some bacteria as a carbon source- both 

aerobically and anaerobically (Suvorova et al., 2012). Therefore its increase could be due to a 

lack of uptake or use by the gut microbiome and perhaps, horses with EOS have a deficiency 

in certain bacterial communities or functional incapacities. TMA is a product from bacterial 

fermentation of carnitine and choline and it has been linked to gastrointestinal disturbances in 

people and rodents. A mouse model of colitis reported elevated TMA in faeces and those 

treated with and without a probiotic showed differing levels of faecal TMA. Subjects given 

probiotics had lower levels of TMA when compared to ones that were not supplemented and 

inflammation increased TMA excretion in faeces compared to non-inflamed controls (Hong 

et al., 2010). This finding was also shown in interleukin-10 (IL-10) gene deficient mice 
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experiencing experimentally induced  inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and urinary 1H-

NMR spectra demonstrated increasing levels of urinary TMA as the disease progressed 

(Murdoch et al., 2008).  

TMA has been repeatedly correlated with intestinal inflammation and the elevation of this 

metabolite in the faeces of EOS horses may indicate low grade inflammatory changes in the 

intestines and or alterations in the gut microbiome. Inflammatory and irritable bowel 

syndromes do exist in the horse although are often underdiagnosed due to difficulty in 

absolute diagnosis and because a multitude of factors feed into the development of these 

conditions (Hunter, 2009; Kalck, 2009). The correlation between behavioural phenotype and 

colic risk may in part be due to inflammation of the equine intestine and this association has 

been shown in EOS foals with gastric inflammation and ulceration when compared to non-

EOS foals (Nicol et al., 2002).  

5.5.2 Neuro-active compounds are associated with behavioural class 

Glutamine is an amino acid synthesized from glutamate and nitrogen via enzymatic 

degradation to form major neurotransmitters and it has been associated with autism, 

depression and stress models (Wang et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012). Glutamine has also been 

shown to be associated with EOS horses in this study and levels in the urine were 

significantly higher amongst EOS horses compared to normal individuals. Glutamine is a key 

metabolite for a variety of cell functions, it acts as a substrate for protein synthesis, a renal 

acid base regulator, energy provider for intestinal and immune systems and a precursor of 

neurotransmitters (Newsholme et al., 2003). Its association with autism has been linked to 

hyperglutamatergia in the brain which is involved in the pathophysiology of autism (Anthony 

et al., 2001; Shimmura et al., 2011). Increases in urinary glutamine concentration in this 

study suggest that its biosynthesis may be affected by behavioural phenotype or vice versa. 

Interestingly, glutamine is an important fuel for intestinal tissue as well as gut microbiota and 
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an increase in glutamine in the urinary matrix of EOS horses may be due to changes in 

bacterial utilisation (Yang et al., 2014).  

5.5.3 Metabolite associations with EOS were not repeated in a multi-yard study  

The significant metabolite associations found in study 1 with behavioural class were not 

repeated in the multi-yard sample population in study 2. There are several potential reasons 

for this: differing geography, breed genetics, management, diet, gender and age. A large 

degree of inter-horse variation in metabolic fingerprint may have masked any subtle 

differences between behavioural phenotypes. Sample size may not have been big enough to 

detect a relatively weak signal against the background noise of variation. Study 1 allowed 

greater individual animal metabolic coverage by repeat sampling of the same animals. Study 

2 only sampled one metabolic snap shot per animal. Urine collection was also limited due to 

the free catch nature that has been discussed previously.  This biological matrix was most 

informative in study 1 but collected from relatively few horses in study 2 due to logistical 

difficulties.  

Interestingly in the second study, a crude marker of a horses EOS severity was taken and 

samples from severe crib-biters clustered on PCA analysis irrespective of differing husbandry 

between these animals in the plasma matrix. However, there was limited representation of 

horses with reported severe EOS (crib-biting for prolonged periods daily) and so this data can 

hold no statistical significance, but it does raise an interesting question as to the effect of EOS 

severity on the equine metabolome rather than investigating the syndrome as a binary 

condition. There is already evidence of increased risk of colic in horses that display EOS 

behaviour for prolonged periods daily compared to horses that only show it infrequently 

(Escalona et al., 2014). In human research a greater degree of gastrointestinal disturbance has 

been shown in children who demonstrate a higher autism score compared to those displaying 

lower scores in the spectrum using the Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist (Adams, 
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James B. et al., 2011). The degree of gastrointestinal disturbance may be related to the 

severity of behavioural phenotype and further investigation is warranted on this. Future 

investigation involving larger sample sizes, from homogeneous horse populations that are 

serially sampled, accustomed to urine collection and with graded EOS behaviour will be 

important in understanding the link between gastrointestinal symptoms and EOS phenotype.  

5.5.4 Sources of metabolic variation in a cohort of in-training Thoroughbred 

racehorses 

Multivariate data analysis allowed sources of metabolic variation to be explored and a 

number of gut microbial co-metabolites were responsible for class separation. This was 

apparent for horses undergoing antibiotic therapy as well as for classifying horses into yard 

origin and stage of training. The results demonstrate the importance of the gut microbiome on 

whole animal health.  Serial sampling of horses enabled metabolic trajectories to be tracked 

showing the metabolic movement for individual horse samples and their variation in 

metabolic composition. Despite horses coming from a range of yards the samples displayed 

relative metabolic homogeneity demonstrating the utility of UK Thoroughbred racehorses as 

a sample bank to carry out further large-scale metabonomic research, such as investigating 

the effects of dietary supplementation.  
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6 Chapter 6: Thoroughbred racehorse urinary and faecal 

metabolomes respond to different dietary strategies: a study 

investigating the metabolic effects of grass-only diet; conventional 

racing diet and a high-fat diet alternative 

6.1 Summary 

Dietary manipulation with both conventional and high-fat racing diets resulted in persistent 

urinary and faecal metabolic signatures distinct from that of a grass-only diet. Urinary 

profiles of animals fed both conventional and high-fat diets demonstrated lower levels of gut 

microbial metabolites such as hippurate when compared to grass-fed animals. Urinary 

profiles also showed clear distinction between diets using unsupervised statistical analysis. 

Faecal profiling demonstrated a lower level of dietary discrimination compared to urine 

results. However, both biological matrices highlighted that animals fed on a grass-only diets 

were the most variable amongst the sample population. Supervised analysis enabled 

separation between the high-fat and conventional racing diet profiles in both biological 

matrices. The high-fat diet revealed a urinary gut microbial co-metabolite profile with greater 

similarity to the grass-fed animals when compared to the conventional diet, suggesting less 

dietary induced metabolic disruption with this feeding regime. Faecal metabolic profiles were 

rich in fatty acids (FAs), and relative concentrations were highest in the conventionally fed 

animals, reflecting a greater degree of carbohydrate fermentation compared to the other 

dietary strategies. 

Here, 7 racehorses that had been on grass-only diets were stabled and introduced to a high fat 

diet over a week period. They remained on this high-fat diet for an additional 2 weeks before 

a subsequent transitional period of a week where they were progressively placed onto a 

conventional racing diet. They were then maintained on the conventional diet for a further 2 
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weeks. The metabolic profile of animals eating exclusively grass was used as a benchmark 

for ‘normal or optimal’ profiles and this was then compared to the other diets. This study 

explores the influence of different dietary types on the racehorse via NMR spectroscopy of 

urine and faecal material.  

6.2 Aims 

ii. To ascertain if significant variation exists within urinary and faecal metabolic profiles 

of in-training Thoroughbred racehorses fed a high-fat formulated diet mix compared 

to those on a conventional racing formulated diet and a grass-fed diet. 
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Table 8: Comparison of starch and fat amounts in the high-fat and the conventional diets, including total 
amounts fed during each strategy to maintain an iso-calorific intake. Key: bw=body weight 
 High-Fat Diet      

Horse  Kg/High-fat 
diet/day  

Starch 
g/100kg bw 

Starch g 
per kg 
food 

Fat g/100kg bw  Fat g/kg food 

A 3.1 42 217.56 60 311 
B 2.9 42 206.64 60 295 
C 3.2 42 226.8 60 324 
D 3.0 42 213.36 60 304 
E 2.8 42 196.56 60 280 
F 2.9 42 206.22 60 294 
G 2.7 42 194.88 60 278 

 

 Conventional  
Diet  

    

Horse  Kg/conventional  
diet/day  

Starch 
g/100kg bw 

Starch g 
per kg 
food 

Fat g/100kg bw Fat g/kg food 

A 3.36 227.5 1178.45 26 134.6 
B 3.19 227.5 1119.3 26 127.9 
C 3.51 227.5 1228.5 26 140.4 
D 3.30 227.5 1155.7 26 132.1 
E 3.04 227.5 1064.7 26 121.7 
F 3.19 227.5 1117.025 26 127.6 
G 3.01 227.5 1055.6 26 120.6 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Urine and faecal metabolic profiles from horses fed a grass-only diet 

displayed the greatest inter-animal variation and significantly differ from 

the other dietary interventions. 

PCA models including all three dietary 1H-NMR spectra group based on diet regardless of 

horse origin. This was demonstrated in both urine and faecal samples. Animals fed a grass-

only diet showed clear separation from other dietary measures in a PCA model (Figure 6.2A) 

with no overlap with neither conventional nor high-fat diets (black and red ellipses, 

respectively).  

Grass-only fed animals had relatively increased levels of gut microbial co-metabolites 

through the inspection of the loadings correlating to the position of these samples on PCA.  

PAG, hippurate, p-cresol glucuronide and p-cresol sulfate were increased in the grass-only 

diet when compared to other diets. Faecal samples from the same horses showed similar 

separation based on diet type; however there was greater overlap between diet types and 

greater variability within each diet type (Figure 6.2B). Faecal samples showing greater 

variability in T2 values in T2 Hotelling’s plot compared to the corresponding urinary plot. 
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6.3.2 A high-fat diet shows distinct metabolic profiles compared to other dietary 

regimes using 1H NMR urinary and faecal spectroscopy 

High-fat diet samples were subsequently compared by pairwise analysis with both grass and 

normal diet types. Animals fed a high-fat diet separated from both grass and normal 

racehorse diets in PCA and O-PLS-DA analysis in both urine and faecal matrices.  

6.3.2.1 Supervised analysis of urinary and faecal 1H-NMR spectra between 

animals fed a grass-only and high-fat diets 

Animals fed on a grass-only diet displayed significant increases in the gut microbial co-

metabolites hippurate, PAG, dimethyl sulfone, p-cresol glucuronide and p-cresol sulfate 

compared to the high-fat diet. Conversely, increases in proline betaine, choline and ethyl 

glycoside were observed in animals fed a high-fat diet compared to grass fed animals (Figure 

6.3). An O-PLS-DA model of grass versus high-fat diet demonstrated excellent fit and 

predictive ability (R2Y:0.83; Q2Y:0.63 and R2X: 0.4).    

A similar statistical protocol was applied to faecal water samples.  The O-PLS-DA model 

was less robust compared to urine for samples from animals fed a high-fat diet and those fed 

a grass-only diet (data not shown). The main spectral signals responsible for class separation 

in faecal samples were unknown metabolites in the aromatic region: δ7.05 doublet that was 

increased in samples from grass-fed animals. This resonance had statistical connectivity via 

STOCSY with unknown multiplicity resonances at δ6.99, δ7.14, δ6.77, δ6.68.  

6.3.2.2 Supervised analysis of urinary and faecal 1H-NMR spectra between 

animals fed a conventional racing diet and high-fat diet 

An O-PLS-DA model constructed between urinary samples from animals fed high-fat and 

conventional diets revealed relatively greater concentrations of hippurate, quinate, ethyl 
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glucoside and dimethyl sulfone in the high-fat urinary samples (Figure 6.4). These 

metabolites had correlation values greater than 0.52 in an O-PLS-DA model (R2Y; 0.67; 

Q2Y:0.38 and R2X:0.41).  

Faecal samples showed clear separation between samples from animals fed either a high-fat 

compared to a conventional diet. Faecal O-PLS-DA produced a model with an R2Y of 0.81, 

Q2Y of 0.65 and R2X of 0.35. Short and medium chain fatty acid levels were significantly 

decreased in samples from horses fed a high-fat diet compared to those fed a conventional 

diet. Mann Whitney tests of fatty acid spectral levels in the two dietary classes indicated a 

significant difference (p <0.0001, Figure 6.5).  
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Figure 6.4: Significant metabolic variation is evident between conventional (normal) and high fat diets as 
shown by unsupervised and supervised urinary 1H-NMR analysis. All figures are colour coded by diet type. 
Normal diet-black and high fat diet- red. A) 3D PCA plot of normal and high fat diets showing clustering based 
on diet type B) 1H-NMR spectra in aromatic region showing significant elevated levels (Mann Whitney p value 
0.0003) of hippurate in high fat fed animals (red spectra) compared to animals receiving normal diets (black).  
C) O-PLS-DA plot of scores (T) versus orthogonal scores (TYosc). The model was constructed with one 
predictive component and one orthogonal component (Q2Y: 0.38, R2Y: 0.67, R2X: 0.41) D) 1H-NMR spectra in 
region between δ1.2and δ1.26, showing significant elevated levels (Mann Whitney p value <0.0001) of ethyl 
glycoside a multiplet at δ1.24 in high fat diets (red spectra) compared to animals receiving normal diets (black). 
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6.3.3 Effect of conventional racing diet on 1H-NMR urinary metabolic profiles 

compared to horses fed a grass-only diet 

A pairwise statistical analysis of the urinary 1H-NMR spectra of animals fed grass-only and a 

conventional racing diet showed significant differences by O-PLS-DA ( Q2Y:0.78, R2Y: 0.87 

and R2X:0.33).  Samples from grass-fed animals were relatively higher in the gut microbial 

co-metabolites hippurate, PAG, quinate, p-cresol glucuronide and p-cresol sulphate and the 

energy metabolites pyruvate and creatinine.  Samples from animals fed a conventional diet 

had significantly higher concentrations of proline betaine and lower concentrations of quinate 

than samples from horses fed a grass-only diet (Figure 6.6).  





6.3.4 Samples from conventionally fed horses demonstrate metabolic changes 

associated with increased hydrolysis by saccharolytic gut bacteria 
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6.4 Discussion 

A high fat diet induced a significant alteration in the urine and faecal metabolic phenotype of 

the Thoroughbred racehorse when compared to grass-only and a conventional racing diet. 

Differences included increased excretion of the gut microbial metabolites PAG, hippurate, p-

cresol glucuronide and p-cresol sulfate in urine sampled from grass-fed animals compared to 

the two other diets and reflects altered bioavailability of microbial substrates and subsequent 

microbial activity. The high-fat diet displayed metabolite features of greater similarity to 

grass-only fed horse samples when compared to those of the conventional racing diet 

implying that a high-fat diet may be more beneficial to the intestinal environment and health 

of the horse as a whole.  

Three diets were compared via metabonomic analysis to assess the degree of dietary 

influence on metabolic signatures in urine and faeces of the in-training Thoroughbred 

racehorse. Samples taken from grass fed horses served as a metabolic baseline with which to 

compare a conventional racing diet and a high-fat alternative. A high-fat diet was employed 

to explore energy alternatives to the equine athlete without the risk of starch overload in the 

large intestine that commonly occurs with conventional diets. Significant differences were 

observed between all three diets via unsupervised and supervised data analysis using pairwise 

comparisons. A number of gut microbial co-metabolites were significantly increased in 

urinary samples from grass-fed animals compared to both conventional and high-fat diets.  

The samples taken from horses fed a high-fat diet displayed relatively higher concentrations 

of gut microbial co-metabolites and so demonstrated greater similarity to the grass-fed 

animals than those fed a conventional racing diet.  
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6.4.1 Grass diets are linked to relatively higher excretion of gut microbial co-

metabolites 

Grass is the natural diet for the horse, for which it has evolved digestive strategies in 

conjunction with its gut microbiome to extract essential energy from cellulose rich material.  

Urinary samples from grass fed horses were rich in gut microbial co-metabolites, including 

hippurate, PAG, dimethyl sulfone, PCG, PCS and quinate when compared to both high fat 

and conventional racing diets. Many of these metabolites, such as hippurate and PAG are 

likely to be associated with increased dietary polyphenol content, as found in vegetable 

material. Polyphenols can also be converted to SCFAs, lactate, CO2 and hydrogen by colonic 

microbes providing important energy sources for colonocytes and host metabolism 

(Hanhineva et al., 2010). The multiple gut microbial metabolites which are relatively 

increased as a result of grass feeding imply a functional or compositional alteration of the gut 

microbiome. This is presumably related to greater availability of fermentable substrate.   

Importantly, horses fed a grass-based diet also displayed greater inter-horse variability in 

urine and faeces compared to those fed the other diets. There are several possible reasons for 

this. Firstly, environmental acquisition of ingested microbes is far greater in animals that are 

free-range compared to the largely sterile preparation of commercial horse feed. The delivery 

of concentrate food is via a clean bucket rather than the ground where other animals defecate 

and soil microbes exist. Secondly, trickle feeding promotes a constant supply of substrate for 

microbial fermentation, whereas concentrate feeding is given as large twice or thrice daily 

bolus. This differing ingestion pattern may drive the proliferation of certain bacterial 

subpopulations, thereby reducing the diversity of the metabolic output. The amount and 

quality of concentrate feeds are well defined and predictable. However, extensively managed 

horses at grass will be exposed to daily changes in forage quality and quantity. For example, 

due to seasonal variation in sugar content in grass and the effects of weather such as frost and 
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rain on grass growth and availability. This inherent variability of natural availability of food 

is likely to have contributed to the diversity of the horse microbiome despite the fact that the 

food type is limited.  

6.4.2 Horses fed a high-fat diet show more metabolic similarity to horses fed a 

grass-only diet than those maintained on a conventional racing diet. 

A high-fat diet was studied as an alternative to the conventional racing diet to investigate the 

physiological and metabolic effect this would have on the Thoroughbred racehorse 

metabolome. The addition of fat in the form of oils has been practiced to provide energy 

requirements without the potential detrimental effects of high starch diets on the colonic 

environment. It has been documented that horses can safely consume diets that contain up to 

20% vegetable oil by weight (Kronfeld, 2001).   

In this study animals fed a high fat diet excreted relatively higher level of urinary gut 

microbial co-metabolites such as hippurate compared to animals fed a conventional (high 

carbohydrate) racing diet. A fat supplemented diet may be more beneficial in maintaining 

host physiology and healthy gut bacterial counterparts than a conventional racing diet.   

Faecal samples from animals fed a high-fat diet displayed relatively lower levels of SCFA 

and medium chain acids compared to samples from conventionally fed animals. This is 

unsurprising, reflecting the decrease in carbohydrate substrate for bacterial fermentation to 

release fatty acids.  

6.4.3 Horses fed a conventional racing diet have relatively increased faecal 

lactate levels compared to grass and high fat diets.  

Hydrolysable carbohydrates that escape small intestinal digestion can lead to an increase in 

faecal lactate and propionate formed from inappropriate hydrolysis by saccharolytic bacterial 

species in the caecum and large intestine that subsequently leads to a drop in intestinal pH 
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(Hintz et al., 1971; Hoffman et al., 2001; Shirazi-Beechey, 2008). In this study faecal 

propionate and lactate levels were significantly higher in horses fed a conventional (high 

carbohydrate) diet compared to those fed either a grass-only or high-fat diet. Higher lactate 

concentrations may be associated with a greater degree of intestinal dysbiosis and a high-fat 

diet may help mitigate these risks and potentially be of benefit to diseases associated with 

starch overload in the large intestine such as laminitis.  

This is the first description using metabonomics of multi-compartmental metabolic analysis 

to explore the use of alternatives to traditional, high carbohydrate racing diets in the 

Thoroughbred racehorse. Distinct metabolic profiles were observed between all three diets 

investigated; natural grass-only diet, conventional high starch diet and an alternative high-fat 

concentrate diet. Gut microbial co-metabolites dominated these metabolic differences in 

urine, while fatty acids and aromatic compounds were responsible for dietary variation in 

faecal water.     

In this study seven animals were followed over a transition from a grass-only diet to two 

further diets with dietary wash-out phase in-between. The advantage of this type of study 

design is the ability to map individual changes to diet relative to each animal’s baseline. The 

wash-out diets were carefully designed to minimise the negative effects of dietary change. 

However, 70% of the horses experienced mild gastrointestinal upset during the first transition 

period between grass and high-fat diets. This resolved before full transition to the high-fat 

diet but a smaller number animals (40%) experienced a similar phenomenon in the second 

transitional dietary phase between high-fat and conventional feeding. The majority of animals 

were well during the sample periods of each of the three diets; however, this observation does 

suggest a degree of dysbiosis occurs during transition. The animals on the non-grass based 

diets also had access to roughage in the form of haylage, so the addition of a control arm with 

animals fed only haylage would have been beneficial to determine the precise metabolic 
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contributions of each particular diet. Additionally, a cross-over study design with more 

animals would improve the validity of these findings.  

In summary the high-fat diet appears to be an attractive alternative to the conventional starch-

based diet of racehorses. Not only did the gut microbial profile more closely resemble that of 

the grass-fed animals, they also had decreased fermentation products in the faecal water 

suggesting that problems of starch overload in the large intestine leading to caecal/colonic 

acidosis and an increased propensity to intestinal disease are mitigated in this dietary regime. 
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7 General discussions and concluding remarks 

7.1 Chapter 2: Critical appraisal of methods 

7.1.1 NMR 

1H-NMR standard spectra are relatively fast to obtain and have demonstrated high analytical 

reproducibility (Dumas, M. E. et al., 2006), allowing a high throughput of samples. However, 

the time taken for 2D spectra require a long acquisition time and this has implications for the 

degradation of samples and subsequent metabolite assignment as well as the number of 

samples that can be analysed in an run.  

7.2 Assignment of metabolites 

1D NMR spectra allow fast acquisition of spectra but there is considerable resonance overlap, 

leading to difficulty in assigning compounds in areas of high signal overlap.  There are no 

single NMR pulse sequences that can be carried on a sample to allow for simple detection of 

all metabolites present and therefore the employment of multiple pulse sequences is required 

for definitive metabolite identification.  For example, the carbon shifts from HSQC are 

particularly useful for identifying singlets where no additional information can be obtained 

using other assignment tools, and these singlets often prove the most complex to confidently 

assign.  Unfortunately, the nature of 13C is that it is only present in 1% abundance so has low 

spectral resolution and is therefore unsuitable for small peaks.  In conjunction with pulse 

programmes used for structural elucidation there are a number of online databases and NMR 

predication programmes to assist in the assignment of NMR resonances. However, metabolite 

assignment is like solving a jigsaw puzzle and remains a major bottle neck in the analytical 

strategy of metabonomics as many metabolites remain unidentified.  The inability to 

confidently assign metabolites prevents potentially relevant biological information becoming 

available and therefore slows our understanding of global systems biology. 
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7.3 Sample types and NMR-based analysis of different biological matrices as 

diagnostic tools 

Identifying the catalogue of metabolites commonly present in a given biofluid, and in turn the 

internal variability of each biofluid informs the researcher as to the potential use of each 

biological compartment. The urine metabolome provides a useful window into gut microbial 

co-metabolism and unlike faeces is less variable in composition. Therefore, studies requiring 

information about the activity of the microbiome would benefit from using urine as the 

superior diagnostic matrix.   

The use of NMR spectroscopy with clinical samples has already shown to accurately identify 

samples taken from an array of human conditions such as Parkinson’s disease (Ahmed et al., 

2009) as well as heart disease and inflammatory bowel conditions (Brindle et al., 2002; 

Williams et al., 2012). The potential use of NMR in clinical settings is vast and limited need 

for sample preparation, small sample size requirement and fast 1D pulse programme 

acquisition times makes it an attractive addition or substitute to the raft of diagnostic tests 

currently available. In addition NMR is non-destructive to a sample allowing further runs or 

alternative uses on what is often precious biomaterial. 

Unfortunately, a single metabolite is unlikely to have diagnostic capabilities and variation in 

metabolite profiles are characterised by changes in the relative intensity of groups of certain 

metabolites and not the presence or absence of metabolites (Bernini et al., 2009). Assessment 

of the Thoroughbred metabolome highlighted the subtle effects that management or exercise 

can have on metabolite profiles and the challenge of data analysis interpretation is 

understanding the  pattern of inter-relatedness between certain compounds and the direction 

to which intensity or abundance is deemed ‘healthy’ or optimal.  Chapter 3 formed a 

metabolic atlas and in this work urine was the most metabolite abundant in terms of 
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metabolites derived from the environment and microbial metabolism. Therefore, depending 

on the question being asked you could argue that urine would be the most informative sample 

type for studies assessing dietary or gut microbial manipulation.  Conversely, blood matrices 

are of use in vascular research and plasma TMAO levels has been found to have associations 

with atherosclerosis. The importance of gut microbiota in the formation of this metabolite and 

its presence in the equine metabolome widen the use of the horse as a model for human 

research. With such great emphasis on the gut microbiome and its effect on whole animal 

health faecal material is also an important biomaterial to analyse. However, care must be 

taken in interpretation of faecal metabolite profiles as a surrogate for intestinal segments such 

as the caecum and large intestine as significant differences may occur  (Dougal K, Harris PA, 

Edwards A, Pachebat JA, Blackmore TM, et al., 2012). Products in the faecal compartment 

tend to be made from the gut bacterial consortium that have not been absorbed by the host but 

bacterial products available in the faeces may also be used by the gut microbiome itself to 

‘cross-feed’ bacterial communities.   Furthermore, faecal analysis provides an excellent 

window to view SCFAs which are important to acknowledge due to their varied and vital 

roles in mammalian health.  

7.4 Multivariate data analysis 

Omics studies generate vast data sets which can be challenging to extract meaningful 

information from. Multivariate analysis allows sense to made from complex biological 

mixtures through the assumption that variation in a system is driven by a measurable number 

of variables (Kvalheim, 1992). However, it is important to note that correlation does not 

imply causation and  many correlations identified in biological systems are made using 

assumptions about the physiological state of the system using linear statistical approaches, 

when in reality biochemical systems are directed by non-linear interactions (Camacho et al., 

2005). It is therefore imperative that correlations of statistical significance are analysed in 
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light of biological plausibility and that metadata relating to data sets is incorporated into final 

conclusions.  

Debate exists over the appropriate sample size in to conclude statistical power to a study and 

this has implications on the identification of subtle but important metabolic information that 

may be lost in the milieu of ‘noise’ created by husbandry conditions, diet and genetic 

backgrounds. This is likely to be the case for study 2 from chapter 5 where the identification 

of behavioural metabotypes could not be repeated from study 1 (a single yard study) in a 

larger EOS case control study with samples taken from multiple yards. A number of studies 

have demonstrated that even when animals are kept under identical conditions there is 

significant inter-individual variation and statistical analysis must then ‘tease’ out relevant 

information relating to the research question. This can be assisted by obtaining longitudinal 

sample sets to enable baseline data for an individual and thereby helping the researcher to 

understand the influence that certain environmental and physiological factors have on an 

animal. Further work on this sample set should include longitudinal sampling. This should be 

carried out on the population of horses used in study 2 from chapter 5 to extend investigations 

into the effect of EOS on the equine metabolome.  

7.5 Study design 

7.5.1 The sample population  

Thoroughbred racehorses provide a convenient experimental population due to their relative 

homogenous management and genetics. This reduces unwanted metabolic variation. Case 

selection in all but study 2 of chapter 5 ensured that the horses were: Thoroughbred, in 

training, male and castrated, aged between 2-12 years old, on similar feeding and training 

regimes and were clinically well when sampled. Selection of this nature reduced variability 

induced by gender (Bollard et al., 2001; Stanley et al., 2005), age and dietary differences 
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(Bell et al., 1991; Phipps et al., 1998; Griffin et al., 2000; Gavaghan et al., 2002). 

Thoroughbred racehorses represent a highly uniform equine population both genetically and 

environmentally. Their limited genetic variation is displayed by only 10 founding females 

and one founding stallion, responsible for 72% and 95% of maternal and paternal lineages 

respectively (Cunningham et al., 2001). Racehorses are tightly managed in cohorts and 

detailed and accurate metadata is usually recorded for each equine athlete by racing trainers. 

Normal clinical chemistry parameters exist for this equine subtype to assist racing industry 

standards and this thesis will build upon data already in the literature and in clinical use. 

However, as racehorses are not generally kept in a natural environment it would be useful to 

obtain data from equine populations that are managed more extensively at grazing to assess 

‘natural’ metabolic variation and the deviation the typical Thoroughbred has from this. In 

addition, baseline data from other breeds and competitive disciplines would allow greater 

understanding of the effect different management strategies have on equine metabolism and 

in the future how we may personalise diets to enhance health and performance.   

7.5.2 Sample collection 

Urine was the most informative biological compartment regarding gut microbial co-

metabolism and therefore was the focus for the majority of this thesis. However, the 

collection methods used provided variable results with regards to collection rate success.  

Free-catch urine methods relies upon the researcher being at the right place at the right time 

and for larger studies a number of collectors is required. The horse’s disposition is also 

important to consider, for example young or nervous animals may display fear and 

apprehension which can stop the animal urinating in the collectors’ presence. In this body of 

work it was not viable to have large numbers of collectors and the selection of horses was 

made by the trainer using study criteria. Horses used in chapter 6 were already accustomed to 

wearing a urine collector harness and this greatly improved the collection rate. However, 
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acclimatisation to the harness can take time and would not have been possible for the 

previous studies in this thesis. Future studies should definitely identify strengths and 

weaknesses of urine collection methods and take measures to mitigate urine losses to ensure 

missing data in longitudinal studies are kept to a minimum.  A number of missing samples 

were apparent in study 2 from chapter 5: A multi-yard study from EOS and control horses. 

Horses were not accustomed to urine collector’s presence and were generally apprehensive to 

urinate meaning that a large percentage of collections were not obtained and this had negative 

implications for data analysis.  

7.6 Chapter 3: The creation of an equine metabolite atlas 

7.6.1 Why do we need a baseline tool? 

A baseline catalogue of metabolites are essential for comparing normal metabolite levels 

against biomarkers or metabolite profiles identified in intervention studies or disease case 

control studies (Fave et al., 2011). Despite headway in metabolic fingerprinting in a variety 

of equine conditions there is paucity in data on baseline biofluid profiles from normal horses 

with the exception of Ralston et al., 2011 whom have explored differences in metabolic 

profiles in differing ages and breeds of horses (Ralston et al., 2011) and the atlas section of 

this thesis has now been published (Escalona et al., 2015). Assessment of the suitability of 

different biofluids for different research questions will also aid researchers in prospective 

study design and analytical focus. In this thesis, the dominant features of the urinary, plasma 

and faecal metabolomes of Thoroughbred racehorses using 1H-NMR spectroscopy have been 

described providing a much-needed reference tool for future research in this important area of 

veterinary medicine. Some interesting equine-specific metabonomic studies include the use 

of the horse as a model for the metabolic response to a dextrose challenge in type-2 diabetes 

(Hodavance et al., 2007) and a laminitic plasma NMR study using an oligofructose overload 
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model (Keller et al., 2011b). Clinically relevant biomarkers are also being identified that  

have the potential to stratify patients at risk of developing laminitis post sepsis (Steelman et 

al., 2014) . These highlight the enormous potential for exploring normal equine physiology 

and pathology-based variation using metabonomic technology. 

7.7 Chapter 4: Exploring sources of variation in population of healthy Tb 

racehorses 

There are challenges in defining a ‘healthy’ metabolic phenotype and chapter 4 explored 

sources of normal variation amongst a healthy population of in-training Thoroughbred 

racehorses. One could argue that racehorses are not necessarily ‘healthy’ based on the World 

Health Organisation’s definition of health which is “a state of complete physical, mental and 

social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. It may be that what is 

deemed ‘healthy’ for a Tb racehorse would be very different for a Shetland pony or Shire 

draft horse and metabonomic work has already been conducted on the differences in 

metabolic phenotypes between some horse breeds (Ralston et al., 2011). Gut microbial co-

metabolites became a focus of this thesis and although the origins of many are well known 

there are still gaps in our knowledge as to the effects these metabolites have on the host. In 

particular, the effects these metabolites may have on the brain and behaviour.  A degree of 

variation in a number of these metabolites, namely hippurate and TMAO was evident within 

yards and further investigations are required to set up acceptable levels of variability of these 

metabolites in the Thoroughbred racehorse.  
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7.7.1 Exercise, clinical chemistry and the equine metabolome 

Exercise has a wide range of effects on the body depending on the type and intensity 

employed; from increasing muscle mass in the long-term to decreasing blood flow to non-

vital organs after intense acute bouts of physical activity (Rowell et al., 1964). A number of 

equine studies show that exercise affects the gastrointestinal tract through alterations in 

motility and transit time (Orton et al., 1985; Pagan et al., 1998).  However, findings often 

conflict due to the intensity of exercise employed, the markers of motility used and transit 

times and confounding factors such as diet and water intake (Van Weyenberg et al., 2006). 

An accelerated colon transit time has been demonstrated in conjunction with exercise in 

humans (Cordain et al., 1986; Oettle, 1991; Koffler et al., 1992; Liu et al., 1993) and faster 

movement through this intestinal segment would decrease the time available for bacterial 

biotransformation of metabolites and therefore their uptake and subsequent appearance in the 

urine. This phenomenon may have contributed to the inverse correlation of urinary p-cresol 

glucuronide levels with exercise demand in this study of in-training Tb racehorses.  

In conjunction with the rigorous demands of racing Thoroughbred racehorses are commonly 

screened for markers of over-training by blood clinical chemistry profiling. This provides 

trainers with a panel of enzymes, namely creatinine kinase (CK) and aspartate 

aminotransferase (AST) as well as liver enzyme Gamma-glutamyl transferase (GGT). Over-

training can lead to poor performance and therefore is important to monitor. A urinary NMR 

fingerprint associated with a rising GGT level was evident and included gut microbial co-

metabolites as well as energy metabolites. This opens up future avenues for research as a 

bedside urinary test of overtraining would be of great benefit to trainer and horse alike by 

eliminating invasive blood sampling and costly laboratory fees and providing instant results.   

As this thesis was not primarily focused on exercise level, metadata pertaining to training 

detail was not collected and therefore it is not possible to draw definitive conclusions about 
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the effects of exercise on the Tb metabolome. However, this body of work does serve as a 

pilot study for future studies exploring the effects of exercise on equine metabolism via 

metabonomic means. 

7.7.2 Effects of antibiotics on gut microbial co-metabolite profiles  

Antibiotic use in early life has been shown to have negative impact on infants including 

altered immune development and antibiotic-associated diarrhoea (Johnson et al., 2005; Alam 

and Mushtaq, 2009; Hoskin-Parr et al., 2013). However, adult gut commensals appear to be 

relatively resilient to therapy with a regrowth of bacteria to pre-treated levels with a month 

has been reported (Dethlefsen et al., 2008; Yap et al., 2008).  Subtle persistent changes in gut 

microbiota were noted in these studies. The effect that this could have on long term health of 

a host is still unknown as a loss of small number of bacteria may have a large functional 

effect. Unsurprisingly a course of oral antibiotics on a horse during longitudinal sampling 

decreased gut bacterial diversity and fermentation products for up to two weeks post 

cessation of treatment. Exploration on the effects of antibiotics on equine metabolism would 

benefit from large-scale metabonomic analysis. The horse in this study ‘returned’ to his 

baseline metabolic profile after two weeks of finishing the prescribed oral course however 

other horses may not have displayed such plasticity in their metabolic movement. Unearthing 

an individual horse’s metabolic baseline could allow the identification of animals at risk of 

severe and long-term alterations to their gut microbiome in the advent of antimicrobial 

therapy. This would be very useful in hospital settings where personalised care in critically ill 

animals could make the difference in mortality outcomes. Although, it must be mentioned 

that despite reasonable assumption that a profound change in gut microbiome can adversely 

affect health change in the gut microbiome and clinically relevant change may not be the 

same thing. 
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A large-scale study using faecal metagenomics and urine metabonomic analysis would 

extend the work carried out by (Costa et al., 2015) on the effects of different antibiotic types 

on the horse microbiome. Taxonomic classification of sequence data answers the question of 

which bacterial types are affected by antibiotic use, but does not provide any information on 

the functional effect of these bacterial alterations.  Metabonomics offers an adjunct to 

genomic sequencing allowing the flux of bacterial metabolites to be monitored through 

analysis of biofluids such as urine and faeces. A number of study types permit the deduction 

of bacterial origin of these metabolites through their lack or diminished appearance in germ 

free, colonisation or antibiotic models (Nicholls et al., 2003; Yap et al., 2008; Marcobal et 

al., 2013). 

7.8 Chapter 5: EOS and associated metabolic profiles  

Human disorders such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) share some similar behavioural 

and clinical phenotypes with EOS. Namely that they are disorders that encompass a wide 

spectrum of severity, mainly occurs in the male population, has a stereotypical behaviour 

component, its onset appears at a young age and gastrointestinal disturbance is commonly 

associated (Van Wijngaarden-Cremers et al., 2014). There is some evidence to suggest that 

GID symptoms in children with ASD may correlate with autism severity (Buie et al., 2010; 

Adams, J. B. et al., 2011) and this is also true of EOS severity and colic incidence in horses. 

Horses that were reported to demonstrate EOS behaviours for prolonged periods of time daily 

were 1.25 times more likely to have a history of a previous episode of colic compared to 

horses in which this behaviour was not seen on a daily basis (Escalona et al., 2014) and this is 

of both clinical and welfare importance. Further investigations assessing the equine 

metabolome can serve as an alternative animal model to ASD as well as uncover reasons for 

gastrointestinal associations in EOS.   
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Future work investigating the link between EOS and the equine metabolome would benefit 

from careful recruitment of horses based on the EOS severity as significant metabolic 

differences may not exist between ‘mild’ crib-biters and control animals. If a dose-dependent 

effect is indeed present between EOS grade and colic risk then this may also be true for 

metabolite profiles associated with this behavioural phenotype.  However, grading crib-biting 

severity in an objective manner is challenging and in addition there is paucity in grading 

methods in the literature. A further consideration is for the researcher to grade the animal 

with or without knowledge from the owner or trainer in order to reduce bias. A previous 

study conducted by the author used two grading methods in a questionnaire given out to 

owners with crib-biting horses. Firstly, a multiple choice question was provided with 3 

grades: mild= rarely seen; moderate,= seen daily and severe= seen for prolonged periods 

daily. A second question used a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) to check owner agreement by 

asking them to specify their level of agreement of EOS severity on a continuous scale, a 

10cm line. Owner’s perceived notion of EOS was well matched in both questions and this 

method could be used to question future owners of crib-biting horses as well as researcher 

assessment (Escalona et al., 2014).  

In addition, it is not evident whether a horses’ current EOS pattern is representative of current 

or previous environmental or management conditions as once the condition is formed it is 

difficult to eradicate. Nonetheless, steps can be taken to reduce its occurrence in some 

animals (Mason and Latham, 2004; Cooper and Albentosa, 2005). Therefore, in future studies 

it would be of interest to track the development of the condition in young animals through 

metabonomics and metagenomics analysis to investigate if there are any microbial alterations 

that correlate with the commencement and progression of the disorder throughout the life of 

these animals.  
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7.9 Chapter 6: Dietary modulation of the equine metabolome and microbiome  

Diet has long been known to influence the gut microbiome and the use of the dietary 

intervention tactics to regulate gut microbial composition can be established. Dietary 

components will offer differing bacterial substrates and therefore acts as a selection pressure 

on certain bacterial populations that favour the diet in use. Pre/probiotic intervention has 

already demonstrated the power to modify the gut microbiome and host energy metabolism 

(Martin, Wang, Sprenger, Yap, Lundstedt, et al., 2008).  However, the interactions between 

nutrients and the microbial community within the gut are only just beginning to be 

elucidated. The work presented here demonstrates that diet is a strong driver for separation 

between samples from horses on different diets and that gut microbial co-metabolites are 

frequently associated with diet type. In addition, faecal lactate production was relatively 

higher on conventionally fed Thoroughbred compared to those on a high-fat diet alternative.  

Interestingly, EOS development and behavioural severity has been shown to be increased by 

an increase in concentrate feeding (Waters et al., 2002; Hothersall and Nicol, 2009).  Cri-

biting behaviour has also been reduced in supplementation with an antacid mixture (Mills and 

Macleod, 2002). Concentrate feeding is known to decrease intestinal pH in horses through 

favouring the proliferation of lactic acid bacteria (LAB) (Milinovich et al., 2008) and in this 

thesis horses faecal lactate was also significantly higher in samples from conventionally fed 

horses compared to those on other diets. If modifying the gut microbiome through diet or 

supplements means we can influence behaviour then we can start to uncover which bacteria 

or bacterial products may be implicated in behavioural abnormalities. Indeed Zeyner and 

colleagues found that aggressive behaviour was minimised in horses fed a diet partially 

replaced by fat compared to a high-starch diet (Zeyner et al., 2004). EOS will not develop in 

all foals kept in the same conditions suggesting that biological predispositions interacts with 

environmental factors and gut bacteria may play a part in these risks.   
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The dietary trial analysed in this thesis could be expanded to include EOS and matched 

controls to evaluate if there are metabolic differences between these animals in response to a 

dietary change. A true control could also be added to the trial to allow for background 

metabolic ‘noise’ to be accounted for that is not due to changes in diet. In this case it would 

be a horse bought in to stabling from grass with the other animals that remained on hay and 

water only and was not provided differing meals as was done in this study.  An increase in 

dietary data would also have been beneficial but as the diets were in formulation by a large 

feed brand the release of data was prohibited.  Faecal genomic sequence would complement 

the metabonomic data obtained in this work to begin to uncover bacterial and metabolite 

correlations. A number of studies have assessed changes in equine microbiota following a 

number of traditional feeding practices, such as that of concentrate feeding versus hay or 

grass-based diets (De Fombelle et al., 2001; Bailey et al., 2002; De Fombelle et al., 2003; 

Willing et al., 2009; Daly et al., 2012; Van Den Berg et al., 2013). A common finding 

amongst these studies is the shift in the ratio of Bacteriodetes and Firmicutes from a 

predominance of Firmicutes in grass fed diets to a predominance in Bacteriodetes in animals 

fed a concentrate diet. This finding is of interest but does not answer whether the ratio of 

these particular phyla are actually bad for the animal. Interestingly in obese mice, pigs and 

humans a lower abundance of Bacteroidetes and corresponding increase in Firmicutes is 

found in faeces in comparison to lean controls (Ley et al., 2005; Turnbaugh et al., 2006; Guo 

et al., 2008). An obese subject can be defined as a sub-optimal clinical phenotype that puts 

the animal at risk of life threatening diseases. Disease risk is also true of horses fed 

inappropriately high rations of concentrates as this predisposes them to certain types of colic 

however the ratios of Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes in this population of at-risk animals is the 

reverse of that found in obese mice. This may be due to the energy harvesting capabilities of 

certain bacterial communities belonging to the Firmicutes phyla and this would be of benefit 
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to an animal that has evolved to feed on low energy diets such as horses at grass. Conversely, 

it would clearly be of detriment to an animal if energy intake was to exceed energy demand. 

It is unknown whether obese horses have different gut microbial community structures 

compared to lean controls or whether perceived healthy ratios of bacteria found in other 

mammals are applicable to the horse due to their differing digestive systems. Deepening our 

understanding of the gut microbiota on health and well-being of the equine host is of great 

advantage to advancing novel opportunities for veterinary and dietary applications. 

7.10 Future perspective 

The gut-brain axis is emerging as an important factor in behavioural and gastrointestinal 

dysfunction (Hughes and Sperandio, 2008; Rhee et al., 2009). The axis is bi-directional, 

allowing the brain to influence the gut and the gut to influence the brain.  This is achieved 

through a variety of routes, such as neural and endocrine pathways. Commensal gut 

microorganisms are capable of producing a variety of neuro-active products and alteration of 

gut bacterial communities will therefore alter their metabolic output (Wang and Kasper, 

2014). Stressful events in early life, such as maternal separation have been shown to exert an 

effect on gut microbiota in rats (O'mahony et al., 2009). Social disruption in rat communities 

has also been shown to alter gut bacterial populations (Bailey et al., 2011). The method of 

weaning in horses has a strong association with the likelihood of a young horse developing 

EOS (Waters et al., 2002). I hypothesise that this stressful life event could lead to gut 

disturbances that influence CNS development and behavioural outcomes.  

This thesis demonstrates the scope of clinical or evidenced based scenarios in collecting and 

analysing meaningful real-world data on the Thoroughbred racehorse metabolome. Bench-

based experiments allow the researcher a greater degree of control over animal and 

environmental effects it does not always translate accurately into real-life settings. Racing 
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yards are fast-paced environments that keep to tight schedules to ensure effective 

management of often hundreds of horses and workers on any one yard. Sample collection for 

metabonomic and metagenomic studies involved little interference with racing routines and 

enables a vast bank of potentially informative biomaterial to be collected.  The work 

described here was well supported by a variety of racing Thoroughbred stakeholders and 

serves as proof of successful on-going collaboration between horseracing and academic 

institutions. Continuing to nurture these industry networks and informing them of findings 

will in time lead to clinical practice incorporating metabonomic technology to track 

Thoroughbred health and potentially performance. For example racehorses with EOS may 

benefit from regular metabonomic screening as well as other at-risk populations concerning 

gastrointestinal disturbance. Interventions can then be targeted at the most relevant 

individuals such a dietary supplementation or probiotics.  

There is also great scope to use metabonomic technology and analysis to investigate 

metabolic phenotypes associated with colic survival post-surgery. Some forms of colic are 

severe and life threatening without surgery and the hospitalised equine colic patient is often 

in need of intensive care involving fluid, pharmaceutical and nutritional treatments. 

Currently, most post-operative colic patients receive relatively similar care regardless of their 

personalised needs and metabonomics could help facilitate a personalised approach to 

treatment and monitoring of a disease course. For example, early identification of horses at 

risk of sepsis would enable earlier interventions and would be of great medical and economic 

value and already there is evidence to suggest that the gut microbiota may be a target for 

improved patient outcome post-surgery (Kinross et al., 2009). 
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This thesis demonstrates the utility of metabonomics in uncovering the complexity of the 

equine host and its unique gut microbiome, the actions of which are difficult to capture in 

experimental situations. The use of animals in a typical working environment helps to 

highlight the breadth of information that can be gained from collection and analysis of 

samples from real time clinical and nutritional settings. Gut microbial metabolism strongly 

influences metabolic signatures displayed by individual animals that also move within 

personalised metabolic trajectories, highlighting the importance of exploring personalised 

medicine in equine health.  

“If you don't like bacteria, you're on the wrong planet.”  Stuart Brand 
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8 Appendix 1: 

Supplementary data  included in this section relates to: 

Chapter 2: Materials and methods for optimised faecal NMR sample preparation protocol 

Chapter 3: Information relevant to the assignments made throughout the thesis and 

demonstrates details of metabolites that were identified in a number of statistical models but 

are as yet unassigned.  

Chapter 4: Sources of variation in a population of in-training Thoroughbred racehorses that 

were serially sampled 

Chapter 5:  Sources of variation in the population of EOS and control Tb racehorses across 

1ysrd over time (study 1) and across 5 yards at a single time point (study 2) 

Chapter 6: Effects of different dietary strategies on the equine metabolome of the 

Thoroughbred racehorse 

Papers published relating to this work  
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8.1 Faecal sample preparation: A optimised protocol 

8.1.1 Summary 

Faecal sample preparation for high throughput NMR experiments was optimised after initial 

analysis in chapter one. Early attempts at analysing faecal samples appeared variable and 

reproducibility was questioned. Here, an optimisation method is described that ensures 

adequate reproducibility, increased spectral resolution and ease of preparation for high 

throughput of samples. This optimisation technique used faecal samples from three horses 

comparing two protocols that were repeated twice for each sample.  

8.1.2 Aims 

To create a preparation technique for faecal samples that ensures 

i. Optimal metabolite recovery 

ii. High reproducibility across samples 

iii. Quick and easy preparation that can be used for high throughput studies 

8.1.3 Introduction 

A number of protocols exist for faecal metabolite extraction and preparation for 1H-NMR 

methods. These include direct filtration, ultrasonic homogenisation, freeze-thaw, physical 

homogenisation and combinations of different extraction solvents (Marchesi, J. et al., 2007; 

Jacobs et al., 2008; Saric et al., 2008). These methods have been developed for human and 

murine samples and have not been trialled on faeces from hind gut fermenting animals.  

Studies have addressed faeces to buffer ratios for 1H-NMR which is important for chemical 

shift consistency and saturation effects (Wu et al., 2010). However, few studies have 

addressed issues arising from herbivorous animals, such as the horse that have high water 

content and heterogeneity of intact dietary matter in faeces. Cattle studies assessing rumenal 

content via 1H-NMR technology employed the use of filters but this dramatically increases 
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preparation time and can introduce artefacts (Ametaj et al., 2010). It is proposed here that 

strained faecal water can provide adequate metabolite recovery that is reproducible and 

minimises sample preparation time.  

8.1.4 Materials and Methods 

8.1.4.1 Animal husbandry 

Fresh faeces were collected from 3 ponies during a morning void (between hours of 7-9 am). 

Samples were placed in polythene bags and sealed. These were processed within two hours of 

collection. All horses were on the same diet and not receiving any treatment at time of 

collection.  

8.1.4.2 One-Dimensional 1H- NMR Spectroscopic Analysis 

8.1.4.2.1 Sample preparation protocols 

Two protocols were investigated, a novel faecal water preparation (fw) and a modified faecal 

preparation using a bead beater (bb) described by (Wu et al., 2010). Both protocols used the 

addition of phosphate buffer. Each protocol was repeated twice using faeces from the same 

horse sample from three separate horses. In total 12 experiments were run. A phosphate 

buffer was used in both instances: 20% phosphate buffer in H2O, 80% D2O, 0.01% TSP and 

3mM NaN3. 

Bead beaten faecal material (bb) 

70mg of faeces were placed with 700ul of phosphate buffer into 2ml graduated skirt tubes 

(Starlab ltd, UK). This mixture was vortexed for 30 seconds and left to stand for 15 minutes. 

Approximately 20 Zirconia 0.1mm beads (Stratech scientific ltd, UK) were added, then bead 

beaten at a speed of 5000g for 30 seconds using three cycles (Precellys®24 machine). The 
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mixture was then centrifuged for 10 minutes and 550ul of the mixture was transferred to 

5mm NMR tubes. 

Faecal water (fw) 

5 g faeces were weighed and strained in 10ml syringes to produce at least 500ul of faecal 

water (fw) collected into Eppendorf tubes. Faeces and fw were weighed. 70ul fw placed in 

700ul of phosphate buffer. The mixture was vortexed for 30 seconds then left to stand for 15 

minutes. This was then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12,000 g. 550ul of the mixture was 

transferred to 5mm NMR tube. 

8.1.4.2.2 1H-NMR Acquisition  

All the extracts (550 ml) were individually transferred into 5 mm NMR tubes for NMR 

spectroscopic analysis. Spectra were acquired on a 600MHz NMR spectrometer (Bruker 

Ultrashield). 1H-NMR spectra were acquired with a Bruker 5mm TXI triple resonance probe 

at 298K using standard one-dimensional 1H-NMR standard pulse programs (NOESY); 128 

scans (16 dummy scans) were collected into 64k data points over a 20 ppm spectral width 

using the first increment of a standard NOE experiment (Bruker pulse program: noesypr1d) 

with water presaturation during the relaxation delay of 2 s and during the mixing time of 

100ms. A line broadening factor of 0.3Hz was applied to the spectra before fourier 

transformation (FT). 

8.1.4.2.3 Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing 

1H-NMR spectra obtained were corrected manually for phase and baseline distortion and 

calibrated to TSP at d 0.0 using TOPSPIN (version 3.1, Bruker Biospin). The water 

resonance was removed at regions from 4.45-5.43 ppm and TSP (-0.02-0.019) and 

normalisation to the probabilistic quotient was applied to the faecal matrix. Global alignment 

techniques were not used on the data to avoid introduction of artefacts. 
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8.1.5 Results 

8.1.5.1 Unsupervised analysis: PCA 

Both protocols gave similar metabolite recovery and fw protocol showed greater 

reproducibility than bb methods. This was shown by tightly clustered data points in PCA 

scores plots for the fw samples compared to bb pairs (Figure 8.1A and C). However, run 

order needed to be accounted for (Figure 8.1D). Pairs at the end of the run did show less 

clustering, but these were also from the same horse. Separation in the first PC was attributed 

to increases in acetate (seen in horse 3).  Samples also clustered with respect to horse origin 

as seen in Figure 8.1B. 
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8.1.6 Discussion 

8.1.7 Sample storage 

Sample storage conditions have an effect on metabolite recovery of faecal matter. Fresh 

versus frozen human faecal samples have been shown to have intensity changes in a number 

of metabolites.  Studies investigating storage methods demonstrate that the freeze thaw 

process appears to increase levels of glucose and a number of amino acids (Saric et al., 

2008). Other studies have tried to emulate these changes and have been unsuccessful 

(Bezabeh et al., 2009). The samples used in this pilot study were fresh. However, it is 

frequently impractical to analyse faecal material fresh so for large scale studies all samples 

will be frozen and analysed within batches experiencing one freeze thaw cycle.  

8.1.8 Sample preparation  

The main source of variation between samples was variation in acetate levels. One possible 

cause of this could be due to bacterial activity and production of SCFA. Sodium azide was 

used as a bacteriostatic agent. However, the concentration used may not have been adequate 

for cessation of bacterial activity in faecal samples (3mM NaN3), compared to urine and 

plasma which should have very little if any bacteria. An increase in sodium azide 

concentration (to 10mM) could negate this issue as well as the time the sample is left in the 

buffer solution before analysis (currently 15 minutes). This was trialled before adoption to 

larger scale studies and the increase in sodium azide concentration limited acetate increase 

from faecal water taken from the same sample left out for different lengths of time (data not 

shown).  
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8.1.9 Unsupervised multivariate data analysis 

PCA showed that paired samples treated in identical manners were more reproducible 

following a faecal water protocol compared to a bead beater protocol. It should be noted 

however, that all samples were within the Hotellings T ellipse that denotes the 95% 

confidence interval, as a result no outliers were observed.  Unfortunately, analytical run order 

was not randomised between protocol types and later analysed samples may have suffered 

from a greater degree of bacterial degradation as acetate levels were increased and caused 

deviation of these samples from the main body of scores in PCA. This model also 

demonstrates a degree of clustering based on horse type regardless of protocol used with 

some overlap between horses 1 and 2. The number of horses sampled in this pilot study is 

small and cannot provide enough evidence for ‘normal’ or expected degrees of variability 

between animals, although previous studies have shown that faecal analysis is inherently 

more variable than urine or plasma samples (Saric et al., 2008). Horse 3 samples that 

underwent bead beater preparation deviate from the main scores due to its higher levels of 

acetate. This could again be due to the order in the analytical run and bacterial activity or this 

horse could be inherently more variable than the other horses. Samples from the same horse 

but under faecal water protocols and earlier in the run do not show the same levels of acetate.  

8.1.10 Metabolite recovery  

Metabolite extraction using water methods appears to show a relatively low number of 

metabolite peaks compared to other mammalian studies. Human studies have revealed greater 

numbers of aromatic compounds which are minimal in this study (Marchesi, J. et al., 2007; 

Jacobs et al., 2008). However, studies assessing faecal headspace using select ion flow tube – 

mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS) have found similar results (Turner et al., 2013). Extensive 

hindgut fermentation may lead to utilisation and breakdown of metabolites by bacterial 

communities as well as bacterial breakdown in the faeces itself. Samples were prepared 
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within 2 hours of collection. However, in this time bacterial activity may have dramatically 

altered metabolite composition. Sodium azide present in the buffer will limit bacterial activity 

but no other bacteriocidal or bacteriostatic preservatives were added to the biomaterial.  

Metabolite recovery could potentially be increased by adding in a number of freeze thaw 

cycles (lyophilisation) to aid cell wall destruction but sample composition will alter from 

collection point and this is a tie consuming exercise. Methanol extraction methods have been 

investigated but these appear only beneficial for the recovery of lipids. The scarcity of equine 

metabonomic work means this thesis exploits untargeted analytical methods to ensure the 

breadth of metabolic information present in any one biofluid is shown. Water extraction 

methods were therefore chosen as is superior for the recovery of a wide range of metabolites 

such as amino acids, glucose, glycerol, pyruvate, fumarate, succinate and malonate (Jacobs et 

al., 2008)(Jacobs et al., 2008)(Jacobs et al., 2008)(Jacobs et al., 2008)(Jacobs et al., 

2008)(Jacobs et al., 2008)(Jacobs DM, Deltimple N, van Velzen E, van Dorsten FA, 

Bingham M, et al., 2008)[403](Jacobs et al., 2008)(Jacobs et al., 2008)(Jacobs et al., 

2008)(Jacobs et al., 2008). 

Faecal pH has also been found to affect metabolite recovery. A pH of greater than 7 has been 

shown to provide the greatest recovery of short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) and a pH less than 

5 is good for detecting phenolic acids (Bezabeh et al., 2009).  Thoroughbred horses in 

training commonly received a high starch diet. This dietary practice is essential for energy 

demands of the athlete but encourages starch hind gut fermentation. This in turn drops the pH 

of the hind gut and resultant faeces which is suboptimal for cellulolytic and lactate utilising 

bacteria (Richards et al., 2006). Therefore, it may be beneficial to assess pH before and after 

the addition of a buffer. 
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Recommendations: 

Based on the findings from the pilot study the faecal water protocol was used in a large 

sample set with sample preparation amendments to improve reproducibility and metabolite 

recovery between samples. Adjustments to the sample preparation protocol included snap 

freezing faecal samples as soon as collected in liquid nitrogen before storage at -80o.  The 

buffer solution used had increased sodium azide concentration (from 3mM to 10mM). 

Samples were prepared in batches to be analysed. This minimised time spent at room 

temperature. See Chapter 2 for more detailed methods where 305 faecal samples were 

analysed via 1H-NMR and 14 duplicate samples were randomly placed in the run to check for 

repeatability of results. 80% of samples displayed adequate reproducibility when visualised 

via PCA (data shown in Appendix Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.2 Chapter 3: Representative NMR spectra
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Figure 8.6: 800MHz 1H 13C HSQC NMR spectrum of the aromatic region of urine between δ8-7ppm. Key: metabolite identification is provided in Table 2 and 
appendices.  
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8.3 Chapter 3: Assigned metabolites  

Table 9: Table listing assignments of dominant visible resonances 
Multiplicity (s=singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet, m=multiplet, dd=doublet of doublets) and location of metabolite 

 =Urine,     =Plasma, =Faeces). Metabolites marked by a dagger (Ϯ) are tentative assignments due to the 
absence of some spectral values, likely due to  low abundance. 

No Compound δ 1H δ 13C Moiety  Function 
1 

 
2-Hydroxy-3-methylbutyric acid 0.82 (d) 

0.97 (d) 
2.01 (m) 
3.84 (d) 

- 
- 
- 
79.2 

CH3 
CH3 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Energy source 
 

2 
 

2-Methylbutyrate 0.86 (t) 
1.04 (d) 
1.39 (m) 
1.49 (m) 
2.2 (m) 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

CH3 
CH3 
CH2 
CH2 
CH 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Energy source 

3 
 

Ϯ 

3-hydroxy-4-methoxymandelic 
acid 

3.87 (s) 
5.90 (s) 
6.85 (dd) 
6.90 (dd) 
7.05 (dd) 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

CH3 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Product of 
catecholamines 
 

4 
 

3-Hydroxyphenylacetate 3.48 (s) 
6.79 (m) 
6.81(m) 
6.86 (dd) 
7.26 (t) 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

CH2 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Microbial metabolite. 
Involved in tyrosine 
metabolism 

5 
 

3-Indoxyl sulfate 7.2 (dd) 
7.28 (dd) 
7.38 (s) 
7.51 (d) 
7.71 (d) 

124.4 
124.4 
118.8 
115.2 
120.3 

CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian, dietary & 
microbial protein 
metabolite 
 

6 
 

3-phenylpropionoate 2.50 (t) 
2.89 (t) 
7.30 (m) 

- 
- 
- 

CH2 
CH2 
CH × 5 

Dietary metabolite. 
Protein catabolism 

7 
 

3-Ureidopropionic acid 2.36 (t) 
3.29 (q) 

40.2 
40.3 

CH2 
CH2 
 

Mammalian metabolite. β 
alanine metabolism. 
Pyrimidine metabolism 
 

8 
 

4-hydroxy-3-methoxymandelic 
acid 

3.88 (s) 
4.85 (s) 
6.88 (m) 
7.02 (d)  

- 
- 
188.8 
113.7 

CH3 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Product of 
catecholamines 
 

9 
 

Ϯ 
 

5-Aminovalerate 1.64 (m) 
2.25 (t) 
3.02 (t) 

26.8 
- 
41.8 

CH2 × 2 
CH2 
CH2 
 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. Involved in 
protein & amino acid 
biosynthesis 

10 
  
 
 

Acetate 1.92 (s) 96.4 CH3 
 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. Involved in 
pyruvate metabolism & 
fatty acid biosynthesis  

11 
  
 

Acetoacetate 2.24 (s) 
3.43 (s) 

32 
57.2 

CH3 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in ketone body, 
butanoate & tyrosine 
metabolism  

12 
 

Adipate 1.56 (m) 
2.22 (m) 

 CH2× 2 
CH2COOH × 2 

Dietary metabolite 

13 
  
  
 

Alanine 1.46 (d) 
3.78 (q) 

- 
47.7 

CH3 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved urea cycle, 
Glucose- alanine cycle & 
Glycine & serine 
metabolism 

14 
 

β Alanine 2.56 (t) 
3.20 (t) 

- 
- 

CH2COOH 
NCH2 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Naturally occurring amino 
acid. Involved in 
Pantothenate & CoA 
biosynthesis,  Pyrimidine, 
& Aspartate metabolism 

15 
 

Allantoate 5.26 (s) - CH Mammalian metabolite. 
Nitrogen source from uric 
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acid degradation. 

16 
 

Allantoin 5.39 (s) 66.5 CH Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. Product of 
purine metabolism. 

17 
 

Ϯ 

α-Aminoadipate 1.65 (m) 
1.83 (m) 
1.90 (m) 
2.25 (t) 
3.74 (m) 
 

24.5 
- 
26.6Ϯ 
40.0 
57.5 

CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH 
CHNH2 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in amino acid 
biosynthesis & lysine 
degradation. Neuro-active 
properties.  

 18 
 

-Aminoisobutyrate 1.19 (d) 
2.63 (m) 
3.04 (dd) 
3.11 (dd) 

17.9 
42.1 
45.4 
45.8 

CH3 
CH 
CH2 
CH2 
 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Protein synthesis & amino 
acid biosynthesis 

19 
 

Ϯ 

Aniline 6.70 (d) 
6.78 (t) 
7.17 (t) 

- CH x 2 
CH 
CH x 2 

Mammalian origin 

20 
 

Arabinose 3.52 (dd) 
3.68 (m) 
3.82 (dd) 
3.90 (m) 
3.95 (m) 
4.02 (m) 
4.52 (d) 
5.25 (d) 

76.4 
69.8 
70.0 
70.3 
-- 
- 
- 

CH 
CH &  CH2 
CH 
CH &  CH2 
CH 
CH &  CH2 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Pentose sugar  

21 
 
 
 

Arginine 1.66 (m) 
1.72 (m) 
1.87 (m) 
3.23 (t) 
3.70 (t) 

- 
- 
33.3 
43.6 
61.5 

CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH 

Dietary metabolite. 
Essential amino acid. 
Involved in Urea cycle, 
Transcription/ Translation, 
Arginine & Proline 
metabolism & Glycine & 
Serine metabolism 

22 
  
 

Asparagine 2.92 (ddd) 
4.00 (dd) 

33.19 
54.5 

CH2 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Essential amino acid 
involved in Transcription/ 
Translation, Aspartate 
metabolism & Ammonia 
recycling 

23 
 

Aspartate 2.7 (dd) 
2.81 (dd) 
3.9 (dd) 

- 
- 
- 

CH2 
CH2 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Essential amino acid. 
Involved in Transcription/ 
Translation, Aspartate 
metabolism, Arginine, 
Proline & Beta alanine 
metabolism. Malate-
aspartate shuttle 
Urea cycle & Ammonia 
recycling  

24 
 

Butyrate 0.9 (t) 
1.56 (tq) 
2.16 (t) 

16.1 
22.0 
42.4 

CH3 
CH2 
CH2 

Mammalian, dietary & 
microbial metabolite. 
Involved in Cell signalling, 
energy source, 
membrane stability & fatty 
acid biosynthesis 

25 
 

Caprylate 0.89 (m) 
1.30 (m) 
1.55 (m) 
2.19 (t) 

16.3 
31.6 
29.1 
40.4 

CH3 
CH2 × 4 
CH2 
CH2 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Involved in 
cell signalling, energy 
source, & membrane 
stability.  

26 
 
 

Choline 3.22 (s) 
3.66 (m) 
4.31(m) 

56.9 
68.9 
62.5 

CH3 × 3 
CH2N 
CH2OH 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Essential 
vitamin. Involved in 
Acetylcholine, 
Phospholipid, Glycine, 
Serine & Threonine 
metabolism. 

27 
 

Cholesterol 0.84 (d) 
0.95 (d) 
0.98 (m) 
1.03 (s) 
1.32 (m) 
1.57 (m) 
1.99 (m) 

25.5 
- 
- 
21.2 
23.4 
27.7 
32.2 

CH3 
CH3 
CH × 3 
CH3 
CH × 5 
CH × 4 
CH × 2 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Lipid found in 
all cell membranes. Used 
as energy source, 
membrane integrity & 
component of bile & 
steroids.    
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2.23 (m) 
5.27 (dd) 

- 
130.4 

CH 
CH 

28 
  
 

Citrate 2.56 (d) 
2.73 (d) 

47.4 
47.8 

CH2 
CH2 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Component of 
Glycoxylate & 
dicarboxylate metabolism. 
Involved in citric acid 
cycle.  

29 
  
 

Creatine 3.04 (s) 
3.93 (s) 

40.3 
- 

CH3 
CH2 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in Arginine, 
Proline, Glycine, Serine & 
Threonine metabolism  

30 
  
 

Creatinine 3.05 (s) 
4.06 (s) 

33.2 
59.6 

CH3 
CH2 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Breakdown product of 
creatine phosphate in 
muscle. Indicator of renal 
function 

31 
 

Dihydrothymine 1.07 (d) 
2.47 (m) 
3.17 (dd) 
3.49 (dd) 

17.4 
34.2 
44.8 
46.8 

CH3 
CH 
CH2 × 0.5 
CH2 × 0.5 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in thymine & 
pyrimidine metabolism 

32 
  
 

Dimethylamine (DMA) 2.73 (s) 37.6 CH3 Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. Osmolyte 
function 

33 
 

Dimethylglycine (DMG) 2.93 (s) 
3.71 (s) 

46.7 
- 

CH3 × 2 
CH2 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. Involved in 
Choline, Glycine, 
Serine,Threonine & 
Methionine metabolism 

34 
 

  

Dimethyl sulfone 3.16 (s) 44.4 CH3 × 2 Mammalian, dietary & 
microbial metabolite. 
Osmolyte, enzyme co 
factor & signalling 
functions 

35 
 

Ethanolamine 3.14 (t) 
3.82 (t) 

- 
- 
 

CH2NH2 
CH2OH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in 
Glycerophospholipid 
metabolism 

36 
 

Ethyl glucoside 
 

1.24 (t) 
3.57 (t) 
3.79 (t) 

18.5 
65.7 
- 

CH3 
CH 
CH 

Dietary metabolite.  

37 
  
 
 

Formate 8.46 (s) - CH Microbial metabolite. 
Involved in Acetate & 
Folate metabolism. 
Responsible for metabolic 
acidosis & disrupting 
mitochondrial electron 
transport. Preservative in 
livestock feeds. 

38 
  
 
 

Glucose 3.25 (dd) 
3.44 (m) 
3.49 (m) 
3.54 (dd) 
3.72 (m) 
3.87 (dd) 
4.66 (d) 
5.23 (d) 

76.2 
73.0 
78.7 
74.2 
75.3 
63.9 
99.0 
95.2 
 

CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH2OH & CH 
CH2OH & CH 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in 
gluconeogenesis, 
glycolysis & the 
metabolism of Retinol, 
starch & Sucrose, 
Galactose & Nucleotide 
sugars.  

39 
  
 

 

Glutamate 2.06 (m) 
2.35 (m) 
3.74 (dd) 

25.6 
36.5 
57.2 

CH2 × 0.5 
CH2 × 0.5 
CH2 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Key molecule in cellular 
metabolism. 
Neurotransmitter function. 
Involved in many amino 
acid cycles, Urea cycle & 
Ammonia recycling  

40 
  
 
 

Glutamine 2.14 (m) 
2.46 (m) 
3.77 (t) 

29.5 
33.9 
57.5 

CH2 
CH2 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Energy source & essential 
amino acid .Involved in 
many amino acid cycles. 
Also, Urea cycle, 
Ammonia recycling 
involvement.  

41 
 

Glycerol 3.56 (dd) 
3.65 (dd) 

65.7 
65.7 

CH2 
CH2 

Mammalian metabolite 
involved in Galactose & 
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3.79 (m) - CH Glycerolipid metabolism. 
A component of 
triglycerides. Energy 
source  

42 
  
 
 

Glycine 3.57 (s) 44.8 CH2 Mammalian metabolite. 
Non-essential amino acid. 
Involved in production of 
DNA, phospholipids & 
collagen & as an energy 
source  

43 
 

Ϯ 

Glycogen   3.60 (m) 
3.62 (m) 
3.88 (m) 
 

75.8 
75.1 
65.5 
 

CH × 3 
CH × 2 
CH × 4 
 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Principal storage of 
glucose.  

44 
 

Ϯ 

Glycerol 3 phosphate 3.61 (dd) 
3.67 (dd) 
3.82 (m) 

- 65.4 
65.7 
74.3 

Mammalian origin 

45 
 

Guanidoacetate 3.80 (s) 46.6 CH2 Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in the 
metabolism of Arginine & 
Proline, Glycine, Serine & 
Threonine  

46 
 

Hippurate 3.97 (d) 
7.55 (tt) 
7.64 (tt) 
7.84 (dd) 

46.9 
132.3 
135.1 
130.4 

CH2 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. Created by 
the conjugation of 
Benzoate & Glycine  

47 
 

Histidines 3.14 (dd) 
3.25 (dd) 
3.97 (dd) 
7.08 (s) 
7.83 (s) 

- 
- 
- 
117.4 
- 

CH2  
CH2 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Essential 
amino acid for young 
mammals. Anti-
inflammatory & neuro-
active properties. Involved 
in Ammonia recycling, 
Nitrogen metabolism 
 

48 
 

α Hydroxybutyrate 0.9 (t) 
1.68 (m) 
4 (dd) 

- 
29.4 
74.8 

CH3 
CH2 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in Propanoate 
metabolism. Often 
increased in lactic or 
ketoacidosis  

49 
 

β Hydroxybutyrate 1.2 (d) 
2.32 (dd) 
2.41 (dd) 
4.16 (dt) 

21.9 
- 
- 
- 

CH3 
CH2  
CH2 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Ketone body & energy 
source. Involved in fatty 
acid synthesis 

50 
 

  

α - Hydroxyisobutyrate 1.36 (s) 29.9 CH3 × 2 Mammalian metabolite 
involved in threonine & 
glutathione metabolism 

51 
 

 

Hydroquinone 6.81 (s) 119.8 CH X4 Dietary & microbial 
metabolite 

52 
 

Hypotaurine 2.66 (t) 
3.37 (t) 

58.5 
40.7 

CH2SO2H 
CH2NH2 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Antioxidant & is involved 
in Taurine metabolism  

53 
 

Indole-3-acetate 3.66 (s) 
7.17 (dd) 
7.24 (m) 
7.5 (d) 
7.63 (d) 

- 
122.1 
127.1 
115.0 
121.4 

CH2 
CH 
CH × 2 
CH 
CH 

Microbial & plant 
metabolite. Involved in 
Tryptophan metabolism 

54 
 
 

Isobutyrate 1.06 (d) 
2.39 (m) 

 CH3 × 2 
CH 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite.  Short chain 
fatty acid  

55 
 
 
 

Isoleucine 0.94 (t) 
1.01 (d) 
1.26 (m) 
1.48 (m) 
1.98 (m) 
3.68 (d) 

13 
17.5 
- 
25.4 
- 
65.6 

CH3 
CH3 
CH2  
CH2 
CH 
CH 

Dietary & plant 
metabolite. Essential 
branched chain amino 
acid. Involve din stress 
energy & muscle 
metabolism. Component 
of Valine, Leucine & 
Aminoacyl-tRNA 
biosynthesis  

56 
 

Isovalerate 0.91 (d) 
1.96 (m) 
2.06 (d) 
 

24.8 
26.0 
49.4 

CH3 × 2 
CH 
CH2 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Involved in 
cell signalling, energy 
source & membrane 
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integrity  

57 
 
 
 

Lactate 1.32 (d) 
4.10 (q) 

23.1 
71.6 

CH3 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Produced via muscle 
metabolism. Involved in 
Pyruvate, Propanoate &  
Cysteine metabolism & 
Gluconeogenesis  

58 
  
 

Leucine 0.95 (d) 
1.71 (m) 
3.69 (m) 

23.9 
29.4 
57.5 

CH3 × 2 
CH2 & CH 
CH 

Essential branched chain 
amino acid. Involved in 
stress, energy & muscle 
metabolism. Valine & 
Isoleucine degradation. 
Transcription/translation.  

59 
 

Lipids in LDL and VLDL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unsaturated Lipids 

0.84 (m) 
1.24 (m) 
1.29 (m) 
1.56 (m) 
1.96 (m) 
2.03 (m) 
2.23 (m) 
2.69 (m) 
2.75 (m) 
0.88 (t) 
1.31 (m) 
1.58 (m) 
5.29 (m) 
5.27 (m) 

17..0 
32.6 
25.4 
27.6 
30.0 
30.1 
36.4 
28.4 
- 
25.5Ϯ 
32.3 
27.6 
132.3 
130.7 

CH3(CH2)n 
(CH)n 
CH2CH2CH2CO 
CH2CH2CO 
CH2C=C 
CH2C=C 
CH2CO 
C-CCH2C=C 
C=CCH2C=C 
CH3CH2CH2C= 
CH2CH2CH2CO 
CH2CH2CO 
=CHCH2CH2 
=CHCH2CH2 

Lipids & lipoproteins 
Energy & lipid metabolism 

60 
 

 

Lysine 1.49 
1.71 
1.88 
3.01 
3.74 

25.6 
29.7 
32.2 
42.1 
57.5 

CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CHNH2 

Essential amino acid. 
Dietary origin 
 

 61 
 

Ϯ 
 

Malic acid 2.36 (dd) 
2.68 (dd) 
4.31 (dd) 

- CH2 
CH2 
CHOH 

Mammalian origin, 
intermediate of TCA cycle  

62 
 

Ϯ 

Maleic anhydride 6.18 (s) 104.2 CH × 2 Product of maleic acid 
when dehydrated 

63 
 

Malonate 3.16 (s) 
 

- CH2 Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in Aspartate 
metabolism & fatty acid 
biosynthesis  

64 
 

Maltose 3.27 (dd) 
3.41 (t) 
3.58 (m) 
3.62 (m) 
3.66 (m) 
3.70 (m) 
3.76 (m) 
3.84 (m) 
3.90 (dd) 
3.93 (d) 
3.96 (m) 
5.23 (d) 
5.43 (d) 

77.2 
72.5 
76.5 
78.1 
75.9 
75.9 
63.6 
63.6 
70.1 
70.3 
- 
94.9 
- 

CH 
CH 
CH × 2 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH2 & CH 
CH2 
CH2 & CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Starch & sucrose 
metabolism 
 

65 
 

Methionine 2.15 (m) 
2.65 (t) 
3.85 (dd) 

30.0 
28.4 
55.0 

CH3 & CH2 
CH2 
CH 

Dietary metabolite & 
Essential amino acid. 
Involved in Aminoacyl-
tRNA biosynthesis & 
Glycine, Serine & 
Threonine, Histidine, 
Methionine, Selenoamino 
acid & Tyrosine 
metabolism  

66 
 

Methylguanidine 2.82 (s) 
3.36 (s) 

30.4 
52.0 

CH3 
CH3 
 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Compound produced in 
protein catabolism. Has 
anti- inflammatory 
functions  

67 
 

Ϯ 
 

Muconic acid 5.94 (m) 
7.9 (m) 

- CH X 2 
CH X2 

Mammalian, dietary and 
microbial origin 
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68 
 

Ϯ 

Nicotinurate 3.99 (d) 
7.60 (ddd) 
8.24 (dt) 
8.7 (dd) 
8.93 (dd) 

46.8 
132.0 
- 
- 
- 

CH2 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Acyl glycine involved in 
fatty acid metabolism  

69 
 

Orotate 6.21(s) 101.5 CH Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Pyrimidine 
metabolism  

70 
 

Ϯ 

Pantothenate 0.89 (s) 
0.94 (s) 
2.42 (t) 
3.41 (d) 
3.45 (q) 
3.52 (d) 
3.99 (s) 

21 
24.7 
39.1 
- 
38.4 
70.5 
79.3 

CH3 × 2 
CH3× 2 
CH2COOH 
CH2OH 
CH2NH 
CH2OH 
CHOH 

Dietary metabolite. 
Vitamin B5. Required to 
form coenzyme-A  
 

71 
  
 

 

Phenylacetate 3.54 (s) 
7.31 (m) 
7.39 (m) 

47.5 
130.0 
130.3 

CH2 
CH × 3 
CH × 2 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite  

72 
  
 

Phenylacetylglycine (PAG) 3.67 (s) 
3.75 (d) 
7.35 (m) 
7.42 (t) 

45.3 
46.6 
132.2 
132.0 

CH2 
CH2 
CH × 3 
CH × 2 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in phospholipid 
metabolism 

73 
 

Phenylalanine 3.11 (dd) 
3.27 (dd) 
3.98 (dd) 
7.32 (d) 
7.36 (m) 
7.42 (m) 

- 
- 
57.2 
- 
- 
- 

CH2 × 0.5 
CH2 × 0.5 
CH × 2 
CH 
CH × 2 

Dietary & plant 
metabolite. Essential 
amino acid involved in 
Aminoacyl-tRNA, 
Novobiocin biosynthesis 
& Tyrosine & Tryptophan 
metabolism. Precursor of 
neurotransmitters  

74 
 
 

Ϯ 

Phosphocholine  3.22 (s) 
3.57 (t) 
4.16 (dd) 

57.1 
69.0 
63.9 

CH3 × 3 
CH 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in phospholipid 
biosynthesis 

75 
 

Ϯ 

Proline betaine 2.18 (m) 
2.30 (m) 
2.5 (m) 
3.11 (s) 
3.29 (s) 
3.54 (s) 

- 
55.1 
- 
48.9 
55.1 
- 

CH2 
CH 
CH2 
CH 
CH3 
CH3 
  

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. 
Osmoprotective function. 
Liked with ingestion of 
citrus fruits in humans  

76 
 

Propionate 1.06 (t) 
2.19 (q) 

13.06 
33.4 

CH3 
CH2 

Dietary & Microbial 
metabolite. Short chained 
fatty acid. End product of 
intestinal microbial 
digestion of 
carbohydrates  

77 
 

Putrescine 1.74 (m) 
3.02 (m) 

26.4 
41.7 

CH2 × 2 
CH2 × 2 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. Product of 
protein degradation. 
Involved in Argiine & 
Proline, Glycine, Serine & 
Threonine, Histidine, 
Methane, Phenylalanine, 
Tryptophan, Tyrosine, 
Spermidine & beta-
alanine metabolism. An 
RNA component  

78 
 

Pyridoxine 7.67 (s) 
2.47 (t) 

128.2 
- 

CH2 
CH3 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Involved in B6 
metabolism  

79 
  
 

Pyruvate 2.38 (s) - CH3 
 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Intermediate compound in 
metabolism of 
carbohydrates, proteins & 
fats. Involved in muscle 
metabolism & is an 
energy source  

80 
 

p-cresol glucuronide 2.29 (s) 
3.87 (d) 
7.06 (d) 
7.23 (d) 

22.6 
119.7 
119.7 

CH3 
CH × 2 
CH × 2 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite 

81 p-cresol sulfate 2.34 (s) 22.9 CH3 Mammalian & microbial 
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7.21 (d) 
7.27 (d) 

133.2 
133.2 

CH × 2 
CH × 2 

metabolite  

82 
  
 

p-hydroxybenzoate 6.92 (d) 
7.81 (d) 

118.8 
134.2 

CH × 2 
CH × 2 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite  

83 
  
 
 

p-hydroxyphenylacetate 3.45 (s) 
6.87 (d) 
7.17 (d) 

40.3 
118.4 
133.4 

CH2 
CH × 2 
CH × 2 

Microbial & dietary 
metabolite. Involved in 
Tyrosine metabolism  

84 
 

p-hydroxyphenyllactate 2.81 (dd) 
3.02 (dd) 
4.21 (dd) 
6.86 (d) 
7.19 (s) 

48.7 Ϯ 
42.4 
76.5 
119.2 Ϯ 
129.7Ϯ 

CH2 
CH2 
CH 
CH × 2 
CH × 2 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite  

85 
 

p-hydroxyphenylpyruvate 3.92 (s) 
6.97 (m) 
7.73 (m) 
 

46.8 
117.9 
132.3 

CH2 
CH x2 
CH x2 
 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. A keto acid 
involved in Tyrosine & 
Phenylalanine 
metabolism.  

86 
 

Quinate 1.88 (dd) 
1.98 (ddd) 
2.07 (m) 
3.57 (dd) 
4.01 (dd) 
4.15 (q) 

43.7 
40.4 
43.7 
78.3 
70.6 
73.6 

CH2 × 0.5 
CH2 × 0.5 
CH2 × 0.5 × 2 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Plant & microbial 
metabolite. A sugar acid 
that is involved in 
Hippurate metabolism. 

87 
 

Quinone 6.80 (s) 120.0 CH × 4 Mammalian metabolite 
involved in the 
metabolism of Riboflavin 
& Tyrosine. Also involved 
in Coumarin & Lignin 
biosynthesis 

88 
 

Ϯ 

Raffinose 3.53 (m) 
3.68 (s) 
3.80 (m) 
3.96 (t) 
4.00 (d) 
4.04 (m) 
4.23 (d) 
5.07 (d) 
5.43 (d) 

72 
65.9 
65 
73 
72.2 
- 
- 
103.4 
- 

CH × 2 
CH2 
CHOH &  CH2 
CH 
CH 
CH × 2  CH2  
CH 
CH 
CH 

Plant metabolite. A 
trisaccharide 
carbohydrate (galactose, 
fructose & glucose)  
 

89 
 
 

Scyllo-inositol 3.35 (s) 76.41 CHOH × 6  Dietary metabolite 
 

90 
 

Sebacate 1.31(s) 
1.54(m) 
2.17(t) 

22.3 
28.7 
- 

CH2 × 4  
CH2 × 2 
CH2 × 2 

Mammalian metabolite 
 

91 
  
 

Serine 3.85 (dd) 
3.95 (dd) 
4.00 (dd) 

59.4 
63.6 

CH 
CH2 
CH2 

Mammalian & Dietary 
metabolite. Nonessential 
amino acid derived from 
Glycine. Important for 
normal neurological 
function  

92 
 

Succinate 2.41 (s) 36.8 CH2 × 2 Mammalian metabolite 
involved in citric acid 
cycle, Glutamate, 
Arginine & Proline, 
Butanoate, Propanoate 
metabolism & in synthesis 
of Carnitine, A DNA 
component  

93 
  
 
 

Taurine 3.27 (t) 
3.43 (t) 

50.8 
38.5 

CH2SO3 
CH2NH2 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Essential 
amino acid involved in 
Hypotaurine metabolism 
& bile acid biosynthesis. 
Neurotransmitter, cell 
membrane & ion transport 
functions  

94 
  
 
 

Threonine 1.33 (d) 
3.59 (d) 
4.26 (m) 

22.1 
63.4 
69.2 

CH3 
CHNH2 
CHOH 

Dietary & plant 
metabolite. Essential 
amino acid involved in 
transcription/translation, 
Glycine & Serine, 
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metabolism & the 
biosynthesis of 
Aminoacly-tRNA. Neuro-
active properties  

95 
  
 
 

Trimethylamine-N-oxide 
(TMAO) 

3.27 (s) 62.7 CH3 
 

Mammalian & microbial 
metabolite. 
Osmoprotective 
properties. Derived from 
TMA & Choline  

96 
 

Trans-aconitate 3.46 (s) 
6.60 (s) 

40.1 
134.0 

CH2 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite 

97 
 

Ϯ 

Trigonelline 4.43 (s) 
8.07 (m) 
8.82 (m) 
9.11 (s) 

51.2 
130.2 
- 
- 

CH3 
CH 
CH X2 
CH 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Involved in 
Niacin (vit B3) 
metabolism.  

98 
 

Trimethylamine (TMA) 2.91 (s) 46.3 CH3 × 3 Mammalian & microbial  
metabolite. Involved in 
Choline & TMAO 
metabolism  

99 
 
 

Tyrosine 3.02 (dd) 
3.17(dd) 
3.92(dd) 
6.89 (d) 
7.19 (d) 
 

- 
- 
- 
118.0 
133.7 

CH2 × 0.5 
CH2 × 0.5 
CH 
CH × 2 
CH × 2 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Essential amino acid. 
Neurotransmitter 
precursor. Involved in 
Phenylalanine, 
Tyrptophan, Stilbene, 
Coumarine & Lignin 
biosynthesis 

100 
 

Uracil 5.88 (d) 
7.50 (d) 

- 
- 

CHCO 
CHCNH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Pyrimidine found in RNA. 
Involved in Pyrimidine & 
Beta-Alanine metabolism 
& in the Coenzyme A & 
polysaccharides 
biosynthesis  

101 
 

Urea 5.78 (s) - NH2 × 2 Mammalian metabolite. 
Formed from liver from 
NH3. End product of 
protein catabolism. A 
waste product  

102 
 

Ϯ 

Uridine 7.90 (d) 
5.91 (d) 

144.8 
90.4 

CH 
CH 

Mammalian metabolite. 
Component of pyrimidine 
metabolism.  

103 
  
 
 

Valine 0.99 (d) 
1.04 (d) 
2.28 (m) 
3.62 (d) 

19 
20 
31 
63.5 

CH3 
CH3 
CH 
CHNH2 

Dietary metabolite. 
Proteinogenic essential 
amino acid. A branched 
chain amino acid involved 
in stress, energy & 
muscle metabolism as 
well as Leucine & 
Isoleucine biosynthesis. 
Neurological defects with 
a deficiency  

104 
 

Valerate 0.88 (t) 
1.30 (m) 
1.52 (m) 

15.9 
- 
29.7 

CH3 
CH2 
CH2 

Mammalian & dietary 
metabolite. Energy 
source. 

105 
 

Xanthine 7.79 (s) - CH Mammalian metabolite. A 
purine base involved in 
Uric acid & Purine 
metabolism 

106 
 

Xylose 3.21 (dd) 
3.31 (dd) 
3.42 (t) 
3.51 (dd) 
3.63 (m) 
3.91 (dd) 
4.57 (d) 
5.19 (d) 
 

77.0 
- 
78.8 
74.4 
- 
67 
96.7 
94.9 

CH 
CH2 
CH 
CH 
CH2 & CH 
CH2 

CH 
CH 

Mammalian & plant 
metabolite. Essential 
sugar.  
 



8.4 Chapter 3: Unassigned metabolites 
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8.5 Chapter 3: Sources of variation in sample population 

Table 11: The table highlights sample metadata and possible sources of variation within the data set used 
in chapter 3. Yard, gender, age and training schedule are included. Gender is denoted as G=gelding, C=colt. 
Sample  Yard  Gender Age  Training  

1  2 G  9 Race fit 

2 2 G  10 Race fit 

3  3 C 2 Trot canter 

4  3 C 2 Trot canter 

5  3 G 3 Trot canter 

6  3 G  3 Trot canter 

7  3 C 2 Trot canter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8.6 Chapter 4: PCA denoting degree of variation between duplicated 

samples 
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8.7 Chapter 4: Primers used in 16s rRNA faecal bacterial gene sequencing 

Table 12: Primers used including tags in 16s rRNA faecal bacterial gene sequencing. Sample number and 
ide is shown as well as forward and backward primers and their associated sequences. 

Sample 
number 

Faecal 
sample 

Forward 
Primer 

Sequence Reverse 
Primer 

Sequence 

1 MMD8 66f_tagge
d_1 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAC 
GAG TGC GTC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

2 MMD1
0 

66f_tagge
d_2 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAC 
GCT CGA CAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

3 TDA6 66f_tagge
d_3 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAG 
ACG CAC TCC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

4 TDA3 66f_tagge
d_4 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAG 
CAC TGT AGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

5 TDA10 66f_tagge
d_5 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAT 
CAG ACA CGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

6 TAD4 66f_tagge
d_6 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAT 
ATC GCG AGC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
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AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

TGC TGG 

7 MMD4 66f_tagge
d_7 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GCG 
TGT CTC TAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

8 MMD6 66f_tagge
d_8 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GCT 
CGC GTG TCC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

9 BME4 66f_tagge
d_9 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTA 
GTA TCA GCC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

10 WKH9 66f_tagge
d_10 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTC 
TCT ATG CGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

11 TDL10 66f_tagge
d_11 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTG 
ATA CGT CTC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

12 BME6 66f_tagge
d_12 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTA 
CTG AGC TAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 
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13 WKE6 66f_tagge
d_13 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GCA 
TAG TAG TGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

14 WKH6 66f_tagge
d_14 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GCG 
AGA GAT ACC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

15 MME2 66f_tagge
d_15 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAT 
ACG ACG TAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

16 WKE1
0 

66f_tagge
d_16 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTC 
ACG TAC TAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

17 MMH1
0 

66f_tagge
d_1 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAC 
GAG TGC GTC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

18 MMC2 66f_tagge
d_2 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAC 
GCT CGA CAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

19 MMC1
0 

66f_tagge
d_3 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAG 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
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ACG CAC TCC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

TGC TGG 

20 WKE8 66f_tagge
d_4 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAG 
CAC TGT AGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

21 WKE4 66f_tagge
d_5 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAT 
CAG ACA CGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

22 TDL5 66f_tagge
d_6 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAT 
ATC GCG AGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

23 BME8 66f_tagge
d_7 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GCG 
TGT CTC TAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

24 MMD1 66f_tagge
d_8 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GCT 
CGC GTG TCC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

25 BME2 66f_tagge
d_9 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTA 
GTA TCA GCC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 
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26 WKE2 66f_tagge
d_10 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTC 
TCT ATG CGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

27 BME9 66f_tagge
d_11 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTG 
ATA CGT CTC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

28 WKH7 66f_tagge
d_12 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GTA 
CTG AGC TAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

29 MME5 66f_tagge
d_13 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GCA 
TAG TAG TGC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

30 MME8 66f_tagge
d_14 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GCG 
AGA GAT ACC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

31 MMH2 66f_tagge
d_15 

CGT ATC GCC 
TCC CTC GCG 
CCA TCA GAT 
ACG ACG TAC 
AGG CCT AAC 
ACA TGC AAG TC 

R518_tagged CTA TGC GCC TTG 
CCA GCC CGC TCA 
GAT TAC CGC GGC 
TGC TGG 

 

 



8.8 Chapter 5: Study 1: PCA of 3 biological matrices highlighting variation 

between behavioural phenotypes 



8.9 Chapter 5: Study 2: Urinary and faecal water PCA analysis highlighting 

possible sources of variation within the sample set 
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8.10 Chapter 6: horse weights throughout the diet trial  

Table 13: Table highlighting weights in kg of each horse throughout the diet trial in chapter 4                                                                                                                    
Horse 
/Date 

A B C D E F G 

23.07 526 504 533 524 462 487 426 

27.08 518 492 540 508 468 491 464 

3.08 506 479 529 481 453 477 478 

10.08 514 474 550 485 460 480 476 
17.08 512 486 533 483 457 477 464 
24.08 504 469 526 466 446 467 480 

31.08 513 476 512 481 462 475 491 

6.09 507 462 516 467 458 456 482 

mean kg 513 480 530 487 458 476 470 

Standard 
deviation  

5 10 9 15 5 8 14 

feed 
kg/day 

2.104 2.016 2.132 2.096 1.848 1.948 1.704 
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